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IBTBODUCTION 
The purpose of this study was to build practical teaching 
materials to be used in developing specific skills in the reading 
program from grades one through six. Besearch has shown some 
factors that contriba\e to success in learniag to read as well as 
areas iJa which confusion ill learning 7JJ&1 develop. Adequate practice 
at points of error may correct a difficulty and guarantee steady 
progress in mastering the complex sk:LlJ.s involved in reading. Two 
considerations were made ill determining what types of lessons should 
be included; the importance of tbe skUl in the over-all program, 
and the availability of suitable materials in the area. 
Included are lessons in teaching letter names, applied phonics, 
word recognition and wo~ meaning. 
As this study is related to different grade levels, each 
sectiom carries its ow plaa rather than a. flu. of study as a 
chapter. 
-1-
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CHAPI'ER I 
RELATED RESEARCH 
The study is concerned with meaniagful practice to fix reading 
vocabular,y through grade six. The research will cover knowledge of 
letter names, phonics, word recognition, word meaning and repetition. 
KNOWLEDGE OF LETTER NAMES y 
In the Horace Mann School Experiment, Gates found that one of 
the best iadicators of ability to read was a knowledge of letter 
s.ymbols, both for.m and sound, and that these abilities may be improved 
by bstruction. 
gj 
Gates amd BoDd studied four large classes of children givea 
reading instruction soon after entering grade one and repor\: 
"Tests of naming the letters iR the alphabet, reading 
letters, matching or comparing words, looking at a word and 
recognizing it in a series of more or less familiar words 
which contain it, aDd other examinations which would reveal 
different degrees of familiarity with printed letters and 
words (totaling 16) tended in general to give fair cor-
relations with ability to learn to read; but the, were not 
perfectly successfUl iJI indicating the pupil who would have 
maximum difficulty." 
3/ 
Wilson- studies reading ptogress at the Horace Mann School and 
reports: 
I} Gites, Arthur. ftAn Experimental Evaluatio~ of Reading Readiness 
~ests.a ~lementa;r_School Jo~l (March, 1939), 39:497-508. 
gf Gates, Arthur I. and Bond, Guy L. "A Study of Factors Deter-
mining Success ud: Failure in Beginning Reading. 11 Teachers College 
~cord (May, ~936),_37:679-685. 
3/ Wilson, Frank T. "Reading Progress in Kindergarten and Primar,y 
~rades.a Elementary School Journal (Februar,r, 1938) 1 38:443-445~ 
"One set of factors seemed to stand out as of pre-
emineat effectiveness in contributing to reading progress, 
namely 1 mastery of letter symbols, both forms and sounds. 
The kindergarten and first grade childrea who knew the most 
letter forms and sounds tended to be the best readers. 
Conversely, the children who were ignorant of, or confused 
about letter forms and sounds, teaded to be very definitely 
the poor readers." 
3 
y 
Hester ill a study of 194 chUdrea at the Reading Laboratory at 
the University of Pittsburgh using the Durrell Ana1ysis of Reading 
Difficulty foUDd 58 per cent of the group lacked wholly or parl1y the 
necessary knowledge for word attack. As far as letter names were 
concerned, she found that: 
Capital letters--Most difficult were V and Y 
Next: B, H1 and S 
Easiest: X 
Small letters-- Most difficult: g, 11 b1 p 
Easiest: a, h1 s, x 
Capital letters were recogalzed more easily than small ones. 
Findings concerning knowledge of letter names and reading y 
achie~meat are not consisteat. Ia 1952, Haskell studied 639 first 
grade children to discover the effect of letter knowledge on reading 
achievement and reported that there is little relationship between 
the knowledge of letter names and reading achievement; the 
correlations rangiag from .31 to .54. The highest correlation is 
between association of upper and lower case letters and reading. 
¥e Hester, Kathleen B. "A Study of Phonetic Difficulties iJa. 
eading. 1' Elementaey School Journal (November, 1942), 43:171-173. 
. ·, 
2/ Haskell, Barbara et al. "The Relationship of Knowledge of 
tetter Names and Reading Achievement in Grade One." Unpublished 
Master's Thesis, Boston University School of Educatioa, 1952. 
. ' 
4 
1/ 
Boynton studied the backgrounds of 781 children entering first 
grade and reported many children came to school with some knowledge 
of letter names, and the childrea with such knowledge achieved 
better in reading: 
flThe mean score of the high reading group ia the 
ideatification of names of capital letters was 11.36 letters, 
compared with 9.12 letters for the low reading group; the 
meaa score of the high reading group in the ideati:ticatiea 
of sounds of capital letters was 2.78 sounds compared with 
.85 for the low reading group. The mean score of the high 
readiig group in the identification of lower case letters 
was 9.33 letters compared with 5.1.5 letters for the low 
readiag group. The meaa score of the high readi:Jlg group 
ia the identification of lower case sounds was 1.71 sounds 
compared with .37 for the low reading g:reup." 
gJ 
Hudak and Wentzel taught letter names in meaningful situa-
tions before beginning a formal reading program to two groups of 
children in first grade and concluded: 
••Knowledge of letters before formal reading aid 
children in attaining success:ln .begi:nning reading. 
1. The· mean score in reading for one experimental 
group was 21.23 compared with 8.95 for the control group • 
. 2. The mean score in reading achievement for the 
second experimental. group was 12.56 compared with 21.23 
for the control group. The critical ratios in both 
comparisons showed significant differences in favor of the 
experimental groups.ft 
lJ ·Boynton, Katherine, et al. "Differences in Reading Background 
lrrought to First Grade." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston 
University School of Educatiea, 1952. 
2/ Hudak, Elizabeth and Wentzel, Margaret M. fiThe Effect of 
fnowledge on Beginning Beading.• Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Bostoa Universit,y School of Education, 1955. 
PHONICS y 
Harper's First Reader made some provision for phonic training, 
including the substitution device often used in teaching word analysis 
today. Among the phonic exercises suggested was the followiBg: 
"It is an excellent blackboard exercise to write different 
initial letters with familiar words; for example, by pre-
fixing certain letters to the word old we form the words 
bold, cold, told, etc. • -
The teaching of phonics was iD vogue during the early twen-
tieth centttr,r. B,y 19201 however, the emphasis was on thought-gj 
getting through silent reading. Harrington mentions in her study 
that: 
''The heyday of silent reading advocates was in the late 
1920s and the 1930s. It was probably during this period that 
phonetics·receded farthest into obscurity. It was at that 
time, too, that teachers who were convinced that phonics had 
value taught as their judgment prompted them, but did not 
talk much about it because they had no objective data to 
support their contention." 
. 'JI 
In 1929, Horn wrote: 
•. o • The failure to show the desirability of phonic 
training may be due to one or more of several possible causes. 
First, it must be admitted that the investigation of phonic 
vs. non-phonic training which have been made up to the 
prese:at time have beea poorly controlled. It is possible 
that· were the factor of phonic training skillfully' isolated, 
and the results of the experiment adequately analyzed, a 
superiority would be shown ••• • 
Jj g&rper' s First Reader. New York: American Book Company, 1888. 
2/ Harrington, Sister Mary James, "The Relationship of Certain 
1tord Analysis Abilities to the Reading Achievement of Second Grade 
Children." Unpublished Doctor's Thesis, Boston University School 
of Education, 1953. 
3/ Hom, Ernest. "The Child's Early Experience with the Letter 
'll•.n Journal of Educational.PsycholCDgy (March, 1929), 20:161-168. 
The mid-1930s saw the beginniag of some competent experi-
meatal research in this area. Dolch~ relating phonic ability to 
meatal maturit,r, reported: 
nwhen consideration is given to the difficult,y of 
accurate measurement of young childreJl in both fields 
concerned, the relation between mental maturity and the 
use of phonics is remarkably high.n 
The correlations were for the first year iD grade one, 
.412 .:!.102; for the second grade, .47 ±.106: The seco:nd year for 
grade one, .. 516:t.096; for the second grade, .406 ±.098. 
'Y Dolch made a strong case for the teaching of phomics: 
"• •• With sight learning of common words, aad with 
vocabulary control in readiJlg materials, teachers can secure 
what is typically first-grade reading. 
6 
"School books do not, however, remain limited to the 
sight vocabulary of the first grade pupil. New words must 
come in daily and at an ever increasing rate. At the same 
time the amoUDt of repetition of new words steadily decreases. 
As the number of words becomes greater 1 the appearance of tha 
words becomes more and more similar. All these condiUom-
greater number, less repetition of new words and greater 
similarity of words--demand something more than the sight 
method of learning. They demand what is called 'independence 
in word recognition,' and that means some sort of phonetic 
attack." " 
Several types of phonic programs were studied by Tate. "J/ 
He began to study the effectiveness of phonic instruction iB the 
jJ Dolch, Edward and Bloomsterm, Maurine. fiPhonic Readiness." 
Zlementa!l School Journal (November, 1937), 38:201-205. 
gj Ibid. 
3/ Tate, Harry L, Herbert, Theresa M., and Zeman- Josephine K. 
~onphonic Primary Reading." Elements~ School Journal 
40:529-5379 March, 1940. -
7 
first and second grade or the Eli Whitney School in Chicago. In his 
first attempt, the experimental first grade was given thirty minutes 
of formal il:tstruction in phonics daily. The control class received 
no instruction iD phonics. A second study, with the same children 
aad teachers participating, provided no instruction in phonics for 
the experimental group, while the control group was given incidental 
instruction--the method in general use. His reported evaluation 
of the three methods: formal, incidental and non-phonic was: 
"· •• To the extent, then, that the conclusions of both 
experiments are valid, it seems probable that these inferences 
are relatively sound: 1) Of the three methods investigated-
formal phonics, nonphonics, and incidental phonics--formal 
phonics is the least efficient ia developing comprehension or 
thought-getting. 2) The main value or formal phonics lies in 
field of word recognition. 3) The incidental-phonic method is 
superior to the nonphOB1• method in developing abilit,y to 
recognize words. 4) The non-phonic method is superior to the 
formal-phonic method and the iDcidental-phonic method in 
developing comprehension." 
In the early 1950s, several studies were done at Boston URiver-
sit,y in aa attempt to discover the relationship of word analysis skills 
to reading ud tJP8lling achievement. The first of these, by Nugem¥, 
used two second grades. The experimeatal group of 27 children were 
taught one 10-:minute word analysis daily, for 5o consecutive school 
days. The control group of 30 children did not receive this 
instruction. She concluded that: 
Vo Nugent, ~ather Marie. "An Evaluation of am Iatensive Program in 
ord Analysis on Spelling and Reading ill the SecoM. Grade." 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 
1950. 
1) In the phonics test administered at the beginaing 
of the experiment, the control group was better thaa the 
experimeatal group. At the end of the experiment, the 
experillle:atal group's score was better ••• A critical ratio 
computed from these differences was 1.01 which is not 
.t&tistically significant. 
2) Ia the Metl"f)politan Reading test given at the end 
of the experiment, the experimental group was superior. 
c. ll. 5.06 • 
.3) In the spelling test, the experimental class was 
superior. Critical ratio was 8.94 ••• 
4) Specific training ia word analysis does improve 
reading and spelling achievement. 
Another yudy', pairing 500 second grade children, was done 
~ Harringtea, in which the relationship of word analysis 
abilities to reading achievemeat was studied. The filadiD.gs are 
summarized below: 
1) There is a slight positive relationship between 
mea1;al age aBd reading achievement. The difference ill meu. 
scores was .3.2 ia favor of those scoring high on the Otis 
test. 
2) There is a positift correlatiou. betwee:a auditor;r 
discrimination and reading achievement. • • The critical 
ratio was 2. 7 • 
.3) ~ere is high positive relationship between skill 
in 'Visual discriminatioa aDd reading achievement. • • The 
critical ratio was 5.85. 
4) There is a high positive relationship between 
knowledge of phonetics and reading achievement. • • The 
critical ratio wae 4 . .3. 
2/ 
8 
Reporting on this stud7, Harrington and Durrell- define phonics 
as, "the attachment of sounds to letters and blends, now coming 
again into favor." They go oa to say that, "Phonics instructioa is 
clearly important, having a higher relatioa to reading achievement 
than any of the factors studied." 
1/ HaiTiii\on, op. cit. 
2/ Harrington, Sister Mary James, and Durrell, Donald D. "Mental 
~aturit,r Versus Perception Abilities in Primar,y Reading." Journal 
of Educational P~chologr (October, 1955), 46:375-380. 
!I McCa~ ud McKeJma did u item analysis ell Nasoa•s 
phonics test in grades oae and two, to establish which are the 
hardest sounds and blends. They found that ill grade one 1 the 
hardest sounds, iB iDcreasillg order of difficulty are s,. f, t, .,., 
a, k1 g1 11 pl, u, cr, ch1 bl, th. Ill grade two, the hardest 
sounds, in increasing order of difficulty, are f 1 k1 wh, t, y, 
s, pl, g1 u, 11 dr, ch, th, bl. The most difficult phoaograma, 
ia increasillg order of difficulty, are us, ing, an, ock, ent. 
Generally, then, the blends are more difficult thaa single 
COilSOD&Ilt sounds. 
i; MCCarthY, Eleanor ud McKemaa, L F. "Aa Item Analysis of 
:soa•s Phonics Test in Grades Oae aad Two." UnpubliShed Master's 
Thesis, Bostoa Universit,y School of Education, 1950. 
9 
WOliD LISTS 
Published vocabulary lists represent the results of word 
counts totaling :millioas of words. Among the better known ones 
are those of Thorndike, Horn, Gates, Dolch, International Kinder-
gartea Unioa, aDd tinsla:ad. y 
ThorDdike' s word list, compiled ill 1921, was one which 
represented 201000 words selected from children's literature, the 
.y 
Bible, textbooks, newspapers aad classics. Horn's list contai.as 
10,000 words :most commonly used ill writi.ag, based oa .5,137 ,000 
10 
J/ 
rwming words taken from adult correspondeace. Gates' Primary List 
is composed ef 11 .500 words common to books published for the pr:imary 
grades. It is a reference in the construction of primai'1' grade 
tests and a norm for the evaluatioll of the v.cabulary burden of 
primary grade books. 
A widel1 used list of words in the speaking vocabulary of 
children eateriD.g first grade makes up the Iaternational KiD.der-
4/ 
gartea Uaion List:- It contains 21 .500 words selected from some 
7 ,ooo words in the oral vocabulary of five and six year old children. 
l/ Thoiidike, E. L. The Teacherfs Word Book. New York: Teachers 
e'ollege, Columbia Uai versi\j, 192L 
2/ Hora, E. A. ttA Basic Writillg Vocabul.ar,r." Studies iR Education, 
-rirst Series, :ao. 4, University of Iowa. April, 1926. 
3/ Gates, A. I. "The CoDstructioa of a Reading Vocabular.r for 
l'rimar,- Grades." Teachers College Becord (March, 1926), 27:62.5-~. 
4/ Intel"'JJ&tioul Ki.R.dergartea Union. trA Study' of Vocabulaey ot 
l!bUdre• before Enterillg tlle First Grade. tt Washington, D.C. 1928. 
!I 
The Dolch list or 220 words to be used for drill by 
children havillg a small sight vocabular,r was compiled from: 
1. TAe International KiDdergartea Uaioa List 
2. Arthur I. Gates, A ReadiBg Vocabulaq for the Primaq 
Grade• 
3. I. L. Thorndike, The Teacher's Word Book 
2/ 
HUdretJl- states that failure ia begilming readi.Bg is due. ill 
large part to the use or too lUJJ1' new word• ia ')tro.perUoa to the 
total ceatent. Tlle TOe&bular,r bardea is so great that there is 
insufficieat repetition. 
~ 
The Rinslaad list iRcludes frequency of usage of words b.Y 
ll 
children at each grade level. The 25,632 words were derived froa 
compositioas, aad of these, 14,571 occur with a frequenc.y ef three 
or more. 
A study of the spontaneous speakiag vocabulary of children aged 
w 
two to five years, in a nursery environment was conducted by Hodgkias. 
She concluded that the English of these childrea is not established, 
that they lack essential words, that they will have to leara in their 
school experience. She says 1 "However, with the first developmelilt 
of social reactions, speech is a basic agency for happy and satis-
factor,y group relationships.n 
1/ Dolch, E. w. "Basic Sight Vocabulaey". n Elemen.tarz School 
Journal (Februar,y, 1936) 1 36:4.56-460. 
2/ Hildreth, Gertrude. "All iD Favor of a Low Vocabular,y •. n 
!tementa;r School Jouraal (April, 1943), 43:462-470. 
3/ Rinsland, H. D. A Basic Vocabulaq of Elementary Sehool 
~ildrea. New York: Macmillii CompaDy, 1945. 
4/ Hodgkins, A. M. M. 11Tabulation of the Spontaneous Speakin.g 
V'oeabul.ar,y of Two to Five Year Old Chlldrelll illl a Nurser.r School. n 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Bostoa universit,y School of Educatio•• 
1947. -
12 
1/ 
Durrell's- remedial reading vocabulary for primary grades contains 
754 words compiled for use in preparing suitable materials for older 
children readiag at this level. Ninety per cent of the words used 
ill children's written composi tioa are included. The Durrell-
2/ 
Sullivan- reading vocabularies for grades four, five, and six are 
derived from word counts of books commoaly used in these grades. 
'fl Durrell, Donald D. Imaroving Reading Instruction. Yollkers-
on-Hudson, New York: Worr Book COmpany. 1956. pp. -3~-.366. 
g{ Ibid. pp. 367-392. 
13 
WORD RECOGNITION AND MEANING 
Word recognition and meaning are basic in the reading process. 
M~ studies have been conducted to investigate the importance of 
these factors. In acquiring a vocabulary, it is necessar.y to 
identify accurately, to pronouace clearly, and to attach meaning to 
word symbols. 
Bond!/ states that the establishing of accurate and realistic 
word meanings through reading must be guided. The following 
principles may be used: 
1) The vocabular,y load of new or partially under-
stood words should not be too great. 
2) The vocabulary to be learned should appear many 
times and ·in a variety of situations in the reading, so 
accurate reading may be derived. · 
3) The different words can be isolated and a more 
detailed study of them made. y 
Mattola attempted to determine whether children progress 
faster in learning words in phrases or in isolation at the be-
giJming of a formal reading program. The results were in favor 
of teaching words in isolation. 
3/ 
Berr,r- stresses better understanding in the use of sight 
vocabulary: 
lJ Borid, fiUy L. "Vocabulary Development, Improving Beading in 
'the Content Fields. 11 Annual Conference on Reading. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press. January, 1947. pp. 86-88. 
2/ Mattola, Margaret D. "The Effect of Teaching Reading 
Vocabulary by Words in Isolation and Phrases in the First Grade." 
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University School of Education, 
19~1. . 
3/ Berry, Althea. ttDevelopment of Reading Vocabulary and Word 
~cognition." Forty-Eighth Yearbook of the National Socie for 
the Stud~ of Educa ~on: ~cago 
Press, 1 49. p. 183. 
"The larger the number of words which a child recognizes 
quick~ and accurate~ at sight, the greater is the likeli-
hood that he will understand the text ful~. It is essential, 
therefore, that reading :uterials be abundant~ supplied and 
carefully paced to the child's rate of acquisition of 
vocabulary." 
In ~Umm&rizing the vocabular,y investigations prior to 1926, 
1/ 
Schwesinger- reported that early research consisted only in the study' y 
of general vocabular,y knowledge. Garrison investisated the relation-
ship of vocabular,y abilities among tbird grade pupils. A positive 
relationship between rhyming words, word building, and sentence 
3/ 
vocabulary existed. ~ch- studied words that were uotionally 
toned, and found that some words bring forth a clearer image and a 
more specific picture than other words. 
4/ 
Reporting a study on word recognition, Hildreth- stated: 
"F~liarity with the meaning of the word was a 
signtficant factor in successful learning. Perceptual 
contusions seemed less common than meaning confusions or 
word-association confusions." 
2/ Garrison, K. G. "The .Relationship between Three Different 
Vocabulary Abilities.n Journal of Bducational Research (Januar,r, 
1930), 21:43-4S. 
31 -Lynch, Clyde A. "The MemQrY Values of Certain Alleged 
~tionally Toned Words.~ !Ia Journal ot lxperimantal P!fchologr 
(June, 1932), 15:313. -
4/ Hildreth, Gertrude. 11 An Individual Study in Word Recogrd tion." 
!he Elementary School Journal (April, 1935), 35:616. 
1.5 
!I 
Rickard, ill the same year, was concerned with the recognition 
of primar,r pupils, and declared: 
"Factors determining ease of recognition are: 
(a) Frequenc.y of oral use, the greater the oral familiari-
ty the better the chances of Tiaual recognition. (b) Length 
of words, words containing few letters more easily recognized 
than longer ones. (c) Configuration of words as determined by 
the relation of ascending, descending, and neutral letters 
within the word. 11 · 
2/ 
Elivian- studied word perception and word meaning in the 
intermediate grades, and concluded that children fail to reoognize 
3/ 
the words which they do not comprehead. Dolch- stressed the im-
portance of ._petition in vocabulary-building activities, thus: 
flSurely, if any element of school work deserves 
repetition, it is the meanings of new English words, for 
we wish them to function for the rest of the child's life 
in his reading, in his thinking, and perhaps in his expression.n 
4/ 
Gray and Holmes-reported that most of the earlier studies 
stressed word forms rather thall word meaning. They indicated the 
need for the latter: 
flThe need for a rich meaniRg vocabular.y becomes in-
creasingly evident as the ideas, conce~Jts, and information 
involved depart from the everyday experiences and language 
activities of children.n 
Havilllg compared the two methods of promoting vocabulary growth, 
their conclusion was, "Vocabular,r growth was significantly greater 
1/ Rickard, Garrett E. "The Recognition Vocabulary of Prima%7 
~pils.n Journal of Educational Research (December, 193.5), 29: 281-291. 
2/ Elivian, Jeannette. flWord Perception and WDrd Meaning in Sileat 
~eadiRg in the Intermediate Grades." Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston Universit.y School of Education, 1938. 
3/ Dolch, E. W. 1leading and Word Meanings. Boston, Girm and Company 1 
!'927. p. 33. 
4/ Gray, William S. and Holmes, Eleanor. "An Experimental Study of 
the Development of Meaning Vocabularies in Reading." Educational 
Monograph No. 6. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1938. p. 11.5. 
16 
in the case of the pupils who received specific guidance in the 
meaniag aad use of new words.• 
1/ 
Durrell- indicated that proper :interpretation must be included 
in the primacy program: 
"Although primary readiag materials usuallY base their 
vocabular,y upon experieaces common to children, activities 
are essential to the development of good comprehension. 
The lack of word analysis and word recognitiGit looms so large 
in the milld of the begiuer that he is often satisfied with 
accurate word-calling." 
2/ 
Bradley, Cahill and Tate- studied the effect of the clari-
fication of the meanings of word• upo:a vocabulacy building with fifth 
and eighth grade pupils. They state that, "There is no need for word 
study' to be dry and boresome to pupils."· Their data analysis shows 
that clarifying mistakea ideas pertaining to the meaning of words is 
an effective method of building a vocabular,y. 
3/ 
McKee- says pri.Jlted symbols do not give meaning to the reader: 
"They merely stimulate him to recall the concepts. or 
meaning which they represent. Then, the. reader by recalling, 
malllipulating ad combiniJlg these concepts makes meaniag ill 
his mind.n 
I 
2/ Bradley, Martha H., Cahill, Loretta A., and Tate, Harry L. 
Wlcquisitioa of a Reading Vocabular,y." The Elementary School Review 
(Januar,r, 1941), 18:21. 
3/ McKee, Paul. f'Word Lists and Vocabulary Diffie~ in Readi.llg 
Ratter." The Elementary English Review (November, 1~~), 1.4:241-
245. . 
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1/ 
Addy- suggests that: 
ffWithout a developed meaning vocabular,y the child ia 
able to arrive at only a very few of the ideas presented iD 
the printed or spokem materials which he sees or haara. 
When we add to a child's stock, words which he can utilize 
with meaniag1 we add to the equipment with which his 
commwdcatioa and thinking are done.n 
2/ 
Baker- studied some difficulties encouatered in word recog-
nition and found: 
"1). • • That the difficulty occurring most frequent]Jr is 
collfusion of word forms and 
2) That the collfusioms are most .frequent iD words which 
are regarded as basic or commoa to all readiag material. • • 
In teaching children to read the teacher must recognize the 
need for developing versatility in the use of common werds. 
In the field of semantics, the metaphor is an example of 
versatility. It is this multiple meanizlg of words that aids 
comprehensioD and enriches readizlg activities. Definite 
attention must be given to the multiple meaning of common 
words." 
3/ 
Seegers- writes that interest in word meaning is becoming 
increasing]Jr evident: 
"It is significant that with reference to both testing 
and development, increasing attention is paid to area and 
depth of meaning, not simplJ to single or isolated meanings." 
4/ 
Dolch and Leeds- investigated various kinds of meanings, and 
it appears evident that in order to grasp the thought one must 
1/ Addy 1 Martha L. ''Development of a Meaning Vocabular,y in the 
fntermediate Grades. 1' The Elementary English Review (January, 1941) 1 
18:22-26. 
2t Baker, Nonna. ttConfusion in Word Recognition." The Elementa;ey 
~chool Journal (June, 1945), 45:575. 
3/ Seegers, J. Conrad. 11Recent Basearch in Vocabulary Developmellt." 
The E1eme11taey English Review (Februaey, 1946), 23:~. 
4/ Dolch, E. W. aad Leeds, Dom. "Vocabulary Tests and Depth of 
Keaning.n Journal or Educational Research (November, 1953), 
47:181-189. 
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understand the meaning the author intends to convey. Dolc~urged that 
attention be given to meaning, and that research be contimued in the 
field of vocabular,r to find out how many words and which words 
children know. He says it is the responsibility of the school to 
take into account the sources of meaning, from years of living1 
activities, travel and imaginative living. 
v According to Gray, the child must learn to transfer the words 
he learns in reading to thinking, speaking, and writing; and much 
3/ 
work is needed on meaning. McKee- feels there is value in the use 
of planned exercises to develop word meanings, and that such instruc-
tion must be provided to acquaint the child with several meanings 
of a word. Durrell!!/ considers well-organized exercises on varied 
meanings as insurance of the application of meanings1 as an aid to 
retention1 and as a guarantee of pupil enjoyment. 
1/ Dolch, E. W. "Depth of Meanimg." Journal of Education 
tkayl 1949)1 69:562-566. 
2/ Gray, Lillian. ttMaking It Their Own.•' National Educational 
Association Journal (September, 1951), 40:40$-406. 
3/ ·McKee 1 Paul. Teaching of Readin~ in the Elementary School. 
lfoston: Houghton MifflillCOmpaDy. 948. p. 32o • 
.!!/ Durrello op. cit. p. 169. 
1/ 
Thorndike- states: 
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WORD PRACTICE 
gj 
"Ebbinghaus found that the same amout 
of time spent in learaiag a series of nonsense syllables gave 
greater efficiency over three days than when concentrated on one.n 
3/ 
Bryan and Harter-reported the study of the telegraphic 
language, sending and receiving. This is the first extensive 
quantitative study of improvement in a mental function. Thorndike 
says: 
"Ordinarily telegraphic speed is reckoned in terms e:t 
so many words per minute. For these tests, however, the 
letters were counted. Of course sentences were used in 
each test which had not been used before. Pains were taken 
to keep the tests of uni.form difficulty. On one ha:nd lll&DY 
short and easy combinations and on the other hand com-
binations representing unusual difficulty from a telegraphic 
point of vie, were avoided. Special pains were also takeD 
to see tpat .. ~e ·all101ll1t of practice from week to week was 
substantially unifor.m.n 
v Foster conducted a study at Cornell University in which 
objects, pictures, and nonsense drawings were shown for ten to 
sixty seconds and thea reproduced. Foster sums his findings as 
follows: 
1/ Thorndi'Ke, E. L. The Psyeholoiaof Learning. Volume 2. 
!few York: Teachers College, Colum universitY. 1913. p. 195. 
y Ebbinghaus, H. Uber das Gedachtnis. 
3/ Bryan, W. L. and Harter, N. '"Studies in the Physiology a:od 
~s.ychology of the Telegraphic Language." Psychological Review, 
Volume 4. 1897. pp. 27-531 Volume 6. 1889. pp. 345-375. 
1;J} Thorndike, op. cit. p. 87. 
w 
2J Foster, I. W. s. "The Effect of Practice upon Visualiziag aad 
iDd upon the Reproduction of Visual Impression." Jour.aal of Educational 
Psychology. Volume 2. 1911. pp. 2-21. 
"The ability to reproduce increased with practice 
although the increase was rapid at first and slow later. 
The greatest gain of final over intial ability was 44%, 
the least 6%. 
"In no case did practice increase the ability or even 
the tendency to visualize. The best reproducJ of visual 
impressions was the poorest visualizer, and relied almost 
wholly upon verbal cues for recall. 
"This increased ability is dependent upon the parti-
cular material, time, instructions, and other conditions 
of the experiment upon familiarit,y with these conditioas 
and upon confidence based on familiarity. Practice, in 
other verda, is specific." 
1/ 
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Rejall and Hill- recorded in their study of practice in type-
writing the time required, the errors made, notes on the learner• s 
condition, and methods of work. y 
Thorndike says of this study: 
"We caDDot measure the change from the very beginning to 
the very end, but onl:y from the total performance on the 25th 
day. This change was from a time of 15.33 with eight mistakes 
to a time of 4.03 with four mistakes; or from 6.3 words per 
minute {assuming five letters to a word) 98.4 per cent of the 
letters and spaces, etc. right to 24.7 words per minute, with 
99.2 per cent of the words right." 
3/ . 
Pyle- tested a group of students I' or ~6 days in an experiment 
in which all used the same length of practice period and the same 
distribution of practices. He concluded: 
!( Thorndike, on. cit., p. 134. 
g( Thorndike, op. cit., np. 102-103. 
J! Pyle, w. H. The Psychology of Learning • Baltimore: '.,_7arwick 
and York, Inc. 1928. p. 4o. 
1. Practice after a certain time is not profitable. 
2. Practice periods of children should be short, and 
in most cases once or twice a day. 
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3. Unperfected motor mdvements require more brief 
practice periods and longer intervals between practices than 
learning in which the actual movements can easily be made. 
4. In establishing a complicated set of habits, fre-
quently repeated practices at the start are more profitable 
than they are after habituation has proceeded further. 
1/ 
Kruger- lists twelve monosyllabic nouns in his experiment. 
The range of intervals in the experiment was: one, two, four, 
seven, fourteen, and twenty-eight days. The following conclusions 
were drawn from the study: 
1. The learning scores based upon 100% learning, -was 
approximately the same for the 18 conditions. Thus any 
differences in amounts retained cannot be accounted for by 
differences in the learning score. 
2. The retention scores showed that for ever,y inter-
val the highest amount retained was for 100% over learning, 
while 100$ 1earning always gave the least score. 
3. As the degree of learning was increased from 100% 
to 150%, the corresponding increase in retention for the 
one day interval was approximately the same, and that this 
ratio increased rapidly as the length of the interval 
between learning and recall was extended. 
4. As the degree of learning was increased from 150% 
to 200%, (or b.1 an additional 33 and 1/3%), the corres-
pondillg increase in retention was usually less, and this 
proportion did not var,y consistently with the length of the 
interval. The results suggested that a certain degree of 
overlearning, at least 50%, is highly economical from the 
standpoint of retention for intervals of two to twenty-
eight days and the larger the interval the greater is the 
economy. Further increases of overlearning, however, 
proved to be uneconomical for most intervals. 
1/ Kruger, W. c. F. "The Effect of Overlearning on Retention." 
J'"oumal of Experimental Psychology Volume 12. 1929. pp. 71-78. 
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1/ 
Greene- says that studies of retention may be grouped into 
four general classes depending on the type of material. They are: 
1. Nonsense material 
2. Tool subjects of wide general application 
3. Specific meaningful material 
4. Motor patterns 
2/ 
Greene-lists the following conclusions drawn from the studies 
of Austin, Jones and Ebbinghausa 
1. There is a period of forgetting followed b,y a slower 
period of forgetting. 
2. The small number of cases involved and the large number 
of unknown factors make it difficult to predict a law of forget-
ting as shown ~ Ebbinghaus, Bean, and others, but it seems 
highly probable that under more controlled conditions predic-
tion formulae·would be very reliable for such material. 
3/ 
Murphy -and Junkins- showed in their study during a six weeks 
period of groups of children who had made little or no progress in 
reading during the first semester of the first grade the following: 
1. All groups made progress in visual discrimination, 
but the special visual group made a greater gain than the 
other two. 
2. In auditory discrimination, the special auditory group 
showed marked progress, while the other groups made almost no 
gain. 
3. The learning rate of the two experimental groups as 
indicated b,y the retention of words taught was found to be twice 
as great at the end of the training period as the beginning. 
The control group had only improved slightly in this respect. 
~ Greene, E. B. "The Retention of Information teamed in College 
ourses." Journal of Educational Research (1931), 24:262-273. 
gj Ibid. p. 273. 
3/ Murphy, Helen A. and Junkins, Kathryn M. "Increasing the Rate 
of Learning in First Grade Reading." Education (September, 1941)1 
62:37-39. . 
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1/ 
Ashley- states: "The teacher should provide review and prac-
tice that will fix the new words and meanings permanently ill the 
memory to become the foundation of a powerful and enriched 
functional vocabulary." 
2/ 
Burton says that: 
"Meaningful teaching precedes the initiation of practice 
and continuing practice must be operated on sound principles. Some 
of the underlying principles are: 
1. Practice should be upon materials susceptible to 
automatization. 
2. Practice must be meaningful. 
3. Practice must be on things acquired. 
4. Practice periods at first will have large diagnos-
tic emphasis. 
5. Practice for speed must be subordinated for practice 
for accuracy at first and the two progressively balanced. 
6. Practice periods should be short and distributed 
over a period of time. 
1. Practice periods should be lively, interesting and 
pleasant. 
8. Practice time am effort should not be wasted on 
accessory and non-essential processes. 
!Z Ashley, Doris. "An Evaluation of Exercises for the Development 
of Word Meanings in Grade Five." Unpublished Master's Thesis, 
Boston Universi~ School of Education. 1952. p. 1. 
2/ Burton, William H. The Guidance of Learning Activities. 
ifew York: Appleton-Centur,y:Crof'ts, Inc. 1944. pp. 465-4o6. 
9. Practice should proceed under some pressure. 
10. Practice proceeds best under a small amount of 
emotion. 
11. Progress should be apparent to the pupil. 
12. Practice proce81es and requirements should be 
adjusted to individual differences. 
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13. Practice procedures should make liberal use of 
material prepared by teachers and pupils, but commerciallY 
prepared materials are in ma~ cases useful and legitimate." 
CHAPrER II 
TEACHING LETTER NAMES 
Section I 
Introduction 
These plans include lessons for teaching the letters of the 
25 
alphabet, capital and lower ease in meaningful situations, such as: 
television call letters; children's initials; common products. It 
is suggested that these lesson plans be preceded by a short 
teacher-made test to determine how many letters are known. (See 
Section III) It would be advisable to retest at the conclusion of 
the lessons to determine how macy letters were learned. The 
letters are introduced in the following order: 
First Week 
Monday Tuesday 
Ww Aa 
Bb Mm 
Zz Pp 
Second. Week 
Mondq Tuesdaz 
B.r Kk 
Jj Ii 
Qq Xx 
Wednesday 
Ss 
Oo 
Tt 
Wednesday 
Nn 
Cc 
Y7 
Thursday 
Vv 
Ee 
L1 
Thursdaz 
Hh 
Gg 
Fridaz 
Dd 
Uu 
Ff 
Friday 
Be-
test 
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Lesson Plans 
1. A short period of review is provided for each day. 
2. Introduction of the new letters, capital and small, pre-
sented to the entire class. The visual form of the letter 
is presented on the board, oral directions are given to 
indicate the general form of the letter. A kinesthetic 
approach is introduced ~ the teacher, and practice is 
provided for the group. Care should be taken to say th.e 
letter each time its form is made. In using a kines-
thetic approach manuscript .ziting must be used. 
3. Additional written practice is provided for those chil-
dren desiring to use the board. 
4. Additional exercises are provided at the conclusion of 
the daily lesson plans. Materials for activities are 
listed and followed ~ suggestions for use in small 
groups. Complete details are listed in Section III. 
5. It is suggested that Building Word Power ~ Durrell, 
Sullivan, and Murphy be used to teach letter so'Wlds 
before teaching applied phonics. 
Approximate time for daily lessons: 
1. Teaching -- 15 minutes. 
2. Practice -- 15 to 20 minutes. 
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Sources of Materials 
Twenty-five cent children's books of words, letters, and pictures. 
Dictionar,y, The Golden Book 
ABC 
Professional magazines such as: 
The Grade Teacher 
The Instructor 
Guidebooks: 
Building Word Power, Durrell, Murphy 1 Sullivan. New York: 
World Book Company, 194.5. 
Improving Reading Instructiotb Durrell. New York: World 
Book Company, 1956. pP. 53- (Suggestive test for 
identifying letters) 
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Additional words that can be used for practice on the second week. 
Monday 
R 
ir!RS 
BUTTER 
RD. (Road) 
R. N. (Ragistered Nurse) 
Rin Tin Tin 
Tuesday 
K 
tooK 
Wednesday 
N 
f. E. (New England) 
NE (north east) 
Boston 
N (north) 
JUNE 
NOVEMBER 
LISTEN 
N. H. (Hew Hampshire) 
Thursdaz 
H 
lf-o (Cereal) 
H-B (cough drops) 
J 
JELL':'o 
J. M. JOimAN MARSH 
Jack and Jill 
~ack Frost 
Q 
QUIN<!Y 
Q-TIPS 
Jack and the Beanstalk 
JOY 
I 
~IO 
MILK 
c 
WNAn' 
RCA 
BOAC (plane) 
CHEESE 
CBEAM 
BUICK 
OCTOBER 
MARCH 
DECEMBER 
CLARA BELL 
G 
GO-
GAS 
GLOBE 
DODGE 
AUGUST 
DRUGS 
HOUSE AND GABDENS 
X 
LUX 
EXIT 
y 
I VOl! 
JANUARY 
FEBRUARY 
MAY 
JULY 
MONDAY 
TUESDAY 
WED11!SDAY 
THURSDAY 
FRIDAY 
SATUE)AY 
SUNDAY 
N . Y. (New York) 
X-RAY 
Second week -- Fridq 
Test tor identifying letters. 
1. Teacher-made test should include: 
a. One page of capital letters in random order 
b. One page of small letters in random order 
2. Testing should include: 
a. Identifying letters shown on flash cards by drawing a 
circle around capital or small letter that was seen 
b. Identifying letters named by drawing a circle around 
capital or small letter that was named 
J. Suggestions: 
a. Flash cards should be shown in the following order 
(the approximate order of difficulty) : 
capitals - 0 X A B T C 1 R I 5 P N F E H D M K 
ZJYWGQUV 
lower case -- o x s c i p t l1l k z e w r j y r n 
ahvubdlgq 
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b. The same test should be used before and after the teaching 
of letter names so that the teacher may see the gains 
made. 
First week -- Mond!y 
Materials 
Section II 
Ww, Bb, Zz 
1. Television programs with WBZ (from newspaper) 
2. Television set made from shoe box (see Section III) 
Lesson I 
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Say: ttToday we are going to learn the names of some letters. 
I am going to write them on the board. You see these letters 
very often. They are: W B z. (Write each letter as it is said.) 
---
Have you seen tbeee letters before? Yes, that's right, on tele-
vision. They are the call letters for Cbarmel Four. We are geiDg 
to learn the names of these letters. How many are there? (count) 
Yes, there are three. 
W •This one (point) is !• Remember W for he likes to be called 
by his name, !: (Point toW each time you say W) Watch me write 
!· A slanted line down, a slanted line up, a slanted line down, and 
a slanted line up. Watch me make !• (Use forefinger to make the 
letter, repeating the form.) Now., you make !• I'll watch. 
(Su.pervise.) Ready? Who wants to write~ (Permit several chil-
dren to try it on the board.) That's fine. 
"The names of some "towns begin with !• Watertown begins with 
W. (Point te Y) Wellesley begins with !• (point) Waltham begins 
with !• Winchester also begins with !• Alice, come put a circle 
around all the 1f • s you can find. Tba t 1 s fine. tt 
-
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v ffThis is a big !.• (Point) In ;your faaily there is a big 
a.ith, ;your father, and a little Smith, you. Well, there is a little 
!, too, and he looks just like ld.g! except that he is smaller. See 
this little w? (Write v) This is how to write little v. (Write 
- . -
agaia repeatiag saae fora as used tor capital w.) Let's all :make a 
li:t;tle will the air vf.th our fingers. Be sure to sq was you mab 
. - -
w. lleacty? Who wants to wr1 te little v on the board? (Select aewral~ 
- -
fiWhea we are very thirsv we driDk water. We get it from the 
folUltaiD in the hall. water begias with w. This is the R7 water 
- -- .... 
looks when 1.' is written. (Write water) 'What is the first letter 
in water? 'lea, !.• John, will ;you put a circle around the !. in water? 
Thank 7011. That' s fine. 
B 
-
''This letter (writing is !..) llemeaber. !• ! likes to be called 
(Point to B each time you eq B) Watch • write !• A straight 
liDe down. Then go to the top and go roUild and round. Now watch 
while I make B in the air. (11apeat fom) Let's make J together. 
- -
Ready? Now ,-ou do it. I'll watch. Be sure to sq B while ;you are 
.. -
making B. (SUpervise) Vh.o wants to coae write 11• (Choose one or 
-
two.;) 
"This (writing Boston) is the D8ll8 of a city we all know. Yes, 
it is Boston. What is the first letter in BostonZ Yes, !• Ma17 
come put a circle aroulld B. That's fine. 
-
~ ~ "This is sull ~· The big letter we call a capital. This is a 
capital !• (Writing B.) SllaU ~ looks 1111ch like capital !• You ltart 
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at the top and go down. Then you go half way back and around once 
down here. Watch me make small b. (Repeat form) Let's all make small 
~together. Be sure to say the name of the letter. Now, you do it. 
I 111 watch. (Supervise) 
"Now, watch closely. WU.t letter is this? (Write W) That'• 
right, !• What letter is this? (Write b ) Yes, small ~· What 
is this letter? (Write B) Yes, capital ~· That's fine. 
2 "This letter is capital:; !.• Remember ~· It sounds almost 
like a fly buzzing around the room. Say it with me ---- Z ----. 
Watch me write z. (Saying as you write--) over, down, over. Let's 
make ~ together. Say the letter and then tell me how to make it. 
Ready? ~ -- over, down, over. Now, you do it. I'll watch. 
(Supervise) That• s just fine. 
ttThis word (writing 2oo) is Zoo. What is the first letter in 
Zoo? Yes, ~· To~, come put a c,1rele around the~· 
~ ttSmall ! looks like capital ~except it is smaller. Watchl 
(write z) Now, let' s all make a small !• Remember, say !: Ready? 
!--over, down, over. Who wants to write small z? (Choose several) 
That• s fine. 
"This section of the board (indicate} is for you to use to 
practice writing the letters we leamed today. When you are 
.finished with your work you may come up to the board and write. 
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See, I will put the letters up here where you can see them.ft (Have 
colorful letters nearb.f so cbildrea may pick them up and handle them. 
A place should be provided for a cumulati "ft'J record of the letters 
learned. Such a project can be a ha~ reference guide for the · 
ehildre:m..) 
Materials for acti v.i.ties 
1. Art or drawing paper 
2. Shoe bag set up for the matching or letters (see Section 
III) 
3. Work sheet as described in Section III. 
Sug~ested Activities for small groups 
1. Make a drawing of a television set showing call letters 
on the screen. 
2. Have shoe bag ready for the matching of small letters to 
capital letters. 
3. Practice in writing letters on the board and on paper. 
4. Matching letters work sheet. 
First week -- Tuesday Aa,Mm,Pp 
Materials 
1. Two post-marked envelopes with AM and FM on postmark.. 
2. Two signs made up with AM on one - FM on the other. 
Review letters: WW, Bb, Zz 1 
Say: ftl.et' s see how good our memories are. Who can tell me 
what this letter is? (Write Z on the board) z, that's correct. 
Who can write small z? Let's all make 3 capital Z 1 s in the air. 
Be sure to say Z as you make it. Ready? 2--Z--Z--. Now, let•s 
make 2 small z 1s. Ready? z--z--. 
WWho can tell me what this letter is? (Write B) Yes, it is 
capital B. Then, what is this letter? (b) Yes, it is the small 
b. Let 1 s make 3 capital B 1 s in the air. Say B as you make each 
one. Beady"? B--l!L-'5.-. Now~ let's make 3 small b' s. Ready? 
•:. 
b-b--b-. 
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"What letter is this? (W) Yes, W.. Who remembers what small 
w looks like? Will you write one for us? That's fine. Let's all 
make 3 capital W1 s and 3 small w1 s in the air. Be sure to say W 
each time Jou make one. Ready? W-~--W--. Now, 3 small w•s. 
w--,w--,w--. GoodJft 
Lesson II 
"Today we are going to leam the names of three more letters. 
I am going to write them. I am sure you have seen these letters. 
They are: (Say each one as you write it) !_., !, f.• Have you seen 
these letters anywhere? (Write AM, PM) I am going to show you one 
place you can always find them. (Show two postmarked envelopes) 
~ is a short way of saying morning., PM is a short way of saying 
afternoon. This letter was mailed in the morning. (Write AM) 
This letter was mailed in the afternoon. (Write PM) Since it is 
morning now, let us put up a sign telling us it is morning. Which 
sign shall we use? (Hold up both signs) Yes, AM because it is morning. 
'When should we put up this sign? (Hold up PM and say) Yes, after 
lunch because then it will be afternoon.. Mary, after lunch will you 
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please change our signs? Tommy, will you change our sign tomorrow 
morning? Which sign w.i.ll you put up? Yes, @!.for it will be morning. 
When we want to know whether it is morning or aftemoon, how can we 
find out? Yes, leok at the sign under the clock. We will change 
them each morning and a.:f'temoon. (Continue this for one or two weeks.) 
A "This is the way' !, looks. (Say A as you write A) Let• s 
remember A- for we must call it!: (Point to A each time) Watch 
me again. (Write and say---) Down, down, over. (In air repeating 
form) See it you can make !, with me. Say ~'s name each time you 
make it, tor remember!. likes to be called !• Now who can write 
A on the board? Very good! 
!. "There is a small !, too. It looks like this. (Say a as you 
write it) Watch closely while I do it again. (Write !. saying-) 
Down and around. Let's all make 3 small a's in the air. Be sure 
to say !. as you make it. Ready? a--a--a--. Who wants to write 
small a on the board? That's fine. 
M "This is !:!.• (Say M as you write M) Remember!_, too, for!:!, 
likes to be called!- (Point to M each time) Hava you ever heard 
o.:f' M aDd M'a? What are M and M's? That's right--candy. Watch me 
- - - -.. 
while I write ! in the air with my fingers. Let' s all make M til 
the air. Say ! as you make it. Ready? M--. Who wants to write 
M? (Choose several) That's just fine. 
m ttLook at small m. How is it different from capital M? (Write 
- -
m and M) Yes, small m is smaller. What other difference do you see? 
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Of course, small ! has two little hills here, (indicate) instead of 
these points, (indicate capita1 M). Watch me as I write small !.-
Let's JPake 3 small m' s iD the air. Say ! each time. Ready? 
m--m--m-. 
"Watch closezy. Is this B? (Write Z) It isn'tJ Well, 
what is it then? Yes, f.t 1 s !_. What letter is this? (A) Yes, 
!.• What is this one? (a) Small !.• What is this letter? (b) 
Yes, small b. What is this? (W) Yes, w. M;y, you are all so 
- -
wide awakB. I couldn't. catch you today. 
P "This is P. Let•s remember P. P (point) likes to be called 
£•, !J (point) is very easy to write. Watch while I write !:.• 
(Write P saying-) Down, up, around and in. Watch me make P ill the 
- -
.-
air. Now you do it. I'll watch. Say P each time. Let's make 
-
-
3. lleadTl (Supervise) P-P-P-. Who wants to come write p·:r 
-
(Choose several) Wondertull 
ttHave you ever seen this sign? ! .& P. (Write on board.• 
Let children read.) Where have you seen!..& !:,2 Yes, on a super-
market. That's right. 
E. tttook at the small E.• (Write E. as you say it) Why, it looks 
just like capital !:, only it is smaller. We can all make 3 small p 1s 
in the air. Be sure to say E. as you make each one. Beady? 
p--p-p-. Who wants to write £_? That's fine• 
fiThis is ----(write M and wait for an answer) Yes, !• This 
fellow is --;(P). Yes._~· What is this letter's name? (a) Yes, 
-n; ..:. You're right.'ll 
-
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Materials for activities 
1. Seat work sheets on matching capital and lower case letters. 
2. Several pages of the Yellow Pages with large letters. 
3. Shoe bag matching. 
4. Drawing paper-cardboard for signa. 
Suggested Activities for small groups 
1. Each child should do the work sheets -- Section II 
2. Have several pages of the Yellow Pages for children to 
look over and circle all the letters they know. 
3. Shoe bag matching for addit.:i..,nal practice on matching 
capital and lower case letters. 
4. Drawing_ supermarket with A & . P on the front. 
5. Making AM and H! signs for use at home. 
First week -- Wednesday 
Material.s 
Ss, Oo, Tt 
1. Flash cards for reviewing letters--Section II 
2. SOS box. 
3. Stop sign. 
Review letters: Ww, Bb, 2z, Mm, Pp, Aa 
Say: tttet' s see who can remember the letters we have learned 
so far. I will show you a card with three letters on it. (Hold 
flash card up) There are some numbers too, aren't there? I'll 
say the name of a letter. You find the letter I say and hold up the 
same number of fingers as the number under the letter. If I say 
which letter is ~ you look for the !• See the number under the 
W? What number is it? Yes, it is 21 so you hold up 2 fingers. That 
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way I can see if you are reading the letters correctly. If you 
aren't sure, look to see what your neighbor is doing. Do the best 
you can. It's more tun that way.• (Go through as maJIT of the 
learned letters as you can) 
Lesson III 
"Today we are going to learn the names of 3 more letters. 
The are ~ 2. and !.• (Say each letter as you write it) Have you 
ever seen the Magic Bun~ on television? What does the BunQy use 
for his magic? Yes, ~· (Write the letters on the board) This 
is the name of so1118thing Mother might use to clean the pots and 
pans. They are aJ.so the names of letters. See, we are using the 
S twice. (Point) We'll talk more about the !. (point) later. 
Where else might you see or hear of S 0 S? (Write on the board and 
---
say each letter) Yes, a ship or an airplane in trouble would radio 
for help by sending an ~ Q. ~· Most people all over the world know 
an ~ Q.! is a call for help. Now, letts look at !.• (Write T and 
say it) Every day you see a sign on the corner for drivers to 
read. It says -- S T 0 P. (Do not read P) What is this last letter? 
!J that's right. Do you know what a driver does when he sees the sign 
that says~ (Point and say each letter) Yes, he stops. ~IQf 
(point) spells stop. 
#You can all make these three new letters, for they are very 
easy to make. ! (as you write it, say S) looks like a wriggly 
snake. Q. ( say and write 0) looks like Cheerl.0 t s, and !. (as you write) 
looks like a thumb tack. 
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S ffWatch while I write ~ (say as you write). Let 1 s remember S 
tor he likes to be called S. (Point) Let's make an ~~"lith our fingers. 
Say' !_ as you make it. Ready? S-. 
! "Small ! looks just like capital ~only it is smaller. Watch 
while I write small !• Ready? Let's make 3 small a•s in the air 
and say! every-time you make !• Ready? s--s--s-. Who wants 
to write capital ! on the board? Who wants to write small s? 
(Choose several for each) That's ver,y well done. 
0 "This is Q.• (Say 0 as you write 0) Even your mouth makes 2, 
as you say 2.• (Point to your lips) Watch me write Q_. Let's make 
0 with our fingers. Let's make 4 0' s. Ready? 0--0--0--. Who 
- -
\vants to write 0 on the board? That's fine. 
o "Small o (write o) looks just like capital 0 only smaller. 
- - -
Watch while I write small o. Let's make 4 small 2o's in the air. 
You won't forget to say ,2_, will you? o--o--o-. 
T flThis is T. (Write and say T) Remember !. (point) for !. 
likes to be called T. Watch me write !: Now let' s make 3 ~' s. 
Say ! each time you make T. Ready? T--T--T--. 
ttTom (write) begins with !• Teddy (write) begins with !• 
Fred, come put a circle around all the !' s you can find. 
"Watch closely. Is this !? (Write 0) It isn'tl What is it? 
(point to 0) Yes, it is 0. What is this? (s) All together, 
quietly -- S --. 
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t ftWatch how I write BJnall !.• (Write and say ~) It looks much 
like capital ! only he's sitting down and his hat has become his 
belt. (illustrate) Watch again while I write 3 small t' s. Let• s 
make :3 small !' s. Say ! each tiM, remember? Ready? t--t-t--. 
Who would like to write t? Finel• 
Materials for activities 
1. Heavy paper. 
2. Old newspapers, magazines, Yellow Pages, etc. for letters. 
Suggested Activities 
s.y: "All of the letters you have learned so far you see 
near:Q' everyday. You see them on television, on billboards, in 
newspapers, magazines, on the telephone dial, or you hear them on 
the radio. I brought some old magazines and newspapers and even some 
more of the Yellow Pages to school today. I am going to give each 
group same of these books or papers and let you find all of the 
letters which you can name. When you find any you know, you may cut 
them out and paste them on this paper. Perhaps you could fold the 
paper like this (illustrate) and make a little book. Be sure you 
know the letters before you paste them. I will help you if you 
ar.n•t sur. of a letter's name." 
First week - Thursday 
Materials 
Vv, Ee, IJ. 
1. Several booklets finished ~ before for display. 
2. Prepared place for letter bulletin board. 
3. Partial Vel box. 
Review Letters: Vw, E'l:l, Zz,Aa, Mm, Pp, Ss, Oo, Tt 
Say: "Today we are going to start a letter bulletin board. 
I am going to put up the first letters. They are new ones. I will 
tell you about thes in a minute. First, let's talk about the letters 
you might find to put up on the board. Yesterday several of' you 
finished your letter books. Here are some of them. Aren't they 
nice? (Hold up several for them to see) Ji.Jnm¥, where did 7011 ti.Dd 
these letters? Where did you find yours, Betty? (Ask several 
children to stimulate thinking of' places where letters fer the 
bulletin board might be found) Do you think we can find more letters? 
Yes, I think so. Do you think you might find some at home? I'm 
sure you will. Look at cereal boxes, soap boxes and the newspa,era., 
All of you can find many letters for our bull•tin board. Just be 
sure you know the names of the letters you bring in--for we must 
know the names of the letters we put up. What letters do we know? 
Yes, W--capital and small w. We know them both." (Write on the board 
and say together both large and small letters which the children know} 
Lesson IV 
ffNow I will put the new letters on the bulletin board. (Post 
part of' Vel box} These letters are: (say and write) V E L. Have 
---
you seen these letters before? Wbaze? On a box of soap? Yes, 
V E L (point to each letter and name) spells Vel and it is a kind of 
---
soap some of' our mothers use. The letters are easy to make. 
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Watch while I write V. (Write V and say--) Down, up. Let• s 
remember Y, for he likes to be called by his name V. Let • s make 
a few !.' s. How many shall we make? Three? All right. Remember 
to say! each time. Ready? V--V--V--. That's fine. Now, let's 
make 3 capital !' s. Do you remember how? Ready? B--B-B--. 
Let's make 3 small !.' s. Ready? a--a--a--. 
T ffThia is small v. (Say and write v) He looks just like 
capital! except that he is smaller. Watch me as I write small 
!• See? Let 1 s all make 2 small !' s. Ready? v--v--. Who wants 
to write small v? Who wants to write capital Yf (Choose one or 
two for each letter.) 
E ffThe name of this letter is !.• See the !_? (point) Remember 
E. Watch closely now, for I will write E (point) again. Let's 
see if we can make an !.• Let's do it together. Ready? Now, you 
do it. ! 111 watch. Be sure to say !• Make 2. Ready? E-- E--. 
Who wants to write! on the board? Easter begins with capital !• 
Sharon, will you put a circle around the E in Easter? That's fine. 
- -
e ttThis is the small e. (Say and write e) Small e doesn 1 t 
look like capital ! at all, does it? We'll have to look at it 
closely and remember (pointing) small !.t and always call it !_, for 
it is an e. Watch while I write small !• (Write and say-) Over, 
up and aroUDd. Watch. me make ~· (in air) Now, you make 4 e•s. 
I'll watch. Remember to say !_.,.. Ready? e--e--e--e-. 
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•1ee, egg begins with small !.• (Write egg} Joe, come put a circle 
around !• Now watch! I'll write laster egg. Easter has both e•s in 
-
it. Ma!7, come put a circle aroUDd the !. • s and tell us which is the 
capital!. and which ie the small !.• That's very good. laster begins 
with a capita11. Egg begins with a small e. Who caa come and find 
- -
!J1!. Put a ~ around !H:.. Vonderfull 
L "The name ot this letter is !:.• (Sa7 and write} llelllember, it is 
!t Let's sa7 !! together. Watch me wr.l. te !!• (Write and sa7--) Dowa 
and owr. Remember to say L as you make the letter. lleady? 
-
L--L-~. Who wants to come here aDd write L? (Point) That's fiDe. 
"This is soaeone~s naae .Jou all Jmow. (Write Lone Ranger.) It is 
to. Ranger. What is this let.ter? {Underline L) Yes, it is L. 
-
Lone Ranger begl.ns with L. (PoiBt) 
-
~ This is small !•· (Write and say.) SUll 1 looks '"!7 much like 
capital ~ vi thout this bottom line. (Indicate) It is ve17 eaq to 
make. SeeJ (Write 1) Let's make 3 small !,'s in the air. You 'Won't 
forget to sq 1 will you? 1tead7? 1-1--1--. 
-
tiJ)o you remember the naae of this letter? (V) Yes, that is v. 
-
Well, then, what is this one? (e) That's right, !.• If' this is !_, 
then what is this one? (E) Yes, that's an!, too, You all know this 
-
one. {1) Yes, !.• low, this one? {v) Small !• That's fiae. Who 
waats to write Slllall !? (Chooa..,seYeral.) 
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"Perhaps you have been wondering when to use the small letters. 
Let's talk about that now. All of our words are made of letters. Names 
of people and places begin with capital letters, while all the other 
letters in the name are small ones. (Illustrate) Tom, Bob, Pat, Pete. 
Look at the names on your desks. The firs tletter in your name is a 
capital letter - all the other letters are small ones. Who sees a 
letter he knows? What is it? Soon we will all know all the letters 
in our names.tt 
Materials for activities 
1. Shoe bag. 
2. Flash cards. 
3. Work sheets. 
4. Practice paper. 
Suggested Activities 
1. Have children post their letters on the bulletin board. 
2. Shoe bag matching. 
3. Children directed flash cards for their groups. 
4. Work sheet of matching letters. 
5. Additional practice in writing on paper and on the board. 
Bulletin Board Suggestions 
WBZ-TV 
AM 
PM 
A~A. (American Airlines) 
P.A.A. (Pan American Airlines) 
M and M' s (Candy) 
s.o.s. (International code) 
B.E.A. (British European Airways) 
STOP 
PO ( Postoffice) 
T.W.A. (Trans World Airlines) 
S.A.S. (Swiss Air Service) 
B and A (Boston and Albany) 
ESSO 
Land M's (Cigarettes) 
First week -- Friday 
Materials 
1. Flash cards. 
2. Partial Duz box. 
Dd, Uu1 Ff 
Review Letters: Ww, Bb, Zz, Aa, Mm1 Pp, Ss, Oo 1 Tt1 Vv, Ee1 Ll 
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~: ttToday we are going to learn the names of three more letters. 
iihen you know the new letters you will know 15. Let's see how many you 
can remember. I'll show you a card with letters and numbers and say the 
name of one of the letters. You find the letter I say and hold up the 
..._ number of fingers as the number under the letter. Remember? This 
is the game we played the other day. Ready?" (Hold up the cards, 
reviewing all the capital and lower case letters learned thus far.) 
Lesson V 
ttThese are the new letters we will work with today. They are 
D U F. {Say and write) 
D "This is D. Remember D. ~likes to be called ~ (point to D each 
time) Watch how I write~· (Write and say--) Down, up and around. 
Let's all make E.• Be sure to say~· Ready? All togethe~. That's 
fine. Let's make 3 E.'s, shall we? Ready? D--D--D--. 
"Many names begin with £• Donald begins withE_. Donna begins with 
E_. David be gins with E_. (Write the name as you say it) Joe; will you 
come and circle the D? 
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d "This is small ~· (Say and write) Look again, watch me write small 
~· (Say and write--) Down, over and up. Let's makeS small d's. 
hady, d--d--d--. Who wants to write capital E_? Who wants to write small 
d? (Choose several for each) 
"David begins with capital!, (point to one on the board) and ends 
with a small d. I wonder if anyone can find David. It begins with capital 
D and ends with small d. Finel 
U "The name of this letter is U. (Say and write) This is an easy 
letter to make. Be sure to remember £ (point) for £ likes to be called 
£• Watch how I write U. Down, and over, and up. Now, then, let's make 
2 U's. Ready? U--U--. Who wants to write U. That's fine. 
:!:!. 11This is small ~ (say and write). It looks almost like capital !!. 
except small u has a little tail right here (indicate) •. Watch me write 
small u on the board. Now you try it in the air. Make three small u's. 
Ready? u--u--u--. 
"Here are some new letters I have for our bulletin board. Who can 
read them? (Have ready Duz box) To~, what is the name of this letter? 
(Indicate!) Yes, !• Mary, do you remember this letter? (U) Yes,~ 
Fred, can you tell us the name of this letter? (Z) Yes, 2. That 1 s 
right. Billy, will you read all three of these letters? Yes, E..!! !• 
(Point to each letter as they are said.) Have you ever seen these 
letters? I'm sure some of you have. On a box of soap! That's correct--
forD U Z spells Duz a kind of Boap powder. Let's post D !! ~ on the 
----
board. 
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"We learned .ll and]. (point) and how we want to learn the name of 
this tellow, (write l') His name is 1,. (Point) remember, F. He loves 
to be called_!. (Point each tt.e.) Watch how I writeJ:.. Over, down, 
up and over. Let's make 2 r•s. laady? F--F--. 
"This is small L He looks a lot like capi tal..E only smaller and 
his head is a little rounder. See--( write L again calling attention to 
the top ot the letter). Let's make 3 small~· Be sure to say L 
1teady t--r--r--. Who wants to write small f? (Choose several) 
tiJ'atlwr (write) begins with small £• John, come put a circle around 
the small.J_in father. That 1 s tine. 
tiWbo can read this? (Write LOOT, do not name the letters unless 
your help is needed.) Have you ever seen or heard ,!.~J (Indicate and 
name each l~tter.) You haveJ Where? On Luc~ Strike programs, of 
course. Who can read these letters? (Write FAB. Do not read the letters.) 
Yes, l. ~ 1 spells Fab. Have you ever seen Fab? (Name each letter) Yes, 
it is a kind or so,p, too." 
In like manner teach the following letters: 
U~ J. A. (United States or America) 
M, D. (Medical Doctor) 
Materials tor activities 
1, Macaroni letters. 
2. Magazines, etc. tor finding letters. 
3. Art paper. 
4, Super market ads. 
S. Work sheets. 
6. Shoe bag. 
B. U. (Boston University) 
U. s. A. F. U. s. Air Force) 
Suggested Activitiea 
1. Pasting macaroni letters on a card to make name cards. 
2. Finding letters for bulletin board. 
3. Making up radio and television call letters. 
4. Shoe bag matching. 
S. Work sheet. 
'6. Using super market ads to guess what the letters indicate 
is tor sale. 
Second week -- Mondaz 
Materials 
Rr Jj Qq 
1. Cards, box tops, or wrappers ot: WBZ, AM, PM, STOP, VEL Dtn 
2. JELLO..O box and Q-TIPS box 
Review Letters: Ww Bb Zz Aa Mm Pp Ss Oo Tt Vv Ee IJ. Dd Uu Ff 
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Say: "We are going to play a game with these cards. Watch care- · 
fu.lly. n (Write on the board, VEL, ask one child to hold up the card then 
have all the children name the letters together.) Say: "Who would like 
to write the ..tl letters for these capitals?" (Have children write· small 
letters under capitals. Write the following words on the board: WBZ, 
!!!_, !!t STOP, DUZ, LSMFT and repeat .anner of reviewing.) Then, say: 
"Who would like to write one on the board?" (Have children name letters 
again. Be sure it moves along rapidly.) 
Lesson VI 
Say: "Now let's try iloliB new ones. Here is the first new letter for 
today. Watch carefully as I write it on the board. (Write !) This letter 
is called R. Let's all say it together. We can pretend that we have a 
-
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magic pen and magic ink and that we are going to write the letter R tn the 
-
air. Watch me once again. (As you make it on the board, say: --) Remember 
the straight line down, the big circle at the top, the slanted line from 
the circle down. Now everyone take your magic pen and ink to make ! in 
the air. Ready. !, a straight line down, the big circle at the top, 
the slanted line from the circle down. Good! Let's make ! once more. 
{repeat) Now, watch what I am going to write on the board .. (Write 
!! -- Bailroad, and say: --) !!! stands for railroad. Let's all read 
th11 ·together. If you watch carefully you may see ~ sign just lib this 
near a railroad. It Daddy rides to work on a train, he goes from the 
(point to RR, have children say HR) station. (Write RR on the board as 
you sa7 it and have children name the letters stating:--)~r/atch for this 
sign at the station. RR. Let 1 s sa:r it again. 
-
ttSome names begin with R. Ruth begins with R. (Point to letter 
- -
on board and let child name it with you. Underline Jl each time.) 
Bobert begins withl!, Rose begins with.!• Russell begins with!• (Write 
~on the board.) This is small x. Watch again while I write it and say 
it, l:• What does this say? Yes, r. Watch as I make~~ straight line 
down, up and c'll:l"'ft. Take your magic pens and write x 1n the air. Remem-
ber to say .£• (.lapeat form. Supervisal) That's finel Who can come to 
the board and wri~e the SJJall I? Good! · Write @on the board and say 
the name. Point to~ and say:--) What is this letter? Yes, .!:• Who would 
lib to draw a circle around the ~ in .r1S!7 Fine! Let's say its name 
again, r. 
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"Here's another letter. Watch as I write it on the board. (Write 
~.) This letter is called~· Let's all say~ together. Watch carefully 
while I write ~on the board. (Say as you write-) ~ straight line down, 
I' 
curvt around, put his hat on. Now, watch as I make :!, in the air. (Repeat 
.to~) Let's use our magic ink again. (Have them make ~in the air.) 
Goodl Let• s make it in the air again and all say it. That's right ~· 
(Show JELJ,..o box, sq-) "Who has seen o:ne or these? Has mother 
ever made you some? Do :you lmow wlaat it is? Yes, it is JELL-0. That's 
just what it says here on the box. (Point to word JELL-0.) I'll write 
JILL-0 on the board so that all or you may see it.. (Write it. ) Soae o.t 
you may have heard this word on tele'Vision or the radio. How do you sa:r 
it? Yes, !!_!. ~ !! Q.• That was just fineU Tom, will eOJII.e to the board 
and draw a circle around J. Good.J 
J. "Small ;t looks like this. (Point.) This J. moves down below the 
line a little and has a dot on top. ~ite it down on the board s~g--) 
Straight down, curve, and put a dot on top. Watch again as I make J_ in 
the air. {Repeat form then say-) Let• s take our magic pens and Jlake 
1 in the air. (Repeat form then S&y'-) Who would like to write J. on the 
board? (Allow several) What is the name of this letter? Small J.. is 
right. Name these letters. (Write jar on the board..) Yes J..!. !:.• This 
says jar. What is a ja~ Jaa and jelly cmae in jars. (Write the sen-
tence as you say it.) Now, name these letters: (Write jet.) Yes, J..!. 1 
says jet. Have you seen a jet plane? (Poi.Jlt to the words in the sentence 
as you read Jam and jelly.. Have a child circle the J..•) 2!, begins with 
capital b jelq begins with Sllall al• Who can find jel]z and read it for 
me?• (hview a, a, e, 1, b.r having thea cirele the letters as you name 
thela.) 
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"Our third letter is called Q. Watch as I write Q on the board. 
- -
(Write capital !1) What is this letter's name? Yes, ~· ~looks like a 
circle with a short line drawn through it. Watch as I write !i• (Write 
Q on the board saying:-) Circle, line; now, watch as I make Q in tmt 
- -
(Bipe't form.) Let's make Q together with our magic. 
- -
(Repeat 
form three times saying letter first. Then say: --) Who wants to write 
i? FineJ Woulld. someone else like to try? Finel What is this letter? 
Yes, it is capital 9_. 
(Show package of Q-Tips.) tttook, here is Q again on this package. 
- -
(Point) What is it? Yes, !• Have any of you a baby brother or sister? 
Perhaps Kotb.er has some for the baby. They are Q-Tips. (Write Q-Tips 
on the board.) Jane, come draw a circle around capital 9.• We do not 
see S, alone like this (point to Q-Tips) very often. ~ usu.ally likes 
to take ~with it wherever it goes. (Jri.te 9J! on the board.) Look at 
this worcl. (Write QUICK on the board.} Do you see how ~ follows right 
after Q?. Q and U are very good friends. (Point for children to name.) 
.. - -· 
i "This is small i• It does not look like capital g_. (Write the capital 
beside the smaller. Make i again and say:--) i has a small circle and 
comes below the line. Watch as I make small !1• (Say as you make) i circle, 
and down. Now, let's all make i three times. Ready. (Repeat form.) 
Finel Small ! is small i's friend. (Write quiet. Have a child circle 
the i and the !• Then say:--) Do you see the friends in this word? 
(write queen.) Yes, these first two letters are friends~· (Choose one 
child to draw a circle around the i and one to draw a circle around the !•) 
Boston Universl~ ... 
Sehool of Educatiou 
Librar~ . 
Materials for activities 
1. Worksheet -- See Section III 
2. Shoe bag -- See Section III 
3. Sli~in game -- Described in Section III 
Su.ggested activities for small groups 
1. Worksheet. 
2. Shoe bag matching. 
3. Slip-in game. 
4. Telephone index with capital letters. 
5. Make a drawing of a railroad sign showing RR. 
-
Second week -- Tuesday 
Materials 
1. KIX box. 
-
2. Special K box. 
Kk Ii Xx 
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3. Poster with words below pictures - ice, ice cream, and iron. 
4. Individual cards with the following letters and words on it: 
WBZ, RR, ESSO, AM, PM, DUZ, VEL, STOP, L~T, Q-TIPS, BU, MD •. 
Review l.eiiters: Ww Bb Zz Aa Mm Pp Ss Oo Tt Vv Ee IJ. Dd Uu Ff Rr J j Q9. 
(Place cards VIE, RR, ESSO AM, PM, DD2, VEL, SI'OP, LSMFT, Q-TIPS, BU, 
MD, on chalk board.) "Let's tell a story. I'll begin it and you finish 
it. I'll tell you about something I might see while I 1m shopping and you 
tell me what it is. If I said, I see a sign with the name of a radio 
station on it. What is the sign I see? Yes, ~· Johnny, find the sign 
I see. (Hold up sign, then say:--) What letters do I see? Good." 
(Continue in the same manner with all stories.) 
(Stories--) •I see--
a sign that tells me this is a train station. (RR) 
a sign that tells me I can buy gas for rq car here. (ESSO) 
a sign. It tells me to come here if I cut rq foot. (MD) 
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two pictures on a billboard. They tell me of something I can use 
to wash rq clothes with. (DUZ, VEL) 
this oa a red light sign. It tells • not to cross. (STOP) 
aome~hing for a baby. (Q-TIPS) 
a letter tbat was liUliled ill the 110rning. How do I know? (AM) 
a letter that was •iled ill tlae ewn.iJlg. How do I know?• (FM) 
Le81JOD. VII 
(Hold up a box of R I x, thea say:) •Haw you ever had these for 
breakf'ast? What is it? Yes, KII. Look at the first letter in KII. 
(Write !. o:a tlle board.) This is K. What is it? Yes, !.• Watch as I 
write K. (Say as you write on the board:) Straight line don., ia and 
. -
ou:\. Now, watch as I -a it iR. the air. (Repeat fora) Let• s all make 
it together. Rememberl Say the letter's name first. (Repeat fora three 
. . 
ties. Supervise) GrucU There is another cereal. tat is callei K. Have 
-
you ev.r heard of Special !_? (Show cereal box) What is this letter? (Point 
to K then say:) Who would like to write K on the board? (Have two or three 
- -
write oa board..) 
k "Small k looks almost the same as capital !.• (Write ~beside ,!, and 
say as you poiR.t,) tae slanting lin.e in small~ is just a little shorter 
thaD the slantiag liae on the capital !• Look closel.7 as I write !• 
"Straight down, in and out. Now, watch as I make !_. (Repeat form.) 
Let• s take our magic pens and make !, together. (Repeat form tbree times 
being sure to say !_ first. Supervise, then say:) Who can write K on the 
board7: Who wants to try it? Good for you. What is this? (Write kn• 
on the board) Who can fi:ad! in ~and draw a circle arotmd!? 
WondertulJ (Now sa:y as you write:) Katherine, Kermeth, kite, kittz, 
a.n -~ 'Witll !_. Let's find the k's in these words. (Have children 
circle tlle k' s.) 
I 11Here is another letter. (Write !•) It is capital I. Look at !• 
Stand up beside your desk. Stand straight and tall with your hands by' 
your sides. When you are standing straight and tall, your body makes a 
straight lime like this. (Write I on tbe board) It looks like !· Watch 
and see how easily we can make !· (Mao ! in the air, say:) Straight 
liae down. Make !_ three times in the air. (Supervise) I-I-I. 
FineJ (Write LIFE on the beard.) This is the name LIFE magazine. Name 
the letters with me. ~ !. !. !: Who can draw a circle around the I? 
We know the other letters, too. Let's circle them. Be careful I'm not 
going to say them in order. (Have different childrelll circle the letter 
and name them as you ask for E, L, F.) 
i (Write small !. on the blackboard.- H'ave a poster with pictures of 
ice, iron, ice cream on it and words under each. Say:) ttHere are 
soae words that begiD with !.· Let's say them together. (Poillt to each. 
picture and name it.) The,- all begia witll !.· (Have a child fim the 
i at the begimrl.Dg of each word.) 
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X "Here is the last letter for today, !• (Write ! on 1111e,board..) 
Look caretull.T at !• (Write on the board. as ;you say:) ! is an easy-
letter to vri te--two straight lines cross in the middle like this. 
Watch me make ! in the air. (Say as you make:) b straight line and 
cross witll a straight lillll. Let's all try making! together, three 
times. (Supervise.) GoodJ 
(Write X-MAS en tb.e board.) nx is used in a special way. Some-
times people write this for Christmas. Joha, come and draw a circle 
aroUDd capital !• Finel You can send Grlllillotller kisses in a letter 
. 
this wq. (Write X-X-X.) Let's 8&'1 the letters, (point) ·X-X-X. 
---
!. ffSmall. !. looks like the capital !_, but it is smaller. (Make a 
small !. beside capital !, and say:) Watch as I make a small !. -
straight line and cross with a straight line. Let's all make small 
x three times in the air. Remember, it is SJilaller than capital I .. 
- -
Have you ever played tic-tac-toe? You make ~ each time. (Put one 
on the board.) 
Ma.teriaJ.s for activities 
1. Worksheet -- See Section III. 
2. Art or drawing paper. 
3. Magazines, box tops, wrappers {dealing with letters learned 
thus far}. 
4. Slip-in game. 
Sagsested activities fer small groups 
1. Worksheet for all groups. 
2. Begin playing store--setting it up. (See Section III.) 
3. Slip-in game for those who need it. (See Section III.) 
Seeon.d week - Wednesday 
Materials 
Nn ce Yz 
1. Individual let.ter cards of the following capital letters: 
W, B, Z, A, M, P, S, o, T, V, E, L, D, U, F, R, J, Q, 
K, I, I. 
Review Letters: WW,Bb Zz Aa b Pp Ss Oo Tt Vv le IJ. Dd Uu Ff 1r J'3 Q<i Kk Ii Xi 
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fiLet• s see who can remember the letters we have leamed so far. I 
will hold up a card with a capital letter en it. You say the name of 
the letter, thea, I will choose someone to come to the 'beard, aad write 
its mnall letter. (Hold up the followi.:ag cards: W, B, A, Z, M, P, s, 
o, T, V, E, L, D, U, F, R, J, Q, K, I, I. Have the children name the 
capital letter. Choose a child to write its small letter on the board. 
Keep it moving quickly!) 
Lesson VIII 
N Say: 11This letter is !• (Write ! on the board) ! has a . .stra).ght 
line down and a straight line up again. (Point as you say:) Watch as 
I make ! in the air--straight line down, straight line down, and up 
again. Let's make ! together. (Repeat three times, saying fo~. 
Supervise) That's fin.el What is this letter? (Point.) Yes !· Who 
would like to come to the board a:nd write capital !,? Fine! 
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"Sometimes w see letters on lieen:se pla .. s. (Write the following 
one the board: 12 N.J.) This is for the state of New Jersey. The 
N. J. stands fer New Jersey. (write New Jers-.y.) Who can draw a circle 
arourtd the two N1 s? Fine! Who can find the word that says !!.'!!.? GrandJ 
n (Write as you say:) ••This is mull n. Let•s say it toiether. 
. -
F~l· Watch •· (Make -.n n sayiJLg) straight line down, up and around 
and back down. Now, you make it, three ti.Jiles. (Repeat form. Super-
vise) 
"Some children call Grandmother, !!!!!• (Write Nau.. Have a child 
-
draw a circle around the capital !, the small !_, then say:) "Good.Z 
What letter is this? (Poi:at to capital !!•) Yes, capital !• What letter 
is this? (Poiat to small !.•) Yes, small !• (Write nut on the board.) 
We know all these letters. Let's say them together: !. :!: !• The word 
is nut. Alice, draw a circle around all the n 1 s you see on the board. 
- -
Good for you! 
C "This is capital c. (Write C on the board.) It looks almost like 
o. (Have a child write 0 beside it.) The capital £has a hole on this 
side. (Point.) Watch how I make capital £• Let me see you make capital 
£• (Make it three times sayiag,) £, start and around. (Supervise.) 
~ (Write ! on the board.) "This is saall !• Small ! looks just like 
capital £., but it is smaller. (Write capital C beside sma~ c.) 
- ... 
Remember, l!bll.all ! is snaller tho capital £• (Repeat fora three times, 
supervise.) Who would like to write 311all ! on the board? (Allow se'ft-
ral) What letter is this? Yes, small !• 
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(Write 2!!!!, on the board, say:) ttThis says CRAX. Do you know 
what CRAX are? Yes, crackers. Let 1s name the letters iD CRAX, 
£!!,I. GoodJ Who can write capital £ UJlder the capital C iD CliAI? 
(Write on the board: lc e d c o a c]aad say,) "Look carefully. 
FiDd 81Ull !_7 (Have a child circle all the small ~· s i~ tb.e box.). 
QraiMll (Repeat usiDg these letters: @ C D G C Q CJand then say 1 ) 
Be careful this tim.e. Circle all the £'s you see. (Write[C d coD 
~) 
Y "This is capital !.• (Write !. oa the board.) Tell :me the letter 
name. !_, that 1 s right. The capital ! looks like a 8JUll ! si ttiag on 
a pole. (Point, then say:) Watch closely as I make capital Y. Don, 
-
up, now a nice straight pole. Let's make capital!. together. 
(Supervise aDd say:) !_, down, up ud a nice straight pole. (Repeat 
twice.) That's fille. You D&y see a building with these letters on it: 
Y. M. C. A. Let's say tile u.m.es of the letters: !. ! £ !_. You can 
le,ara to swiJI at a • 
---
(Poillt to the letters and have the chil-
dra s~ the letters ! !, £ !.•) What is this letter? (Point to !•) 
Yes, !.• 
ttThis is smallz.. (Write l.•) What is it? Yes, small l• This is 
how you make small l.• (Say as you make it iD the air.) Down, around, 
up, don, curve. Let's all do it with our magic pen and ink. (llepeat 
form. Supervise) GoodJ Let's try it two more times. Fine. 
(PoiDt to yellow OD the color chart.) "This is yellow. (Write 
yellow on the board. ) Who co write the small l. UDder the small l. iB 
yellow. Fine! Yellow be gills with aall l.• 
(Write the letters £!.!on the board. Have the children n .. the 
letters. Choo~ differeat childr• to write the sull ! l. ! under their 
capital letters. Have thea nae the letters again.) 
Materials for activities 
1. Work8Jieet -- See Section III 
2. Letter Leado game -- Section III 
3. Slip-in -- ~oa III 
4. Capital and mull letters for the treasure hunt 
5. Store 
Suggested activities for saall groups 
1. Worksheet for all groups 
~. Play store--continue to add to it 
3. Letter Leado taught to top group(s) 
4. Slip-ias taught to Ddddle group(s) 
5. Treasure HUJlt taught to slow group(s) 
Seco:ad week -Thursday 
Materials 
1. Flash cards 
lDaGg 
Review Letters: Ww Bb Zz Aa Mil ~ Ss Oo Tt Vv Be IJ. Dd Uu Ff Br 
Jj Q(j k! Ii Xi Ce Yl 
Say: "Today we are goiag to leara the names of our last two letters. 
'Wha you know the !lew letters you will lmow the names of all the letters 
you will have to know--26 of~.' Let's see which ones you can re:umber. 
I'll show you a card with letters aDd numbers and say the name of one of 
the letters. You find the letter I say and hold up the same number of 
fi.Dgers as tM DUII.ber under the letter. Ready? (Hold up the cards, 
reviewing aU the capital and lower case letters leamed thus far. ·. Then, 
if capital letter is shown, have a child write the smaller letter for 'it 
on the boarcl; if a small letter is showR, have a child write the capital.) 
Leason II 
H Say: "This letter is c•pital !• (Write it as you say it.) Letts 
say ! together. !· Good.J Watch carefully as I write !• (Say as you 
write OJl the board:) Straight d01m, anether straight line down, and 
straight across. Watch as I make !. iJl the air. Let's •ke H in the air 
with our magic peB.s and ink. (Supervise. Repeat twice, tho say: ) 
When you go to a football game, you will see some wooden poles that look 
like -. (Poillt to !!• Have childre• say its JWU.) 
h (Write small !!, on the board.) "This is SJUll !.· Say !, Jli th •• '!!. 
Fille! Watch as I write Sl11&ll !!.• (Say:) Straight down, up, around, aDd 
back doWD.. Now let 1 s take our magic pens and make ~ (Wri. te !'!!_ on the 
board.) CUl you see the small. h ill he? Who can draw a circle around the 
- -
!_? Fine! Let's try another word. (Write the word Happy on the board. 
Say:--) This is the word hapPJ:. Who can find !!, in this word. Finel 
(Have different children find the !!, in each of the followiag words in the 
same manner: hot, hut, hatch.) 
6J. 
G "This letter is capital ~· (Write G on the board. ) Letts say G 
- -
together. G Filtel (Write capital 0 beside capital G and say as you 
- -
poiat:) If one side of 0 were pushed down, it would look like G. 
-
Watch as I write G on the board. I begin at the top, curve around and 
up ud draw a line across. What's this letter? Yes, Q. Now watch 
"'' 
as I make Q_. (Reptaat form, and say:) Now, let's all make ~· (Repeat 
form twice. Supervise.) Fine! lfho can write G on the board? Good! 
(Write G-E on the board.) What are these two letters? Yes, G-E. 
You may s .. ~this oa your mother's washing machine or refrigerator. 
G-B stands for the name of the comp~ that makes washing :u.chines llJd. 
refrigerators. G-B stand8 for Gen.eral Electric. Who can come to the 
board and draw a circle around the G-E in General Electric? Goodl 
There i8 also a comp&l\Y' that makes cars. It is G.M. (Write G. M. 
on the board.) G. M. stands for General Botors. To:mmy, come to the 
board aad draw a circle around the capital G. 
I -
l (Write i. on the board.) "This is small ~ Say it with me. i. 
Watch as I write small 1 on the board-a little circle, down and curl. 
No~, watch as I write small .ion the board again. Now, in the air. 
(Repeat form. Say: ) Now let's all do it. (Supervise.) Let's do 
it tvi.~e more. GoodJ Who can write B1llall £on the board? Janice, 
come and put a circle around the small S. ill this word? (Write the 
word gJ.oves.) Good! John, put a circle. around the i ill this wotd. 
(Write girl.) Good for you. What is this letter?11 (Point to i. ill 
girl ud gloves.) 
Materials for activities 
1. Art or drawing paper 
2. Sample calendar--large preferable 
3. Shoe bag -- See Section III 
4. Worksheet -- See Section II 
5. Store -- See Section III 
Suggested activities fer aaall groups 
1. Continue playing and developing store 
2. Worksheet for all groups 
3. Shoe bag matching 
4. Have group make a class calendar 
Seeoll.d week -- Friday Testing D& 
Materials -- Teacher made test used as a pre-test 
Procedure -- See Section III 
Materials for activities 
1. Art aDd drawing paper 
2. Cards of WHI, WNAC, AM PM, STOP, GO, N. Y., N. H., N. J., 
VEL, DUZ, LUX, KIX, JELLO, L.S.M.F. T. mt, G-E, G.M. 
3. Free bulletin board 
Suggested activities for small groups 
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1. TV Station--have children take turns being the announ~r and 
advertising person. 
2. Draw baDBers representative of traveling by train. Include 
the signs: STOP, LOOK, LISTEN, GO, N.H., N.Y., N.J., A.M. 
p.M. ' .R. lL 
TV Set 
Materials: 
Shoe box 
Paper 
Procedilre: 
Section III 
Activities 
2 sticks, somewhat taller than box 
Scotch tape 
1. Cut a 3fl x 5fl hole (screen) in the front of the box. 
,/ 
2. Put a stick on either side of the hold. Allow the stick 
to stand up through holes made in the cover. 
3. Scotch tape one end of the paper (on which message has 
been written--WBZ) to stick A. 
4. lioll paper aroed stick A until you reach the end. 
5. Scotch tape this end of paper to stick B. 
6. Now it should be possible to wi.Jld your paper back and forth 
from A to B so that a picture shows on the screen (hole). 
7. Be sure when writing your message on the paper that enough 
space is allowed to show only oDe pict111:'e at a time. 
8. Banners ma.y be added to box representi:ag TV station. 
Future Use: 
1. Childre:a will like to write or draw stories to be shoo 
on 1'1'. -
Sample: 
1 
WBZ 
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Shee Bag 
Materials: 
1. Pocket chart of the shoe bag type made of cardboard, oakta.g, 
hea"VY paper or felt. 
2. Letters--capital ed lower case should be the same size as each 
pocket. Attach each letter to the pockets by making a slot to 
slip it ia, or by clippiag them to the pockets. 
3. Pictures--taken from picture dictionary ( Glle list of resource 
materials). MoUDt each picture on a 3'1x 4• of oaktag. Print 
the name of the picture on the reverse side. 
Procedure: 
1. The child has a pack of letters to be mateh8d. He will 
match the capitals which are en the pockets by dropping the 
correspondiag letter into the pocket. 
2. Another child checks to see if the cards are put iB the 
right pockets. 
Variations: 
1. Match capital with snall letters. 
2. Match small letters. 
3. Match mnall with capital letters. 
4. Match picture cards. Look at first letter in each word. 
Match with capital or small letter. 
Future Use: 
1. The shoe bag may be used effectively when teaching beginning, 
medial, and endiD.g sounds. 
Sample: 
,. 
c r E K D s y 
L M A 0 J u z 
F R w N Q T H 
p G X v 8 
Slip-i•s 
Materials: 
1. ORe 15" x 13• piece of oaktag. 
2. Three aedium size envelopes. 
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3. Three pictures beginniJlg with three letter names that are to 
be practiced. 
4. Three li" x 4" cards with corresponding letter names, one 
for each picture. 
5. A series of pictures beginning with the three letter names 
to be studied. (Pictures which have beea taken fro the 
picture dictionary and moUJltecl on oaktag uy be used.) 
Procedure for mald.Bg: 
1. MeUDt three eJl'ftlopes en bottDm half of oaktag, all openings 
in the same directiom. 
2. Scotch tape card with letter name above each envelope. 
3. Scotch tape picture cerresponding to letter na.mes above letter. 
Procedure for playing: 
1. Have a child look at the word written on the rewrse side 
of the picture and decide which letter it begiD.s with. 
2. Have the child put the picture ill the envelope beneath tl» 
correspondiDg letter name. 
3. Have a second child check by taking all the pictures out of 
the envelope, when completed, and check the beginnill.g letters. 
Future use: 
1. Can be used effectively ..._ .. teaching beginniag sounds and 
ending sounds (when picture is covered). 
Sample: 
~ 
\T+ I 
Telephoae Iadex 
Materi.ls: 
L. Paper 
2. Tabs with capital letters 
Procedure: 
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1. ·tetters should be arranged ia alphabetical order on the tabs 
(on right side of pages) used in meaningful situatioas. 
2. The letters wbicll llave beea practiced are listed 011 pages of 
the Index with the same begi.Jming letter na.. For example: 
apple aDd A and P might be found under !.• 
3. A child is able to flip to a letter in the index to fiJid a 
word (s) beginniag with the letter name he desires. 
Future use: 
1. Can be used effectively when teaching beginniDg sounds. 
Sample: 
apple. 
Charts for teaching vowel soURds 
Materials: 
1. Oaktag 
2. Pictures begimrl.D.g with long and short vowel Bounds. 
3. Cards with names of pictures. 
Procedure: 
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1. Make charts similar to one used for teaching !_, for beginni:ag 
vowel sounds--long and short. 
2. Use as a reference for begiJming vowel sounds. 
Sample: 
Letter Leado 
Materials: 
1. Several 5• x 8• pieces of oaktag. 
2. Picture cards from picture dictionary. 
3. Pieces of paper cut out to fit the sq1.1a.res made on oaktag. 
4. Letter card8 --2n x 2" -- having capital letter printed oa 
on side and corresponding small letter on reverse. 
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Procedure: 
1. Put 4 to 6 letters on each card. Avoid using p, b, d, q, g, 
together iD the begilming. Use later, to test discrimination 
of these letters. 
2. Similar to Bingo. 
3. law a child say the IUUile of the letter on the card drawn 
from the pack. 
4. Haw child B (8) cover the letters told to him (b, ball). 
5. Have child A check. 
6. When a line has been completed either horizontally or vertically, 
the game is over. 
Future use: 
1. Could be used effectively when teaching beginning and ending 
sounds. 
Sample: 
J-ETTER LEA DO 
B A s 
T M 0 
Treasure HUAt 
Materials: 
1. Mixture of capital and small letters on 1!" x 1!11 cards. 
Procedure: 
1. Put all the letters in a pile in the center of the table 
(desk). 
2. Have the children fiD.d and put letter:s together to fora 
a familiar symbol (A and P) that has either been written 
oa the board or on paper. 
TV Statioll 
Materials: 
1. Individual word cards: WBZ 1 WNAC, AM1 PM, STOP, GO, 
N.Y., N~H., N.J., VEL, DUZ, LUX, KIX, JELL-0, L.S.M.F.T., 
n, 0-1, GM. 
2. Wrappers or box tops of named iteml!l. 
3. Bulletin board space or nannel board. 
Procedure: 
1. Choose one child to act as aanoUD.cer and another to serve 
as an advertising man or newsmaa. 
2. Announcer would tell as he pointed to corresponding signs 
on board: 
•• The name of the radio station (WBZ) 
b. The time of day (AM) 
c. Where it was (N.H.) 
d. Introduce newsman or advertising man 
e. Hold up sign GO, or STOP to warn newsman or advertising 
man 
3. New811W1 or advertising man (as be chooses) would: 
a. Say the nue of his product (KIX) 
b. Sell it to his audience by telliDg how good it is or 
how useful. 
4. Sigas may be changed by children. 
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Sample: 
f WBZ \ 
{ STOP 
GO r (WORD~ 
AM 
Store 
Materials: 
1. U81 materials built duriag first week, add to it as necessar,y. 
Suggestions of what could be done: 
1. Decide on and make sign for store--A and P, STOP AND SHOP 
2. Use box tops and other materials for goods to be sold 
3. Signs could be made for describing items and costs-
BUTTER--2¢ 
4. A sign to tell the time of day - AM1 PM 
5. The letter bulletin board store window 
6. Have some children make a check book they could use, and sign 
their initials on it 
7. Order book for writing doWD. i te1IS desired 
8. Telephone in store -- practice with letters 
9. Telephone index book or old telephone book 
10. Use a calendar that they inake for special days in the 
store 
11. Make a classification picture book--a food catalog 
(things we eat for breakfast) 
Flash Cards 
Procedure: 
1. Described on: 
Sample: 
A 
J 
Dai1y Worksheets 
First Week 
Monday: 
First week--Tuesday 1 Friday 
Second week-Thursday 
0 
;;.. l 
Matching capital and small letters 
w z 
B w 
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Have a child draw a line between the capital and the small letters. 
Give three. Capital and small letters should be mixed. 
Tuesday: 
Writing corresponding capital or small letter. 
w w p p 
--=---
M m 
Have a child write the small letter for the capital and vice versa. 
Wednesday: 
Writing corresponding capital or small letter. 
Have a child fill the blank on the side of the block with knowledge 
of the new letters. 
Writing corresponding capital or small letter. 
v 
(v) 
w 
{w) 
L E 
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Have a child wri. te the small letter in the circle. Do four sheets. 
Box shape is to prepare for later practice. 
Friday: 
Matchiag small letters. 
b d 
b 
p q 
Have a. child draw a line between the letters that match. 
Do five of these. 
Second Week 
Monday: 
Matching small letters and capital letters. 
B p 
b 
d q 
Have a child draw a line between all the capital and small 
letters he can see in that particular space. 
Tuesday: 
Matching all the letters that are alike. 
B p 
b 
d b 
Have a child draw a circle around the letters which are named the 
same. 
Wednesday: 
Matching the letter at the beginniAg or the word. 
·bell , sell 
t 
fell dell 
MatchiDg a letter with a familiar sign. 
H-B tuNA 
s 
G-1 BrOP 
Have • child draw a liM between the matching letter in the 
middle aDd the word that ~gina with that letter. 
!'riclqt 
MatchiRg a siga with letters. 
1 aad p 
PMTAB 
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Draw a line betwHn the letter ill the sip. ..,_1 ts corresponding 
letters. 
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CHA.P!IR III 
APPLIED PHONICS PIIHARY GRADES 
Iatroductioa 
The tolloviag lessoas provide practice in applied phollics tor the 
pri.JiarT grades. The first word ia each exercise is in the read.illg 
1/ 
vocabulary for grades oae or two.- The next tour words are ill the 
speakiag vocabulary, and J41l1' or ay not be in the r$diag vocabul.a:ey 
at this lewl. The purpose is to apply kRoWR soUilds (begiani.Jlg 
conso.aats and blends) to aew words. 
Lessoa Pl.aJl 
There are. tour sets of lessons, iac:reasiag im order of ditfic~t;y: 
Set 1: 15 exercises. Words begia with siagle consonaats. 
Set 2: 25 exercises. The lmowa-word begias liiC.th a ~gle consollallt. 
The an words begia with single coasonants or blends. 
Set 3: 15 exercises. The knon word begias with a blelld. The an 
words be gill w1. th a siagle consoaaat or a blelld. 
Set 4: lS exercises. The first word is a kaowa word, such as 'old'• 
The aew words are torJUd bT placiag a single coasoaaat or 
ble:ad before the word. 
In each exercise, the first word is the knoWil word. Ta. ~ 
selects thrM ot the four aew words, ia accordaace with tbe-acher's 
oral directions. 
These are to be used as a whole class or whole group exercise, 
as aeeded. Each child should have a COPT of the words, aad a peacil. 
¥. Beanett, B. Virgiaia. "The Constructioa and lvaluatioa of Group 
ens ia 'B&adiag tor Grades ORe, Two, aad. Three." U.published Master's 
Thesis, Bostoa Universit,' School ot ld11catioa, 1953. 
far I car bar jar 
EXAMPlE 
tar 
15 
The teacher says, "The first word ~s u and the children 
----
respo .. "far.n The teacher repeats, "Yes, .far. New put a (l) under 
what you buy peanut butter ia." The children mark their papers. "Put 
a (2) under something to ride in. Put a (3) UDder a black, sticky 
road covering.n 
The child's paper will leok likll this: 
far I car bar jar tar 
2 l 3 
The teacher then s~s, "Now you are going to check your papers. 
What does (1) say?" The children respond orally, ilt a group. The 
teacher repeats, "Yes, jar. What does (2) say? Yes, car. What 
does (3) ~? Yes, tar." 
Remember to check after each set of words, having the children 
say the words corresponding to the numbers, as in the above sample. 
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Setl 
1. bag I tag rag wag gag 
The .first word say!! • Now put a (1) under what a dog's tail 
doel!l (wag). Put a (2) under a running ga. (tag). Put a (3) under 
aa old piece o.f eloth (rag). 
2. eold I .fold sGld told gold. 
The .first word says • Now put a (1) under what you do with 
l!heetl! ud towel!! (.fold). Put a (2) under when you "gave awayfl 
a secret (told). Put a (3) under an expensive yellow metal (gold). 
3. .fat I hat mat bat rat 
The .first word says • Now put a (1) under something you use 
to hit a baseball (bat). Put a (2) under what keeps your head 
wam (hat). Put a (3) under u. aniJul that looks like a very big 
mouse (rat). 
4. tell I well sell yell .fell 
The .first words says • Now put a (1) under something loud 
you do with your voiee (yell). Put a (2) under how you .feel 
(well). Put a (3) under what salesen d.o (sell). 
5. saw law raw jaw paw 
The .first word say!! o Now put a (1) under an animal's 
.foot (paw). Put a (2) unaer a word that means "not cooked" 
(raw)~ Put a (3) under something that moves when you talk 
(jaw). 
6. bump / lump hump dump pump 
The .first word say!! • Now put a (1) under what a camel 
has (hump). Put a (2) under a kind o.f truck (d111Rp). Put a (3) 
under something that brings water out o.f a well (pump). 
7. ball I tall call .fall hall 
The .firl!t word says • Now put a (1) under a season o.f the 
year (.fall) o Put a (2) under what grewn-ups are (tall). Put a 
{3) under part of the house or the school {hall). 
B. pets I nets wets sets bets 
The first nl'd says • Now put a (1) under what you 
catch fish iD (nets). Put a (2) under something the sun does 
(sets). Put a (3) under what raiD does to grass (wets). 
9. tail I pail rail wail sail 
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The first word says • Now put a (1) under part of a fe:ace 
(rail). Put a (2) uDder What a boat does (sail). Put a (3) 
under a bucket (pail). 
10. tap I nap cap map lap 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under something you 
wear on your bead (cap). Put a (2) under a nice place to sit 
(lap). Put a (3) under a short sleep (nap). 
ll. fill I pill hill sill kill 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under part of a 
window frame (sill). PUt a ( 2) under something to climb (hill). 
Put a (3) under what you can swallow (pill). 
12. men I hen ten pen den 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under how many toes 
you have (ten). Put a {2) under who lays eggs (hem). Put a 
(3) under what you put ink in (pen). 
13. needs I deeds weeds seeds feeds 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under things you 
plant (ued.a). Put a (2) under what a mother does to her baby 
(feeds). Put a (3) under something you don't want in your 
garden (weeds). 
14. rest I pest test west nest 
The first word says . • Now put a (1) under a bird 1 s house 
(nest). Put a (2) under something you take in school (test). 
Put a ( 3) under where the sun sets (west). 
15. got I hot pot rot cot 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under what a fire is 
(hot). Put a (2) under something to cook in {pot). Put a (3) 
under a little bed (cot). 
Set 2 
1. win I chin tin spin pin 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under what a toy top 
does (spin). Put a (2) under a part of your face (chin). Put 
a (3) under what cans are made of (tin). 
2. make I wake shake bake .flake 
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The first word says • Now put a (1) under one cnrstal of 
snow (flake). Put a (2j under how you clean a mop (shake). Put 
a (3) under the w~ to cook cookies (bake). 
3. hop I mop chop top drop 
The first words says • Now put a (1) under what you do 
with a hatchet (chop)-. -PU-t a (2) under something to clean the 
floor (mop). Put a (3) under a little bit of rain or dew 
(drop). 
4. com I worn born thorn horn 
The first word s~s • Now put a (1) under part of a rose bush 
(thorn). Put a (2) under something you blow (horn). Put a (3) 
under what babies are (born). 
5. ride I wide slide hide brlde 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under a lady who is 
getting married (bride). Put a (2) under something you do on 
ice· er anow (slide) • Put a ( 3) UDder what you do when you don't 
want someone to find you (hide). 
6. must I dust crust rust trust 
I 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under a part of bread 
(crust). Put a (2) under what your toys do when they are left 
out in the rain (rust). Pu.t a (3) under what mother wipes off 
the furniture (dust). 
7 0 dOWll I clown gown brown croWll 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under a color {bnn). 
Put a (2) under a circus performer (clown). Put a (3) under a 
king's hat (croWD.). 
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8. soon I moon spoon croon coon 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under something to 
eat with (spoon). PUt a (2) under what shines at night (moon). 
Put a (3) under Da~ Crockett's hat (coon). 
9. back I stack pack whack rack 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under something to 
hang coats on (rack). Put a (2) under a big pile of' books 
(stack). Put a (3) under what you do to a suitcase (pack). 
10. hill I chill gill thrill spill 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under what a fish 
breathes through (gill). Put a (2) under what happens when 
you drop water (spill). Put a (3) under something cold (chill)• 
ll. feel I wheel keel peel heel 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under part of' an 
apple (peel). Put a (2) Under part of' a bicycle (wheel). 
Put a ( 3) under part ot your shoe (heel) o 
12. tap I sap clap trap nap 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under what you catch 
a mouse with (trap). PUt a ( 2) under a noise you make with your 
hands (clap). Put a (3) under a short sleep (nap). 
13. bell I smell jell spell fell 
The first word says o Now put a (1) under what you do with 
your nose (smell). Put a (2) under what you do to a word (spell). 
Put a (3) under what Humpty Dumpty did (fell). 
14. keep I sleep deep sweep peep 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under what you do with 
a broo• (sweep). Put a (2) UBder something you do at night 
(sleep). Put a (3) under what the ocean is (deep). 
15. found I ground sound hound pound 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under a noise (sound). 
Put a (2) under what you walk on (ground). Put a (3) under 
something you de with a hammer (polmd). 
16. park I spark bark lark shark 
The first won! says • Bow put a (1) under a an-eating 
fish (shark). Put a~ under somathing electric (spark). 
Put a (3) under the outside of a tree (bark). 
17. baDk I spank tank 
The first word says , • Bow put a (l) under u al'll\1 
machine (tank). Put a (2) under a punilhlleat (spaak). Put 
a (3) UDder a quick pall (yank). 
18. pool I tool spool cool stool 
The first word says • How put a (l) under somethiag to 
sit oa (steol). Put a (2) under a ha.J.-r or saw (tool). Put 
a (3) umer what a thread comas on (spool). 
19. neck I wreck speck peck check 
The first word sqs • Now put a (1) under a bad car 
accident (wreck). PUt a (2) UDder what chickens do when they 
eat (peck). Put a (3) under a little, tiiO' bit (speck). 
20. kind I hi ad blind miDi 
The first word says • Now put a (1) UDder what you think 
with (mad). Put a (2) ~er s.-oae who cunot see (bl.i.Dd). 
Put a (3) under a dog's back leg (hiDd). 
21. near I dear spear fear clear 
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The first word says • Bow put a (l) under sometbiJig ~-
ups call yeu (dear). PUt a (2) under a bright, SlJIU\V' dq (clear). 
Put a ( 3) under a long, pointed weapon (spear). 
22. joke I poke choke woke 
TM first verd sqs • Now put a (l) under something you 
do with your fiager (peb). Put a (2) under what coaes from 
a chiJmey (SlllOke) Put a (3) under what happens when you 
cough ( chob). 
23. nice I rice slice twice 
The first word sqs • Now put a (1) under little animals 
(mice). Put a (2) UDder a piece of bread (slice). Put a (3) 
UDder something to eat (rice). 
24. catch I match batch \ scratch patch 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under what a eat's 
claws caa d.e (scratcli). PUt a (2) under what is used to light 
a fire (match). Put a (3) UDder a piece ot cloth to mend your 
pants (patch). 
2S. reach I beach teach preach peach 
Tbe first werd sqs • Bn put a (1) umer what a teacher 
does (teacll). Put a (2) Uder a s~ place (beach):. Put a 
(3) umer a kim et fruit (peach). 
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Set3 
1. black I track back crack pack 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under what you do 
to a suitcase (pack). PUt a (2) UDder part of a railroad (track). 
Put a (3) under a broken 1iu (crack). 
2. think I pink drink 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under what your e ;ye 
can do (willk). Put a (2) Ullder milk or orange juice (dr:t.Bk). 
Put a (3) under a color (pink). 
3. grow I show low threw crow 
The first word sqs • Now put a (1) under a bi,, black 
bird. (crew). Put a ( 2) Under a •vie (show). Pat a ( 3) under 
what you do with a ball (throw). 
creep deep peep steep 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under a ld.Dd of hill 
(steep). Put a (2) UDder what a bab,y does (creep). Put a (3) 
under a cM.ckn 1 s ne1se (peep). 
;. spriag I wing bring st1mg 
The first word says • Now put a (1) UDder soaeoae who 
wears a crown (king). PUt a (2) under a bee bite (stiag). 
Put a (3) under a part of a bird (wing). 
6. three I knee tree fee bee 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under part of your 
leg (knee). Put a (2) lDiier a ·buq insect who gathers honey 
(bee). Put a (3) UJider sometbiDg with branches aad leaves (tree). 
7. traia I pain staiR 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under a li~tle . piece 
of sand (grain). Put a (2) UDder a feel1Dg tbat hurt;il (pain). 
Put a (3) under a spot on your shirt that won't wash out (stain). 
a. shine I liJa.e fiDe pine 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under something 
straight (line). Put a (2) under a kind ef evergreen tree 
(piu). Put a (3) under what you say wheD someone asks 
"How are you?• (fine). 
9. twi.Ds I wins spills pins fins 
The first word says • Now put a (1) Wlder what your 
te .. does if it gets & 110st -·peiltts ( w:i.As). Put a ( 2) under 
what a toy top does (~~piaa)~ Put a (3) under somethiag sharp 
(pins). -
10. glad I mad pad bad 
The first werd says • Now put a (1) under a word that 
.ans angry (mad). PUt a (2) UBder a word that means naughty 
(bad). Put a (3) under a word that means Ullhappy (sad). 
11. stick I pick sick brick thick 
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The first werd sqs • Now put a (1) under something houses 
are nwie of (brick). PUt a (2) under how you gather flowers 
(pick). Put a (3) UDder what you are when you don't feel well 
(sick). 
12. flash I crash cash trash mash 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under a loud noise 
(crash). Put a (2) under garbage or waste paper (trash). Put 
a (3) under a way to fix petatoes (mash). 
13. dr.i.llk I blink sink pillk rink 
The first says • Now put a (1) under what your eyes de> 
(blink). Put a (2} Under a color (pink). Put a (3) under 
part. of a kitchen (sink). 
14. street I sweet feet beet tweet 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under what shoes go 
oD (feet). Put a (2} under a bird's song (tweet). Put a (3) 
under what sugar is (sweet). 
15. bright I tight flight sight night 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under when you sleep 
(night). Put a (2) under how you like to hold so•one's hard 
(tight). Put a (3) under an airplue trip (flight). 
Set4 
1. and I band land hand stand 
The first we:rd. says • Now put a (1) under a group llhich 
plays musical instrtllllents (banG.). Put a (2) under a pan ot 
your arm (hand). Put a (3) under what airplanes do when they 
come doWB (land). 
2. eat I meat beat wheat heat 
The .first word says • Now put a (1) under something that 
grows ia .fields (wheat). Put a (2) under a hamburger or steak 
(meat). Put a (3) under w~ we have radiators (heat). 
3. at I hat .flat pat bat 
The .first word says • Now put a (1) under what you do to 
make friends with a dog (pat). Put a (2) under something you 
wear on your head (hat). Put a (3) under what you hit a base-
ball with (bat). 
4. it I .fit pit hit spit 
The .first word says • Now put a (1) under what you do te 
a baseball (hit). Put a (2) UDder something your shoes do, i.f 
they are the right size (fit). Put a (3) under what an angry 
cat dees (spit). 
'· . in I tin spin chin grin 
The .first word says • Now put a (1) 1mder what a toy 
top does (spin). Put a {2) under something cans are made o.f 
(tin). Put a (3) under part o.f your .f ace (chin). 
6. old I cold gold .fold scold 
The .first word says • Now put a (1) under a shiJlv 
color (gold). Put a (2) Under what grown-ups do i.f you are 
naughty (scold). Put a (3) under what you do to sheets and 
towels (fold). 
1. our I sour flour hour scour 
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The .first word says • Now put a (1) under something white 
that is used for baking (flour). Put a (2) under what the little 
hand on the clock shows (hour). Put a (3) under the taste o.f 
a lemon (sour). 
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8. air I fair hair pair cha-ir 
The first word. says • Now put a {1) under what you sit on 
{chair). Put a ( 2) under something that grt}US on your head 
{hair). Put a (3) under two mittens or two seeks {pair). 
9. each I beach teach preach peach 
The first word says • Now put a {1 ) under what a teacher 
does (teach). 'Put a (2) under a kind of fruit (peach). Put a 
{3) under a sandy place {beach). 
10. end I bend mend lend spend 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under what you do with 
moae;r (spend). Put a (2) under ways to fix torn clothes (mend). 
Put a (3) under what young trees do in the wind (bend). · 
11. able I table fable cable stable 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under where a horse 
liTes (stable). Put a (2) under a stroag wire (cable). Put 
a (3) under a piece or furniture (table). 
12. oil I boil soil foil spoil 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under aluminum. wrap 
(foil). Put a (2) under one way to cook eggs (boil). Put a 
(3) under another word for dirt (soil). 
13. out I stout .pout shout trout 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under se•thing loud 
you do with your voice (shout). Put a (2) under a ki'nd of fish 
{trout). Put a (3) under what you de when you are sad (pout). 
14. ate I late state mate plate 
The first word says • Now put a (1) under a bird•s husband 
or wife (mate). Put a (2) under a dish (plate). Put a (3) · 
under what you are it you come in after the bell has rung (late). 
15. all I tall fall wall stall 
The first werd says • Now put a (1) under what Humpty 
Dumpt.f_Jad (fall). PUt a (2) UDder where a horse or a cow 
live (stall). Put a (3) under part of a building (wall). 
Suggested Suppleaenta~ Activities 
Pictures cu be used ill a. variev of way'S1 a:ad are alwqs of 
iaterest to childrea. The teacher will tiad1 iD such iDexpen8iv. 
books as SiJaoD and Schuster's Li. ttla Goldaa Dictionary, a wealth ot 
lillple, attractive pietltl"es. If these are cut out and mounted oa 
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separate cards, the7 will be dvable ad useful. Below are soma wqs 
in which they uy be used: 
1. POCKET CHARTS: Pocket charts are easil7 made by mountillg 
envelopes on cardboard. Mark each envelope with a single 
consonant (or blend). Arran~ 101 or lass, pictures in a 
pack, and have the children sort these into the proper 
ennlopes, aceordiag to initial letter or letters. So• 
suggested categories tor picture-packs are 1) clothes 
(dress, shoes, Jd.ttans-1 coat, etc.); 2) toys (wagon, doll, ball, blocks, etc.); 3} animals (cat, dog, tiger, monke;r, 
etc.) 
This activiV can be done individual~, ill pairs, or in 
small groups 'lil.\h teacher direction. 
I 
2. VAKrATIONS ON THE GAME OF 1BING0 1 : Picture cards ... also 
be used as call-cards in the two games below, which are 
pat.termRt mr •:e:t:qo •. 
a. tETTER LEAD-o. The teacher lltlkes a set of cards on 
which initial consonants are printed or typed. The 
consonants b, c, d 1 t, g1 h, 1, m, n, p, r, s, t, and 
w can be used. For .-mpla: 
Diagram: 
b s d 
m s w 
f h c 
The children are given paper urkers, so that t.he7 
can cover the letters. A pupil-teacher or teacher 
holds up picture cards, and calls the correspoliiiJ.Dg 
word aloud. The first child to fill a row wins the 
gua. 
b. LITTEll BI.mm-0. Tba fora is the sa. using blends 
instead of sil'lgle consonants. Suggested pictures 
include: skates, wheelbarrow, sweater, cra;rons, 
chalk; present, fruit,tridge, drwa1 glasses, blocks, 
clock, fiashligh~, sled, traiJil st~ider, SllOka, 
strawberr,y, snolllllln, stove 1 pla\e, shirt. 
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Word Classificatllta Burcises 
Grade ODe 
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The following exercises provide practice ia word classification 
G for grade one. They may be presented in several _,.s. For example: 
1. 1'lle teaeller has the words on nash cards. Each child has cards 
with the ll&bers corresponding to number of categories. The 
teacher says: trThese -.uta 'U7 be p11t into two groups. Th&J' 
are and • Jlead \he word silently. If it, 1• __ , 
hold up 1; it it is , hold up 2. • The teacher holds up 
the flash card tor the children to read. The children hold up 
the nuaber carcl in response. 
2. The words are on the chalkboard. The categories are listed on 
the board. The children write the words in the correct groups 
on paper, copy.l.ng thea from the board; or it may be done on the 
board as a group activity. 
3. The words are priated on small cards and put into a manilla 
anTelope (4• x 6") on which the categories are vri tten. Children 
working in pairs M7 group the words in the correct categories. 
It is suggested that a •keyt' for correcting be included in the 
eaTelope so that this JIJlq be a self-checking practice. 
4. The words are listed on a seatvork paper. The directions teU 
the children the categories in which the words are to be grouped. 
They will write the words in the correct eategor;r. 
Lesson 1 
Vocabulary: barber fal"ll8r father grandfather grandmother 
he her hill mother an 'Mr. Mrs. she,~ vile 
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Say: •SoJte of these words are about men, some are about wo•a. Pu:t 
tho in the right group. • 
Classifications: (1) Men (2) Wom1n 
Lesson 2 
V-0cabula17: airplue apples ball boat car cake corn eggs 
fish ice cream nu\s traia wagoa 
Classifications: (1) To;rs (2) Thiags to ea\ 
Lesson 3 
Vocabula17: boy chicken dog doll duck farmer goat horse 
kitwn man pig pony puppy robin 
Classifications: (1) Two legs (2) Four legs 
Lesson 4 
Vocabula17: barn fast taster home house pull push 
roll run school shop store street 
Classifications: (1) Wa;rs you can mon (2) Places 
Lesson S 
Vocabulary: an black five blue brown four greea red 
three two white 7ellow 
Classifications: (1) NlDilber wonts (2) Color words 
Lesson 6 
Vocabula17: airplane bow-vow cluck fast taster jump ll81f 
pull push quack robin roll ran 
Class~ications: (1) Ways to :ao'le (2) Things that fl7 
( 3) What an anbtal saya 
Lesson 7 
Vocabular.r: bag ball basket book d;q doll good-by hello 
morniag night no please thank yo• year yes 
Classiticationst (1} Words you sq (2} Words about tU. 
(3} Things you carr.r 
Lesson 8 
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Vocabular,r: airplane apples ask beat call car com eggs hear 
hop hurr,y jump nuts pl~ run sleep train wagon 
Classifications: (1} Things yo11 caa I! in {2) Things to eat 
( 3} ThiDgs you can do 
Lesson 9 
Vocabulaey: barber black coat farMr father gray mi. t.ten 
shoe white 
Classifications: (1} Things to war {2} Yorkers {3} Colors 
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Lesson 10 
Vocabulary: dinner morning night pelm1' pocket rain shop sooa 
splash spring store water when vinter 7ear 
Classifica\ions: (1) Going to the store (2) A raiiQ" da,. (3) Tille 
i 
Lesson 11 
Vocabulary: apples cake children com eggs farmer five four 
I ice creaa mother nuts one two three 
Classifications: (1) Buabers (2) People (3) Things to eat 
Lesson 12 
Vocabula17: lllall blue boat· bro1m cow dog doll green horse 
kitten rabbit red squirrel toys wagon 7ellow 
Classifications: (1) Animals (2) Colors (3) To7s 
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CHAPTIR IV 
WOlD SKILLS FOR FOURTH GRADI 
1. Introduc\ion 
Because pupils in the fo~th grade JIIU.st rapidly expand their 
recognition vocabularies aad also their meaning vocabularies to mae• 
•' 
the b~adeniD' content and less controlled vocabularies of the iDter-
;Mdiate grades, practice in applying techniques or word analysis is 
needed b7 -~ pupils. In addi tio~ meaning need.s to be enriched around 
maDJ new words and concepts. Scientific investigation of the pB,fchology 
of learning bas stressed the importance ot associating meanillg to 
fa cUi tate retention of the words leamed. 
Practice on Applied Phonics. 
y 
In 19S6, Speidel tested a method of associating maaniag with word 
ana~sis b7 having students classif;r words ia appropriate categories. 
Usi.Bg control and experimental groups, two ll1asses in each, teachers 
taugh\ the students for fifteen m:iDUtes per da:y for thirt,r days. The 
control groups were taught word-anal.y'sis in aay wa:r the teachers wished 
to tea~ it. The experimental group at\er a ten-minute review ot 
primar;r phonic rules, worked in 811811 groups classifying words which were 
printed on snall slips ot oaktag. 
She round that the use of constructed classification devices in con-
junction with review of phonics and structural analysis results in 
increased abili'Q' in word pronuneia'ti-onJu:td all areas of reading with 
the exception or -speed, which showed sllgh\ galas. 
lfn speidel,~th Burke. Word A~sis tbroli!h Classifieaticm. 
npublishecls Thesis, BostOn Unwriitj' sc ol of Sucatlon, 
19S6. . 
The first thirty exercises, "Practice on Applied Phonies,• are an 
adaptation of this technique. All exercises are to be done in pairs with 
pupils writing the words under the appropriate classifications and checking 
their responses against the alphabetical cheek-lists on the back of the 
cards. By writing the words it is expected that visual memory and spelling 
w:Ul be reinforced. By checking the written words against the alphabet-
ised list, practice will be given in the skill of finding information in 
alphabetically arranged materials. 
ID preparation at tbe classification materials, a list of words 
prepared by Durrell in 1955 was used. Since the words in this list appeared 
in the Buckingham-Doleh and the Rinsland writing vocabularies, the meaning 
of these words were known to children in grades four and below. Words 
appearing in Gates Vocabulary for Primary Grades were excluded because the 
words on the Gates List were already in the children's reading vocabularies 
and therefore 1 known as sight words. 
In the exercises on flApplied Phonies• practice is given on 1029 
different werds. Two-hundred-twenty-four words were used in more than one 
exercise, some in as many as three or four multiple meaning situations. 
Developing Word Meaning. 
Word practice is given in the last thirty-five lessons for word 
enrichment in the fourth grade. 
The words chosen for construction of these lessons were from the 
Durrell-Sullivan list of words. This list consists of words appearing 
in at least seven books used at the fourth grade level and excluding all 
/ 
words wb.ieh appeared in the Gates Primary List. All the words which 
appeared in the International Kindergarten Union List of words in the 
children• s speaking voeabull)l"y and also words appearing at first, second 
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and third gJ>ade levels of the Buckingham-Dolch Writing Vocabulary were 
much less e•phasized. It was assUBJ,ed that these words were in the meaning 
vocabularies of fourth grade pupils. Attention was concentrated upon en-
riching word meaning of the words which were neither in the speaking or 
writing vocabularies of children entering the fourth grade. Many multiple-
meanings were developed so that childrea would have practices in a variety 
of situations on words which were not familiar. 
Four-hundred-eighty-nine different words from the list were used in 
from one to nineteen practices. The average number of practices per word 
was 3.2. All the words in the list were used except 54 of the words 
assumed not to be in the speaking and writing vocabularies of fourth 
graders, and 149 words whose meaning was assumed to be already know. Most 
of the 149 words in the latter category were used in the "Applied Phonies 
Lessons." 
Source of the definitions used in these lessons was The Winston 
Dictionarz for Schools. Several definitions were shortened and simplified 
to meet the needs of fourth graders. Some words have only one definition 
stated because that is the meaning used in the particular lesson. Often 
additional definitions are stated and used in other eJ~propriate places;. 
Sample lesson cards are included at the beginning of both the 
"Practice on Applied ~aics" and the "Developing Word Meaning" lessons. 
The cerrect amsvers are illclwied in all exercises. 
2. Practice on ApplieCl Phonics 
~e Classiticatioa Ca~ - Lesson 0.. ( \ ·of Cai'd) 
ache zebra gel'lll chicken-pox 
whale lue honer kitv 
ar.er tadpole raeceoa luae 
baluler tenic welYes aeasles 
sere castle itell goldfish 
wa~s wildcat peJ.V shielcl 
mumps squirrel otter scab 
arrew moat toot11aehe g:Lratte 
tea& reilldeer martias frog 
WHICH OF THESI WOlDS GO WITH: 
SICKNESS ABIMALS 
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stag 
spliater 
spear 
heaet 
woodohuek 
drawbridge 
p11PP1' 
pusqeat 
whoopiag-eoup 
KNIGHTS 
(Picture illustrating (Picture illustratiq an (Picture illustratiq 
aniul.) illne•s) knights) 
------.....-------------------------------------------------------------------(Back et Card.) 
SICKNESS 
aebe 
chieka•P.x 
geNs 
itch 
la• 
measles 
llUII.pS 
soab 
sore 
splinter 
tenic 
toothache 
whoopiag-cottgh 
CHECK TO SIB IF YOU m RIGHi' 
treg 
giraffe 
a.ldfish 
kitt7 
martins 
otter 
POJI1' 
PUPPT 
pussycat 
raec.OD 
reindeer 
ANIMALS 
stag 
squirrel 
tadpole 
toad 
walras 
whale 
-- · wilicat 
nlves 
woedeh•k 
zebra 
DIGHTS 
armor 
arrew 
~r 
bon or 
lUee 
moa'l 
spear 
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lESSON TWO 
S'rOHY BOOK CBABACTEBS HO'i WI WALK FACB 
beast dash eyebrow 
beauty hasten eyelash 
brownie hike eyelid 
dragon llDiber forehead. 
fairy march freckles 
ghost scamper lip 
gypsy scatter muscle 
hero scramble nerve 
king slink pimple 
knight stalk pupil 
Peter Pan stray temple 
Peter Babbit walk tooth 
pirate wander whiskers 
prince 
priaceaa 
queen 
robber 
rogue 
LESSON THBD 
TIME BAKERY PARTS OF THE BODY 
.• 
ancient batter ankle 
anymore biscuit blood 
autumn brownie 'bt-ain 
bedtime bun elbow 
boyhood cookies fingernails 
century cooky fist 
daily crust head 
dawn dough hip 
daylight doug-.ts muscle 
dusk loaf nerve 
eve loaves throat 
forenoon pancake thumb 
future pastr,y tissue 
midnight pie tongue 
nighttime waffle tonsils 
New Year toe 
noontime vein 
sunrise waist 
twilight 
winter 
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!ESSON FOUR 
NATIOBALITIBS GROCERY S!OS DAYS AND MONTHS 
American bran April 
,QhiJI.ese cereal Augu~ 
Dutch cider December 
Engliell clove February 
Eskilllo cocoa Friday 
gypsy coconut January 
Indian coffee July 
Negro cracker June 
flu: March 
ginger May 
jello Monday 
jel~ November 
~· October oatmeal Saturday 
olive September 
pepper Sunday 
polish Thursday 
Tuesday 
Wednesday 
!ESSON FIVE 
BAHDWARI STOHl JEWELRY THDS 
beater barreiite birch 
bolt bracelet cedar 
blind gem chestnut 
bucket gold elm 
clock jewels e~rgreen 
rue necklace fig 
fireplace pearl hickory 
flashlight ring lemon 
hinge maple 
letter box oak 
mailbox pear 
mirror plum 
sandpaper redwood 
screens walnut 
screw 
sink 
spike 
tack 
varnish 
wallpaper 
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LESSON SIX 
COWBOYS MUSIC PARTS OF A HOUSE 
boots album apartment 
brand band bathroom 
bullets bugle bedroom 
cattle choir ceiling 
chores chord cellar 
colt conductor closet 
harness t:&i~Ba doorway 
hoot lull.abr fireplace 
horseshoe nmsical garret 
lasso operetta pantr,y 
mule orchestra screens 
pistol organ shutters 
rifle records window 
saddle tambourine 
western victrola 
whinny violin 
whoa 
LESSON S!VD 
FRUit A C!fi INDIANS 
apple sauce alley arrow 
banana apartment beads 
berries C0111DlUlli ty canoe 
blackberry elevator feathers 
cher17 fire eng:l.De hatchet 
cranberries garage knives 
grapefruit hospital medicine man 
pineapple laundry moccasins 
raisin library prairie 
raspberry officer squaw 
strawberries pavement tepee 
playground tomahawk 
police wampum 
sidewalk war bonnet 
subway warrior 
taxi wigwam 
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lESSON EIGHT 
HOSPITALS PBOPIJ: BIRDS 
accident Americaa blackbird 
ambulance aunt flicker 
bandage baker hummingbird 
iodine boxer hawk 
medicine Chinese nightingale 
opera.tion cousin oriole 
pain cowboy' parrot 
scar Dutch pigeon 
sprain fireii&D quail 
thermometer grandma robia 
tonsils grudpa sk;ylark 
gypf11 sparrow 
host swallow 
husband 
icaan 
Indian 
laDdlord 
mailman 
mi~ter 
Negro 
newsboy 
IBSSOI NINE 
NUMBEBS SAD WOllDS AIR 
arithmetic acciden"" airliner 
eighteen badl,- airport 
eighty bitter airship 
fifteen broke• aviator 
fifth cheat balloon 
t:ttv cripple bubbles 
first danger jet 
forty death pilot 
fourteen dying plane 
ninety earthquake 
seventeen evil 
sewnty ,tail. 
sixteen nood 
sixty fright 
tenth greed 
thirteen hate 
thirty 
twelve 
twenty 
twice 
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LISSOH Tl1f 
SBWIHG WEAPOIS SUMMEll'l'IMI 
baste arrow barefooted 
cotton bay"onet bluebells 
hell bomb bluebird 
hooks and eyes bullets bumblebee 
lace cannon buttercup 
linen lance butterfiies 
lining pistol camp 
material rifle carnival 
needle taak circus 
pattern tomahawk croquet 
pilis daffodil 
scissors dandelion 
shears flowers 
snaps picnic 
spool 
-.uboat 
tailor seashore 
thilllble swimming 
thread 
yarn 
LESSON EtEVD 
VEGETABlES CBUICB 'WINTER 
beet Bible coal 
cabbage bless hockey 
c~ot candlestick iceberg 
celery choir · ice skates 
cucumber collection icicles 
mushroom faith mittens 
radish heaven lew Year 
spinach minister overcoat 
squash nun overshoes 
organ Santa Claus 
prayers sleet 
preacher sleigh 
priest slippery 
,Upit slush 
saint snowflakes 
steeple snowman 
snowstorm 
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LESSON TWELVE 
WORDS WHICH TAD APAlfr SHIPS JOINING WORDS 
burst aboard brace 
chop beacon button 
crush bow cement 
crumbles cargo fasten 
grind dr:U't hinge 
loosen hull hitch 
pare launch hook 
scatter light house knot 
separate liner lace 
slit mast link 
snip paddle span 
splinter pier strap 
strip stern tack 
tear vessel union 
tore unite 
tora yoke 
untie zipper 
whittle 
LESSOll T:rmm:D 
GARAGE BATHBOOM THINGS FOR ~TIIG 
auto bath alphabet 
~ttery bathe blotter 
bolt bathing booklet 
brakB bathrobe chalk 
crank batbrooa desk 
gas bathtub dictionary hub ,, bubbles inkwell 
• kerosene faucet language 
machine sink notebook 
petroleua toilet nouns 
polish toothbrush pencil box 
screw towel penmanship 
spokes shaw pen point 
wheel shower period 
soap slate 
stationery 
tablet 
J• 
Boston Uni verslt':VI "'· 
~,..'h,...,.,l n-f' 'Won11na+inn1 
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LESSON FOUitlUN 
MEASURING DRUG STOllE SMELL 
century alcohol bitter 
cu. be bandage burnt 
gallon cigarettes decayed 
height cigars· sharp job coke smell 
load comb sniff \ lug cone sour 
million hairpins spice 
.u.· ice creua stale 
ounce iodine stink 
piDt magazines 
rod mediciDe 
tea- perf.-
term salve 
total soda 
weight tablet 
thermometer 
LESSON Fll"tl51SN 
GOOD WAYS '1'0 FEEL KITCBD :RELATIVES / 
.)Mtter beater aunt 
comfortable broom cousin 
excited cabinet dad 
frisky dipper daughter 
happier dish folks 
healtey faucet godmother 
human fork grandchild 
lucky glasses grandma 
marvelous groceries grandpa 
sleepy icebox grandson 
knives husband 
mug kin 
plate nephew 
plattexo niece 
sink parents 
stow stepmother 
switch 
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LESSON SIXTID 
BH!AKFAST FOODS THINGS TO RIDB PLACES ANIMALS LIVE 
cereal airship aquarilllD. 
coffee ambulance !:lareyard 
doughnuts auto birdhouse 
grapefruit bike bower 
bam Buick cage 
jelJ,7 cab cocoon 
oatmeal canoe coop 
orange carriage dell 
pa.ncaka donkey den 
sausage horseback jungle 
sugar motorcycle lair 
syrup plane meadow 
toast sled nest 
warne sleigh pigpen 
streetcar stable 
subway 
taxi 
trolley 
LESSON SEVENi'DN 
THINGS FBDM PLANTS THINGS FROM ANIMALS MONEY 
cantaloupe buttermilk account 
celery' custard banking 
cereal feathers boiTOW 
cider fur capital 
cigarettes lard cash 
coconut liver charge 
coffee meat check 
corduroy mutton coin 
cotton pork collect 
cucumber sausage deposit 
flax shell fee 
grain silk fund 
linen tusks lem 
oatmeal loan 
oranges receipt 
rubber savings 
walnuts 
watermelon 
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lESSON EIGH'l'EEN 
SEAFOOD AND SEALIFE BAD WAYS TO FEEL ANIMALS NOISES 
aquarium anxious bleat 
crab bitter buzz 
eel cl11l:cy cluck 
fish contrary coo 
oyster dizzy croak 
perch dull crow 
salmon dumb hiss 
seaweecl frightened howl 
shark frozen mew 
sun i:llpatient moo 
sponge jealous neigh 
swordfish lonesome purr 
trout sore sniff 
whale stiff squeak 
thirsty squeal 
wretched tweet 
twitter 
whinny 
I&SSOI NIBETIEI 
PET SHOP CRIME WOm:>S ABOUT PEOPIJ:' S LOOKS 
bee bullets bald 
bunny crook barefooted 
bulldog enem;y bony 
cage escape brunette 
canary gang graceful· 
chicken jail handsome 
collie jur.r lame 
cuckoo justice neat 
goldfish law odd 
kitty murder quaint 
lamb pirate ragged 
mice pistol sld.nny 
parrot raid stout 
pup slug thin 
pusqcat trial ti.IJ;y 
rat weapons trim 
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LESSON TWENTY 
TO TAU COMMUNI'l'Y HELPERS LIVING ROOM 
accept baker bookcase 
adopt conductor buffet 
arrest fireman candlestick 
borrow iceman couch 
capture maillllan cushion 
collect milkman desk 
grab newsboy fireplace 
hook officer £u.mi tl!l'e 
lasso postman ].qp ~ 
raid principal mirror 
reap soldier planter 
recover workers sofa 
rob switch. 
sap 
su.g 
snatch 
stole 
suck 
LESSON TWENTI.OD 
FURN!TUII TASTE WAYS WE GO 
bench bitter bound 
·bookcase burnt bustle 
buffet nat crash 
bureau navor crawl 
cabinet hickory creep 
couch raw crowd 
cradle salty dive 
crib sour flee 
desk sticq flop 
dresser sweeten fumble 
sofa tart hesitate 
stove hop 
victrola leap 
wardrobe plunge 
ride 
skid 
splash 
waltz 
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IESSOB TWEftY -TWO 
INSECTS com HOT 
anglewonu chilly blaze 
ant colder burning 
' 
bee frost burnt 
bumblebee iceberg firecrackers 
butterflies icebox fireplace 
cricket ice cream furnace 
fiies icicles lightning 
gnat icy singe 
grub igloo sweat 
insects numb sweating 
lice snowflakes 
louse snowball 
mite snow man 
moth snow shoes 
silJaroras snowstora 
slug snowy 
spider 
tick 
LESSON '1'WEN'fY -THBI 
MEAT MAllKE'l' PEOPIB WHO DO THINGS PASSAGES 
beef cannibal alley 
bone hero avenue 
brains pioneer canyon 
chickea pirate «itch 
grease police fire escape 
hall robber fork 
joint of meat servant furrow 
lard singer glade 
lean meat swimmer hall 
liver traveler hollow 
loill lane 
meat line 
mutton moat 
pork subway 
sausage trace 
steak track 
tongue tunnel 
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LESSON TWENTY -FOUR 
SCHOOL BEDROOM TOOLS 
alphabet bench ax 
arithmetic bureau drill bookcase clothing fork 
chalk cradle batchett 
classroom crib knife 
crayons dresser rake 
dictionary hanger. scissors 
gra.ar lamp shears 
history mattreati spade 
inkwell mirror spike 
kindergarten pillowcase tack 
language quUt tool 
pencU box spread 
phonics switch 
playground wardrobe 
pupil 
scholar 
science 
LESSON TWENTY -FIVI 
PLACES TO SLIBP SPEAKING AND TELLING WORKERS 
bedrooa account bookkeeper 
cocoon argue boxer 
couch broadcast caddy 
cradle converse carpenter 
crl.b. deliver dentist 
cushion express dressmaker 
deD hi.Dt engineer 
hospital invite farmer 
mats mimic manager 
nest plea miller 
sofa pledge miner 
scold. poet 
shout sailor 
speech salesman 
suggest shepherd 
tailor 
woodman 
writer 
TOYS 
air rifle 
arrow 
balloon 
baseball 
bike 
blocks 
bugle 
checkers 
Chinese checkers 
clay-
cradle 
crqola 
crayons 
croquet 
dolly 
dominoes 
football 
jaclal 
paintbox 
sailboat 
sand table 
volley ball 
,WORDS ABOUT GOOD ACTIONS 
bold 
brave 
c!wery 
clever 
gentle 
honest 
intelligent 
keen 
kindly 
noble 
obedieat 
tender 
useful 
wortey 
LESSOR TWENTY -SIX 
PEOPLE WE DOH' T WAHT 
TO BE Ltd 
criminal 
~rook 
dunce 
toel 
liar 
nag 
skunk 
sneklc 
thief 
traitor 
tramp 
wre~h 
LESSON TWENTY-SEVD 
WORDS ABOUT BAD ACTIONS 
bossy 
crazy 
dangerous 
evil 
false 
fussy 
selfish 
sill.y' 
SD&PP1 
stagy 
stu piA 
vain 
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ARITHMETIC 
add~tion 
arithmetic 
minuend 
multiplicand 
multiplication 
multiplier 
multiply 
subtract 
subtraction 
total 
KINDS OF PEOPLE 
beggar 
bride 
cripple 
eneJrGT 
foe 
friar 
heir 
host 
husband 
landlord 
male 
rider 
runt 
saint 
savage 
servant 
al.aw 
stranger 
warrior 
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LESSON TWENTY-EIGHT 
SUPER--MARKBT SPORTING-GOODS STOlll!; PLACES PEOPI& LIVE 
popcorn arrow apartment 
raisin baseball cabin 
sage basketball camp 
salt bike cities 
soap football court 
soda pistol fort 
spice rod igloo 
starch sailboat indoors 
sucker scooter inn 
sugar snowshoes prison 
syrup spear settlement 
te• spike shack 
toothpicks tackle slum 
walnuts volleyball tent 
wax weapons tepee 
;yeast wigwaa 
LESSON TWENTY -ID1I 
CONTAINEBS LIQUIDS GROUPS OF PEOPIB 
barrel alcohol 8.1'D\Y' 
bucket blood band 
cage cider cabinet 
cone cocoa clan 
coop coffee comm.unity 
dipper coke crowd 
dish gas folks 
drawer kerosene government 
nowerpot petroleUll lodge 
glasses punch nation 
icebox raindrop navy 
kit soup orchestra 
locker stream public 
mug tea tribe 
pall 
pencU box 
pot 
radiator 
sack 
vase 
THINGS TO WEAR 
glove 
hood 
mittens 
necktie 
overalls 
pajamas 
raincoat 
l'Ubers 
sJd.rt 
slippers 
snowshoe 
socks 
stockings 
sweater 
underwear 
unifol'll 
vest 
lESSON THilll'Y 
GAMES OR SPORTS 
baseball 
base 
batter 
checkers 
coacll 
croquet 
do:ainoes 
tennis 
football 
golf 
gymnasium 
hopscotch 
paddle 
plqer 
playground 
score 
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FLOWERS 
carnation 
cowslip 
daffod.U 
dandelion 
geranium 
173'acinth 
lUac 
pansy-
peoey 
poppy 
primrose 
rose 
tulip 
violet 
3. Developing Word Meaning 
SAMPLE WORD MEANING CABO - LESSON 1, A Card 
A. the marines 
mayor 
the military 
chef 
(Front of Card A) 
artist 
cashier 
agent 
engineer 
curate 
tiW~Jeter 
governor 
milliner 
These are people who are workers ill our country. Which would you 
want to have help you? If you do not know about these people, look 
at the definitions below. 
1. If you needed to get a check cashed. 
2. If you were going away and you wanted someone to find you a 
job during your absence. 
3. If you wanted a dinner cooked. 
4. If you needed someone to take -charge of a city council 
meeting. 
5. If you wanted to buy a lady's hat. 
6. If the country was being bombed. 
7. If a warship was being set upon by an enemy. 
B.. If you wanted to get everyone to listen. 
Definitions: 
agent (a1 j~nt) One who acts for another. 
cashier (kash el) One who pays out and receives money. 
chef (sh~f) A cook, often a head cook. 
coach (KOch) 1. A large carriage. 2. A railroad passenger car. 
3 0 One who teachea ar shows how. 
curate (ki'rit) An assistant to a priest. 
governor ( gov' u ner) One who controls something_, as the head of 
a state., 
marine (mu ren) A soldier who serves on a warship. 
aqor (m'i 'er) The head of a city • 
.nJ.inery (mil1in er i) 1. Women's hats. 2. Having to do with 
women's bass·~ _ 
'military (mil' iter i) 1. The army. 2. Having to do with 
soldiers or -.r. u.peter(tr-~ ~) One who blows a kind of horn. 
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(Back of Card .A) 
Answers: 
1. A cashier. 
2. An agent. 
3. A chef'. 
4. The mayor. 
5. A milliner. 
6. The .Uital"J'. 
7. The marines. 
8. A trwapeter. 
SAMPU: WORD MEANIIG CARD - LESSON 1 'ira caret (Front ot B) 
B. agent actor lawyer · 
curate cashier -.yor 
militar,y coach weaver 
engineer governor knight 
boss trumpeter mariDe 
chef 
artist 
ll1"lq 
milliner,y 
Use tbe words abow to complete the sentences. Sentence Number 1 
is a sample. 
1. Breacl is to a baker as cloth is to a weaver 
• 
2. A gun is to a soldier as a sword. is to a 
• 
3. A diamond is to jevell7 as a hat is to .. 
h.. An office is to a laW,er as a church is to a • 
s. A city is to a mayor as a state is to a • 
6. A class is to a teacher as a teaa is to a • 
7. Cards are to a player as money is to a • 
a. A brush is to a painter as a horn is to a 
• 
9. A rar.a is to a farmer as a ship is to a • 
10. A plq is to an author as a building is to an • 
(Back of Card..!) 
Answers: 
2. knight 
3. Jlillinery 
h.. curate 
s. governor 
6. coach 
7. cashier 
8. trumpeter 
9. marine 
10. engineer 
Lesson 1. Occupations. 
A. the marines 
mayor 
the military 
chef 
3. Developing Word Meaning 
artist 
cashier 
agent 
engineer 
curate 
trumpeter 
governor 
millirler 
These are people who are workers in our country. Which wouJ.d you want 
to have help you? If you do not know about these people, look at the defi-
nitions below. 
1. If you need to get a check casbe4. (a cashier) 
2. If you were going away and you wanted someone to find you 
a job during your absence. (an agent) 
3. If you wanted a dinner cooked. (a chef) 
4. If you needed someone to take charge of a city council 
meeting. (the mayor) . 
5. If you wanted to buy a lady's hat. (a milliner) 
6. If the country was being bombed. (the mili tag) 
7. If a warship was being set upon by an eneJey'. (the marines) 
8. If you wanted to get everyone to listen. (a trumpeter) 
Definitions: 
agent (i~jent) One who acts for another. 
"' _I) cashier (kish-er One who pays out and receives money. 
chef (sh~f) A cook, often a head cook. 
coach (koch) 1. A large carriage. 2. A railroad passenger car. 
3. One who teacheB or shows how. 
(
-''""> curate kU-rit An assistant to a priest • 
...., ,.., 
governor (guv-u-lier) One who controls something as the head of a 
state. 
'-' I 
marine (mu-rin) A soldier who serves on a warship. 
II1Q'OJ: (mi~er) The head of a city. 
B. 
\1 /v "( 
milliner,y (mil-in-er-1.) 1. Women• s hats. 2. Having to do with . 
women 1 s hats. 
militar,y (miJ.'-l-ter-1) 1. The army. 2. Having to do with soldiers 
or war. 
( vI v ) trumpeter trua-pu-ter One who blows a kind of horn. 
agent actor 
curate cashier 
military coach 
engineer governor 
boss trumpeter 
lawyer 
mayor 
weaver 
knight 
marine 
chef 
artist 
ar:ruy 
milliner,y 
Use the words above to complete the sentences. Sentence Number 1 
is a sample. 
1. Bread is to a baker ae cloth is to a wea~ • 
2. A gun is to a soldier as a sword is to a (knigh.t) 
3. A diamond is to jewelry as a hat is to (millinery) • 
4. An office is to a lawyer as a church is to a {curate) 
S. A city is to a Dyor as a state is to a {governor). 
6. A class is to a teacher as a team is to a (coach) .. 
7. Cards are to a player as money is to a (cashier) • 
8. A brush is to a painter as a horn is to a (trumpeter). 
9. A farm is to a farmer as a ship is to a (marine) • 
• 
.. 
10. A play is to an author as a buUdirlg is to an (engineer) • 
Lesson 2. People 
Definitions: 
( - I ..; alien al-yen) A person from a different country. 
-.1 
glutton (gl.ut-1n) A person who eats too much. 
hobo (hO~bO) A tramp. 
( -1 .., ) human lni-ma.n Having to do with people • 
...,, ..., -
idiot (i di ot) A fool • 
.... 
imp (:imp) A bad child. 
'"" I .._, 
infant (in-fant) A baby. 
-I- 'WI 
maniac (ma-ni-ak) A madman. 
~,...., 
midget {mij-et) A very small persoa. 
. _, ~ 
relation (re-la-shlm) A person who is related to you. 
settler {set~ler) A person who lives somewhere. 
- 1.., tenant ( teli-ant) A person who rents a house. 
v/.., 
villian ( vil-in) A bad person. 
a. glutton f. T.Ulain 
b. relation g. human 
c. midget h. imp 
d. maniac i. hobo 
e. tenant j. idiot 
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k. alien 
1 ,0 in.t'ant 
.. settler 
The words above are names of different kinds of people. Choose a 
word to complete the sentences below. 
WHO AM I? 
1. I am a person who eats too much. I am a (a. glutton). 
2. I 8lll a person who is a baby. I. am an (1. infant) o 
\ 
3. I used to live in a different country. I u an (k. alien) • 
4o I 8ll not ve-q bright o I am an ( j. idiot) • 
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5. I do not work and I am very poor. I am a (i. hobo) • 
6. I do crazy things. I am a (d. maniac). 
7. I am your sister. I am a (b. relatio") 
6. I aa a very small person. I am a (c. midget) 
• 
9. I have dec.id.ed to settle here. I am a (-. settler). 
10. I have rented a house. I aa a (e. tenaat.). 
ll. I a.m a child who does bad things. I am. an (h. illlp) 
• 
12. I am a grown-up who does bad things. I am a (f. villain) • 
13. I a a person. I am a 
• 
alien 
glutton 
relation 
settlers 
(g. human) being. 
thief 
maniac 
imps 
idiot 
human 
tenant 
midget 
infant 
Here is a paragraph with some words missing. Put the words above 
in the right spaces so they will maka sense. 
John Grq 1 an (alien) from England came to our coun.try with his 
wife ud (infant) son whO was only two months old. They rented a 
farm-and became {tenant~ farmers. MaDJ other (settlers) lived near 
them, but all their folks aDa (relations}still livid ii the old country. 
The Gray family lived near people who seemed like very strange 
{b:wnan) beings. The man who lived next door was always eating too 
much so people called him Mr. (Glutton) •. He bad a very strange 
.tamily. His wife was so small she was a {midSt) • Their children 
were not like other children either. One bOy ~ways did crazy things, 
so he was called a (maniac) • His little sister was an (idiot) 
because she was not very bright. His older sister always took thiiigs 
that did not belong to her, so she was a (thief) • The children 
were called ( illlps) because they did many bad things. 
Mr. Gray' and his family thoupt the people in this country' were 
very strange, so they moved back to England. 
Lesson 3. Words Describing People 
Definitions: 
alien \al~yen) Belonging to another country • 
..... 1'-'--
comical (kom-i-leal) Funny. 
elegant (eie-gut) Showing nice taste • 
..., I 
erect (e-rect) Straight up and down. 
_,_ 
female (fe-mal) Having to do with women • 
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..., I tJ 
foreign (for-in) Belonging to some other country, or stran~. 
- I ...., hlDII&D (hu-man) Having to do with people. 
infant. ( id-fant) Very yoWlg. 
I junior (joon-yer) Younger • 
.... ,._ - ..., 
military (mil-i-ter-i) Having to do with soldiers or the service. 
- I senior ( sen-yer) Older. 
1. Match the words in Col'UJIID I with the meanings in Column II. Write 
the letter that tells the meaning in the space in front of' the word. 
The first one is done for you. 
Column I CollDID II 
SamEle h 1. elegant a. Sore 
{e' 2. wealthy b. Straight (l'J 3. royal c. A very young person 
C-.> 4. lame d. Having to do with people 
rcr- '· infant e. Having a lot of' money ca:' 6. human f'. HaYing to do with kings ('6) 7. erect and queens 
g. Strange to this country 
h. Showini iood taste 
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Do the same thing with these words: 
Column I ~umn II 
a,. A strange bird 
b. Funny 
(e). 1. 
~2 .. 
-7(.....;b)r-' 3 0 
(h) 4. 
military 
female 
comical 
junior 
senior 
foreign 
alien 
c. Having to do with women 
\C!} '· 
-err 6. -;(~g)r-7 0 
d. Older 
e. k'ri.ag to do with soldiers 
f.. Strange to this coun'li:r7 
g. A person from a different 
country 
h. Younger 
B. Here is a paragraph with some words missing. Write one word from. this 
list in each space so that the paragraph akes sense. 
elegant 
military 
human 
Junior 
Senior 
erect 
foreign 
alien 
Mr. Paul Mara, (Senior and his son, Paul Mara, (Junior) , 
had lived in a (fore country andJ therefore, were (a;ten) 
to our country. r they moved here, they loved Amer~ca so 
much that they joined the (milit£fservice to llelp protect her. 
Mrs. Mara was very proud or them an bought they were the most hand-
some (human) beings in the whole world. They always stood 
(erect) and iooked very (elegant) in their uniforms. The Mara. 
ramnoy was very happy. 
Lesson 4. Words Describing Bad People 
Definitions: 
vi "' contrary (kon-trer-i) Not wanting to do what one should doe 
crude ( cro'Od) Rough or lacking in good manners. 
I 
evil {i-vl) Bad or wicked. 
rntiv (r'fl.~thi) Dirty. 
haughty (h~-t't) Very proud. •.. 
hostile (h~s~tl) Not friendly 
_, 
idle (1-dl) Lazy. 
jealous ( j~l~~s) Wanting what someone else has. 
_,-..., 
maniac (ma-ni-ak) A madman. 
sulky ( sUl~ki) Feeling in a bad mood. 
vaia (van) Proud of one's looks • 
...... , 
vulgar (vul-ger) Bad or not correct, such as bad speech. 
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A. Write the numbers from 1 to 12. Write ,g. if the two words in the 
pair mean the opposite of each other; write ,a. if they mean the 
same thing. 
1. maniac (S) madman 
2. vain (S) proud 
3. crude (0) smooth 
4. haughty (S) proud 
5. vulgar (0) good 
6. evil (S) bad 
7. filtey (0) clean 
8. hostile (0) frie~ 
9. idle (0) busy 
10. jealous (S) envy 
11. sulky' (S) gloomy 
12. contrar,y (S) different 
B. The!Mt words tell about people. Write a word from the list to fit 
each blank in the sentences below. 
'VUlgar 
vain 
.tiltby 
idt. 
hostile 
sullcy" 
maniac 
haughty 
evil 
crude 
jealous 
contrary 
1. People were afraid of the man because he was a (maniac) 
2. A(vain) person likes himself very much. 
3. He felt (haughty) as he rode by in his new car. 
• 
4. The floors were (crude) because they had not ~en sanded .• 
5. One should never use (vulgar) speech. 
6. Lying is an (evil) thing. 
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7. The boy's bands were (filthy) because he had been playing 
in the mud. 
B. Our enemies are always (hostile). 
9. One should never be (idle) when there is work to be done. 
10. Jim was (jealous) because Bob had a new bicycle. 
11. Jane was ( sulq) when she found out she could not go. 
12. The (contrary) child would not do his work. 
B. Choose the correct ending for the following sentences. 
1. If' you were unfriendly, you would be 
hostile idle jealous 
2. If' you would not do something you should do, you would be 
jealous vain contrary 
3. If' you wanted what someone else had, you would be 
contrary jealous idle 
4. If you were very proud, you would be 
haughty hostile filthy 
5. If' you were a madman, you would be a 
vain jealous maniac 
Lesson 5. Words That Describe Good People 
Defini tiona: 
'-'/'oi brilliant {brii-yant) Very bright. 
""' calm (kam) Not stormy or excited. 
capable {ka~pi-b1.) .Able to do things. 
content (k'(;n-~ni) Satisfied. 
. I ~ 
hardy (har~i) Strong or bold. 
- I"" ideal (i-de-al) Perfect. 
sensible ( s~n~si-'51) Being smart or having good sense. 
- ""'..... . 
serious (ser-i-us) Very throughtful. 
social (s"O~shal) Friendly. 
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A. Can you write the following words in the correct blanks to complete 
these sentences? 
calm 
sensible 
social 
capable 
serious 
content 
hardy 
ideal 
brilliant 
witty 
1. Mary is friendly toward everyone. She is {social) 
2. Todq is a perfect day. It is {ideal) 0 
3. Joe is a clever boy. He is {wittz) • 
4. The sea is not stormy today. It is (c;,l!) • 
'· 
The jewel is bright and shiny. It is (brilliant). 
• 
6. The sailors were bold and strong. They were _;(:.;..ha_rd~y~)_ •. 
7. Mothers are able to do many things. They are very {capable) 
8. Susan has good sense. She is {sensible) • 
9. John is always very thoughtful. He is {serious) 
• 
10. The bab1 boy was satisfied with his toys. He was (content) 
B. famous 
hardy 
witty ideal serious 
content social serene 
These words can be used to fill the blanks in the following. 
Write one word in each space so that the paragraph makes sensetf 
• 
• 
I went to the biggest {social{ event of the year that was held 
aboard a boat last week. The nigh: was beautiful and the ocean was 
calm and {serene) • A ship with capable and (hardy) sailors 
could be seen iii the distance. The sailors were not . (content) 
because they wished they were at the party1 too. 
A brilliant man said many ( wi ttz) 
Everyone thought it was an (ideal) 
was a (famous) author who was very 
laugh at the jobs. 
Lesson 6. Bad Things We Do to People 
Definitions: 
things that made us laugh.-
party 1 except one man. He (serious) and did not 
abuse (a-bli6) To use something in a wrong way • 
..., I >J ) 
anger (ang-ger To make mad. 
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.... /'"" damage ( dam-ij) To harm. 
defeat ( de-fet) To overcome or win over. 
""' .., I distress ( dis-tres) To cause pa~ or pain. 
envy (enLvi) Wanting what someone else has • 
....,,_, 
injure ( in-jer) To harm. 
startle (star~t!l) To frighten suddenly • 
...., I.., -
terrify ( ter-i-fi) To frighten badly. 
thrash ( thr-&.'sh) To beat. 
~ 
vex ( veks) To make cross. 
A. In each sentence below you will find a word with a line under it. 
Choose a new word from the words at the top that could be used in 
place of the underlined word. Write the sentence again using the 
new word. 
defeat 
envy 
distress 
terrify 
thrash 
injure 
1. Be careful or you will ~ yourself. (injure) 
2. The storm harmed the crops. (damaged) 
damaged 
startled 
abuse 
3. The dog's bark frightened the horse. (startled) 
4. A ccy of pain was heard. (distress) 
5. Our books should not be treated badly. (abused) 
6. You have a new bicycle! How I wish I were you. (envy) 
7. The angry man began to ~ his son. (thrash). 
8. A ghost would frighten a.eyone. (terrify) 
9. We will overcome the ene~. (defeat) 
B. Answer the questions with Yes or lfo. 
--
1. If you liked someone, would you vex them? (No.) 
2. Do we try to startle people on Hallowe'en? (Yes.) 
3. Could a blizzard cause damage? (Yes.) 
4. If we win a battle, have we defeated the enemy1 (Yes.) 
5. When you take good care of something, do you abuse it? (No.) 
6. Does a distress signal mean, "All Is Well?" (No.) 
7. If you fall down, are you likely to injure yourself? (Yes.) 
Lesson 7. Good Things We Do to People 
Definitions: 
adopt (a-dop() To take as one's own; to accept. 
adore (a-dor~) To have ~eep love. 
coach (coch) To help. 
content (con-tent!) To make happy. 
credit (krect!it) To honor. 
defend (de-rend) To protect. 
-I desire ( de-zir) To want something, or someone. 
elect (e:.lekt~ To choose. 
(..... - "> embrace embras To hug. 
fondle (rO"n~~l) To treat with love. 
harbor (har~ber) To give shelter • 
..... , -
satisfy (sat-is-fi) To make happy. 
shield (sheld) To protect. 
A. Write the numbers from l to 10. Write 0 if the two words in the pair 
mean the opposite of each other, [if ttiey mean the same thing. 
1~ satisfied 
2. credit 
3~ fondle 
4. adore 
5. desire 
(S) content 
(S) honor 
(S) embrace 
(0) hate 
(S) want 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
injure 
anger 
defend 
adopt 
envy 
(S) harm 
(O)' love 
(S) protect 
(0) leave 
(S) want 
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B. Some of the words below describe ffQood Things We Do to Peopleff and some 
describe ttBad Things Ve Do to People.n Can you group the words to-
gether correctly? 
satisfy 
credit 
fendle 
ilajure 
startle 
desire 
Column I 
adopt 
envy 
anger 
defeat 
shield 
elect 
defend 
tbrash 
coach 
adore 
ColUliiD. II 
Good Things We Do to People Bad Things We Do to People 
(satisfy) 
(credit) 
(adopt) 
(shield) 
(elect) 
(defelld) 
(coach) 
(adore) 
(desire) 
Lesson 8. Other Things We Do to People 
Defini tiona: 
appoint (a-point) To name to an office. 
attire (a'-ti/) To dress. 
attract (a-trakt') To draw toward. 
avoid (a-void') To keep away from. 
w I 
bewilder (be-wil~er) To confuse. 
clutch (klli'ch) To hold on tightly. 
dazzle - I (daz 1) To daze, bewilder or confuse. 
.... oJ 
dismiss (dis-mis) To send away or let out. 
- oJ I 
expel (eks-pel) To drive out. 
grasp (grasp) To clutch or grab. 
_, ..... 
manage (man ij) To control. 
(iajure) 
(startle) 
(envy) 
(anger) 
(defeat) 
(thrash) 
tickle ( tik' 1) To touch someone to make them laugh. 
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A. Match the words ill ColUJllll I with the meanings in Column II. 
(b) 
a 
,d. 
c 
e 
. r. 
Write the letter that tells the meaning in the space in front of 
the word. The first one is done for you. 
Columa I Column n 
1~ appoirlt a. To drive out. 
2~ expel b. To name to an office. 
3~ diSmiss c. To bewilder or confuse. 
4~ dazzle d. To send away or let out. 
,~ bewilder e. To confuse. 
6. cl.utch f • To hold on tightly. 
g. To draw toward. 
Do the same with these words: 
ColUDDl I Column II 
(a 1~ grasp a. To clutch or grab. 
2~ manage b. To keep a~ from. 
3~ tickle c. To control. 
4~ attire d. To touch someone to make them laugh. 
,~ avoid e. To send away. 
6. attract t. To dress. 
g. To draw toward. 
B. In the following sentences you will find some words underlined. These 
words describe things we can do. Can you select from the words which 
follow each sentence the one whiCh best describes the underlined word? 
1. The people had to name a new president after the old one died. 
a. attire 'li:" bewUder c. appoint 
2. The naughty boy was driven from school. 
a. appointed b. !!P!lled c. clutched. 
3. School was let out early on Friday because of the storm. 
a. dismissed b. bewildered e. appointed 
4. The girl on the stage was bewildered by the bright lights .. 
a. dazzled b. attired c. appointed 
$. The lost boy was confused by all the questions. 
a. avoided 'b. bewildered. c. clutched 
6. Jane held t~tll to the tree so she would not fall. 
a. dazzl b.expelled c. clutched 
1. A teacher must control her class. 
a. manage b. appoint avoid 
8. What dress did you wear to tb.e party?' 
a. avo1d b. atti~ c. dazzle 
9. We try to stay away from -things we don't like. 
a. clutch Do avdid c. bewilder 
10. We are drawn toward people we like. 
a. diSliiissid by b. expelled by 
Lesson 9. Ways We Go 
Definitions: 
c. attracted to 
bustle (bU's11) To hurry; to D~Qve q'Q.ickly and noisily. 
hustle (hus11) To hurry. 
jog (jog) To move slov:cy. 
lounge ( lounj) To move in a lazy ~Y. 
migrate (ml grit) To move from one place to another. 
ramble (rm1 b)l) To move without a rea••· 
range ( rinj) To move through.. 
""' I stagger (stag er) To sway. 
o.J I 
trespass (tres pas) To go on someone else's land. 
A. Read the sentences and notice the words that are underlined. 
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Following each sentence, you will find three meanings. Choose the 
meaning that best fits the word that is underlined in the sentence. 
1. Bill ~ j;o .school each day. 
a. swqs b. moves slowg c. ruas 
2. The boy was so dizzy he began to stagger. 
a. sway b. range c. hustle 
3. The sign said "DO NOT TRESPASS. tt 
a. lounge b. stagger c. wal~ on someone 
land 
4. When we are in a hurry, sometimes we hustle and '6U'Stle. 
a. mpve quickly and noisi.lYb.jog c. move slow:cy 
5. Some birds migrate i.D tbe fall. •·· 
else's 
aQ move without a reasonb~ve from one place to another 
c. stagger 
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6. The hobo is a man who rambles. 
•• hurries '· moves quickly c. moves wi-thout a reason 
1. The c1tl:ekens ~ throUfh -the front yard. 
a. moved 'ti. swayed through c. hustled through 
8. Oa hot days we often feel "l.ike lounging. 
a. hurrying b. going -qn someone--else's ltnd 
c. moving in a lazy war 
B. Some of the words below describe fast ways to move and some 
describe slow ways. Make 'tVCf columns on your paper: 11J'ast Ways 
to Mow 1 « and "Slow Ways to Move .• Write each word under the 
right column. 
Column I 
jet 
charge 
bound 
drift 
linger 
Fast Ways to Move 
(jet) 
(charge) 
(bound) 
(bustle) 
(glide) 
(hustle) 
waltz 
creep 
lounge 
glide 
ramble 
Lesson 10. Ways of Saying Things 
Definitions: 
wander 
bustle 
hustle 
jog 
stagger 
Column. II 
Slow Ways to Move 
(creep) 
(drift) 
(linger) 
(waltz) 
(lounge) 
(r&Jilble) 
(jog) 
(stagger) 
advertize (act ver-tiz) Tell everyone about something. 
agree (a-gre1 ) To say f1Yes.~ 
breathe (breth) To say softly. 
bribe (brib) To promise to give money for a favor. 
.... , .... 
challenge (chal enj) To question. 
""" I 
chuckle ( chuk 1) to laugh. 
declare (de-klar1) To tell • 
.... _, 
discuss (dis-kus ) To talk it over. 
inquire (in-kwir1 ) To ask about. 
t.; I 
lecture (lek tur) To give a speech • 
..... ,._ 
racket ( rak-et) Make noise. 
-J 
refuse (re-fuz ) To say •No." 
repeat ( repit) To say over again. 
talkativ. (tok1a-tiv) Talking a lot. 
A. J:lead the sentences and notice the words that are underlined. 
On the line under each sentence, write the meaning of the word 
that is underlined. You may look at the meanings above. 
1. Go out and advertize the show. 
(Tell abOut) 
2. Do not breathe a word of it. 
(Say softly) 
3. If we have to, we will bribe the boy. 
(Promise to give mon!Y for a favor) 
4. I would like to challenge your answer. 
{Question} 
5. We will diBCU.ss it later. 
(Talk it over) 
6. Did you inquire about the accident? 
(Ask about} 
7. My lecture will be on •Plants.~ 
(Speech) 
8. I refuse to go home now. 
(Say 11No.•) 
9. Will you please re}eat that question. 
(Say again._ 
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B. Write numbers from 1 to 12. Write 0 if the two words in the pair 
mean the opposite of each other; wrrte ~ if they mean the same thing. 
1. breathe (0) shout 1. repeat (S) say again 
2~ challenge ( S) question a. talkative (0) quiet 
3~ discuss (S) talk over 9. agree (0) 
4~ inquire (0) tell 10. chuckle (S) 
5~ lecture (S) speech ll. declare (S) 
6. refuse (0) say -n:s.• 12. racket (0) 
Lessoa 11. The Nature of People 
Definitions: 
anger (ang 1er) Being mad or making someone mad. 
bravery (brav' ri) Being brave or full of courage. 
'.; 
courage ( ker ij) Being brave or not afraid. 
desire (de-sir) To wish for or want. 
env,- (en vi) Wanting what someone else has. 
faith (fath) Believing in something. 
mercy (mer' si) A feeling of kindness. 
social ( sosh1 1) Friendly. 
temper ( temp1 r) A person's mood or how he feels. 
zeal (zel) Being very :illterested. 
A. Answer these questions with Yes or No. 
. - -
say "N0.1' 
laugh 
tell 
silence 
1. If you were happy, would you be full of anger? (No.) 
2. If you wanted to go swimming, would you desire to go? (Yes.) 
3. When you env,- someone, would you like to be like them? (Yes.) 
4. Do we have faith in something we do not believe in? (No.) 
5. Do we have mercy toward animals when we are kind to them? (Yes.) 
6. Are children usuall:y full of zeal when they are at a party? Yes.) 
7. Is a person with a bad temper well-liked? (No.) 
8. If people are friendly toward each other, are they social? (Yes • .) 
9. Must a soldier show-bravery? (Yes.) ., · 
10. Does a man who is afraid have courage? (No.) 
B. So• of' the words below describe good feelings and some describe 
bad feelings. Make two columns on your paper: ttQood Feelingstt 
and11Bad Feelings.tt Write each word in the right colUJIII!l. 
faith 
anger 
mercy 
social 
temper 
Column I 
zeal 
courage 
bravery 
ll;ysterics 
terrify 
grief 
distress 
peach 
envy 
Column II 
Good Feelings Bad Feelings 
(faith) 
(mercy) 
(zeal) 
(social) 
(brave:rr) 
(courage) 
(peace) 
(anger) 
fenvy) 
(temper) 
(h;ysterics) 
(terrify) 
(grief) 
(distress) 
Lesson 12. Words That Have the Same Meaning 
Defini tiona: 
"" I . 
:attire (a-tir ) Dress • 
..., I 
blizzard (bliz erd) A bad storm. 
_. 
brisk (brisk) Very rapid or lively. 
crest (krest) A badge or decoration. 
- I disease (di-zez ) Sickness • 
..,; I ..., 
emblem (em blem) A symbol that has a meaning; like a flag. 
glimpse ( glimps) A short look. 
illneu (U aess) Sickness. 
v 
kink {kingk) Twist or wind around; a loop. 
""' lapse {laps) A period of time. 
rapid (rap' id) Very fast. 
trickle (trek" l) A drip. 
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A. Match the words in Column I with the words in ColUlllD II that have 
the same meaning. Write the letter that tells the meaning in the 
space in front of the word. 
Column I Column II 
(c) 1. gon a. glimpse 
~2. brisk b. illness 3~ kink c. attire 
4~ recess d. twist 
:m:'~ glance e. grief 6~ disease f. seal 
=rn= 7. leak g. blizzard 8: gale h. drip 
=m;_9. .. , .. i • lapse 
o. ·blumt j. rapid 
k. dull 
1. falsehood 
B. Write a word from this list in each blank to make the sentences 
complete. 
brisk 
rapid)Jr 
disease 
lapse 
attire 
kink 
crest 
emblem 
1. On the soldier's shield was a (crest) 
2. Our flag is out :Dation's (emblem) • 
• 
trickle 
blizzards 
glimpse 
3. During the wiater we often haw (blizzards) • 
4. A (trickle) of water fell oa his head. 
5. Mumps is a kind of (disease) • 
6. We had a (glimpse) of the queen as she rode by. 
7. During the (lapse) 
I 
between the acts we sug soags. 
8. What (attire) should be worn. to the ball? 
9. A (brisk) wind blew the man.• s hat away. 
10. The water was flowing {rapid1y) 
• 
ll. The rppe had a (ld.nk) in the middle. 
Lesson 13. Words That Have the Opposite Meaning 
Defini tioas: 
( ...... ,...., ) barren bar en Not able to produce. 
blunt ('blot) Not sharp. 
'""''- ,J ebony (eb un-1) A hard wood, or black in color. 
evil (e'vi) Bad. 
_,_ 
female (fe mal) A woman or girl • 
..., I ..., 
generous (jen er-us) Free in giving. 
v I 
hi tber (hi th er) Toward the person speaking. 
1.33 
ivory (i 1vo-ri) What elephant• s tusks are made of; white in color. 
junior (joon1yer) Younger; or the third year in high school. 
scarce {skars) Not much of something • 
.._,.., 
seldom ( sel dum) Not often. 
senior (sen1yer) Older; or the last year in high school. 
stingy (stin' ji) Not free iD giving. 
teeming ( tem 1 ing) Full of. 
yon (yon) Away from the person speaking. 
J.. Match the words in Column I with the words in Column II that are 
opposite in meaning. Write the letter in Column II before the word 
in Column I. 
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Column I Column II 
(i) 1. hither a. barren. 
=m=2: female b. scarce g 3~ evil c. junior 
(e) ~ gene~, d. slow 
U> ·s~ daily e. stingy 
¥{: laden f. ebony teeming g. good 
{I') 8~ ivory h. male 
{c) 9. senior i. yon j. seldom. 
B. Answer these questions with Yes or No. 
' - -
1. If a garden had maQ1 vegetables iR it, would it be barren? 
(No •. ) 
2. Is a senior older thaa a junior? (Yes.) 
3. Does ivory grow on trees? (Bo.) 
4. Is ebony found in the groulld? (No.) 
5. If there are ve:ry few flowers, are they scarce? (Yes.) 
6. If a tree has many llft].Q, 18 i~ l.acla with apples? (Yes.) 
7. If you seldom go to church, do you go often? (No.) 
8. If you are free with your money, are you stingy? (No.) 
9. If you are free with your money, are you generous? (Yes.) 
10. Is a man called a female? (No.) 
c. Write the numbers from 1 to 14. Write 0 if the two words in the pair 
mean the opposite of each other; write ! if they meaD the same. 
-
1~ ~eak (S) trickle B. kink (S) twist 
2. daily (0) seldom 9. recess (S) lapse 
3~ generous (0) stingy 10. laden (0) l;larren 
4~ disease (S) illness 11,. teeming (0) 11carce 
5. evil (0) good !.:2'. ivory (0) ebony 
6~ male (0) female 13. hither (0) yon 
7. glance (S) glimpse 14. blunt (S) dull 
l3S 
Lesson 14. Food 
Definitions: 
...., I -
appetite (ap e-tit) A desire or feeling for food. 
banquet (b;'ng1 krlt) A feast. 
custard (~s1terd) A dessert made from eggs, milk and sugar. 
dessert (di-zurt1 ) The food eaten at the end of a meal. 
fudge ( fU'j) Candy • 
A. 
...,,_ ...... 
halibut (hal i-but) A kial of fish. 
harvest (har'vest) To reap; or a crop, such as a crop of corn. 
.... -
menu (min u) 
appetite 
dessert· 
custard 
banquet 
A list of food being served. 
harvest 
salad 
menu 
halibut 
fudge 
bacon 
Write one word from this list in each blank to complete the 
sentences. Number 1 is done for you. 
Sample lo A cow is an animal; a halibut, is a fish. 
2. Bananas are fruit; (fudgE;) is cand.yo 
3. Pickles are sour;(custard.)is sweet. 
4. Meat is a main dish; cake is a(dessertJ 
5. A small meal is a lunch; a large meal is a(banquet.) 
6. A Table of Contents has a list of stories; a(menu) 
has a list of food. 
7. Water is to thirst as food is to the (appetite) 
8. Spring is to planting as Fall is to(harvest.) 
• 
9. An apple is a kind of fruit;(~)is a kind of meat. 
10. Cereal is to breakfast as(salad)is to lunch. 
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B. Which of the following foods would you be likely to eat for breakfast? 
Put a check in front of the words. 
dessert salmoa 
---
__,._ 
fudge 
/bacoa 
·/cereal 
~d 
___ j lly ~lice of toast 
---
Which of the following items would you be likely to eat for lunch 
or dilmer? 
V silad cereal 
----
toast 
---
_ __.... appetite 
/ halibut menu ~dessert ~custard 
Lesson 15. Unpleasant Things. 
Definitions: 
distress (dis-tres ) Worry or pain. 
falsehood (fols1 hood) A lie.· 
fraud (frOd) A trick. 
grief (gref) A bad feeling. 
---
hysterics (his-ter1 iks) A fit of wild crying or laughter. 
. I ....,. 
larce~ (lar se-ni) Stealing. 
moaa (mon) A low sound of sorrow or pain. 
nasty (nas1 ti) Dirty. 
painful (pin fool) Full of t-·5\~i.ll. 
threat (thr~t) A statement saying you are going to harm someone. 
A. Match the meaning in Colunm II with the words in Column I. Write 
the letter that tells the meaning before the number in Column I. 
ColumD. I Column II 
painful a. dirty 
0 moan b. a low sound of paia 
. nasty c • a fit of wild crying 
• larce:ny d. full of pain 
hysterics e. a lie 
falsehood f. a bad feeling 
distress g. W01"1'7 or pain 
0 fraud h. stealiBg 
grief i. a statement saying you are going 
threat to harm someoae 
j. a happy feeling 
k. a trick 
B. terrif'y 
anger 
hysterics 
.fraud 
threat 
damage 
grief 
distress 
larceny 
.falsehood 
Use the words above to complete these sentences. 
1. 'If you don't give me the money, I will kill you. ' 1 
That is a (threat) • 
2. A crow caused much (damage) to the crops. 
3. A err of (distressl was heard during the stora. 
4. The mother of the dead ba,y was .full of (grief) • 
5. The firemea fouad out the call was only a (fraud) 
6. A lie is often called a (.falsehoocl). 
•· 
1. The accident caused the woman to go into (hysterics) • 
8. A persoD. who steals is guilty of (larceny) 
9. llheD. someoD.e is mad, he is full of (anger) 
10. To scare is to (terrt;r) • 
Lessoa 16. Animals· 
Definitioas: 
antelope (aJti-lop) An animal like a deer. 
carcass (kar 1kas) A dead body of an animal. 
halter (hal' ter) A rope for leading or tying an animal. 
'V ~ 
insect (in sekt) A small animal with wings • 
..., I 
leopard (lep ard) A large wild cat • 
..... J ....., 
mackeral (ma.tt er-il) A kind of fish • 
.... 
quill (kwi.l) A large stiff feather. 
snout (snout) The nose of an animal. 
shark (shark) A large dangerous fish. 
yelp (yelp) A sharp err. 
yowl (yowl) An animal err. 
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A. Answer these questions with ~ or !2_. 
1. Would you play with a leopard? (No.) 
2. Would you keep iDsects iB a bird cage? (No.) 
.3. Would you eat mackeral for dessert? (No.) 
4. Would a pig smell with his snout? (Yes.) 
5. Would you be able to ride on a carcass? (No.). 
6. Would you be likely to fiJid a quill in the woods? (Yes.) 
7. Would you be likely to hear a yowl ill the woods? (Yes.) 
B. Would a dog be able to yelp? (Yes.) 
9. Would you ever put a halter on u illsect? (Bo.) 
10. Would you be likely to see aa antelope with quills? (No.) 
11. Would a shark live in the oceu? (Yes.) 
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B. There are some words left out of this paragraph. Can you find the 
words in this list to make each sentence.correct? 
quills 
leopards 
yowls 
antelopes 
insects 
yelps 
mackeral 
stall 
halter 
sharks 
carcass 
snout 
One day Tim and Jack decided to visit the zoo. As they went ill they 
heard many (yelps) and ( yow~ • The first cages they saw had 
large animals suCh as {antelopes) (leopards). Next they saw cages with 
smaller animals. 
Tia was· a little afraid when he sn: • .. porcupiBe with long stiff . 
(quills) 1 so he ran by quick:cy. As he d:Ut. so, he nearly raa iJlto a 
keeper Who was putting a (halterkn:• a 15ebra. The zebra had broken 
out of his -(stall) , and was ide because flies and other (insects) 
were bitillg him. The boys watched for a few millutes, then they weat oa. 
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Jack thought he would like to see the diffe~kinds of fish, so 
they found the tanks of fish. Tim liked to watch the pretty fish called 
(mackeral} being fed. He asked the zoo keeper whether they had any 
larger fisfi like (sharks) • The :mu said they were too dangerous to 
have around. 
Tim was interested next in what was going oa . ..iB _another cage. He 
was watching a wild pig move a stick around with.bis (,nout} which 
was very long. 
It was getting late so the boys decided to go home. On their way out, 
they saw a large box qy the door. The,y were ver.y much surprised when the,r 
saw What was inside. It was a {carcass) of a large tiger which had 
died. 
Lesson 17. Things in a house and ways we live there. 
Here are words that have more than one meaning. Which one will you 
use in each· sentence so that the sentence is correct? (Read the defini-
tions below.) 
arch range lounge 
1. The sheep are kept on the (range) during the winter months. 
2. For beauty buildings like to place an (arch) over the door • 
.3. The girls met in the hotel (lo\Ulge) • 
4. The hotel chef needs a big (range) on which to do his cooking. 
5. The(~hlduke led the parade on his black horse. 
6. The chair matched the (lounge) in the living room. 
7. The l!ock;y ,Jountain (range) is in the Western States. 
a. Robert's voice has a wide (range) ia pitch. 
\ 
9. The artist used a thin brown line to show the (arch) of her brow. 
10. The books she reads have a (range) from second to sixth grade in 
difficulty. 
Def'ini tions: 
._. -I 
abide (a-bid ) Live; st~. 
arch (arch) 1. A rounded shape over a doorway. 2. Anything round-
ed like the arch of' a f'oot. 3. The chief or the first like 
an arch eneJll1• 
...._, ..., 
balcony (bil-ko-ni) Platform with a rail around it. It is up on 
a building either inside or outside. 
""' /..., banister (ban-is-ter) The feace and rail along a stairway. 
chest (chest) ·1. The upper front part of the body. 2. A box 
with a lid. 3.-T-he things ill the box. 4. A box used to 
store money. 5. Money gathered for a special reason. 
drain (dria) A pipe for useless water • 
.._I -.J . 
gallery ( gal-er-i) 1. A long narrow hall. 2. A long platform 
or balcony. 
homestead (hom~sted) 1. A fiunily home with land and buildings. 
2. To set up such a home • 
..., .,.; />J 
inhabit (in-hab-it) Live in; animals live in. 
lounge (lounj) 1. A sofa. 2. A visitiag room in a hotel. 
quarters (kwor~ters) 1. A place someone lives. 2. A room where 
someone lives. 
~ange·(rinj) 1. A chain of' hills. 2. A cooking stove. 
3. The distance between tliO points. 4. A big piece of laad 
where cattle or sheep f'eed. 
sink (sfngk) ·1. A bowl ill a kitchen with a pipe to carry of'f' dirty 
water. 2. A slight hollow in the land with no water outlet. 
3. An e.rl place. 
B. Here are more words that have more than one meaning. Can you make 
each sentence correct? 
chest gallery 
1. The town must raise some more money for the Community (chest). 
2. At the concert Mary sat in the (gallery) • 
3. Vegetables are washed in the {sink) • 
4. Dick has a cold :La his {chest) • 
5. A (chest) of tea will last us for six month~. 
6. A hobo sometimes comes to live in the {sink) of sia in the big 
city and then becomes a thief. 
1. A toy (chest) is used to store Mary's games and playthings. 
8. The paiDtings were on view at the (gallerz) • 
9. The farmer f'ound that gra:La grew better on the uplands thaD iD 
the natural (sink) near the corner of his farm. 
c. These words are about houses and how we live in them. Can you write 
them in"the correct places? Hemember some words have more than one 
meaning. See if you can use them all. 
dwell bureau furnace arch couch 
lounge abide cabinet faucet tile 
banister inhabit chest latch mattress 
sink balcony settle drain homestead 
blinds library quilt gallery 
quarters abode range furniture 
1. Words that mean to live: (dwell,~ abide,~ inhabit2 settle.z homestead) 
2. Places to live:(h~stead,z quarters, abode; range) 
3. Booms in a house9 or building: (gallery' balcony, lounge, libra~ 
quarters 
4. Furniture and furnishings in a house: (bureau, ca~inet, chest, mattress• 
quilt couch1 lounge, rL~ge) _ 5. Things built into er used in a building: h>lindsi latch,~ tile( arcli, 
sink, drain, balcony, ga lery 1 cabine ) . 
Lesson 18. Building roads. 
A. 1~ litter 6. content 11. leak 
2~ remnant 7. trash 12. heap 
3~ f'lash 8~ drift 13. trickle 
4: gravel 9~ gru.ite 14. waste 
5. deposit 10. wreckage 
Match these words and meanings. write the number beside the 
correct letter word. 
a. a heap ~8~ 
b. a streak of light (3) 
c. waste (7) 
d. dump (52 
e. drip (11~ 
r. wreck (10) 
g. leak (13) 
h. a left-over (2) 
i. holding (6) 
j. hard rock (9) 
k. small stones (4) 
1. bits of wreckage (1) 
Definitions: 
content (kDn~tent) All that is in something. 
v /v 
deposit (de-poz-it) 1 .. Something put dow. 2. A part payment • 
.... , .... 
granite (gran-it) A very hard building rock. 
v , ..... ) gravel (grav-el Small pieces of stone • 
...,,..., 
remnant ( rem-nunt) An unused piece• 
streak (strek) A stripe. 
Vf 
trickle ( trik-1) 1. Flow gently iD a small stream. 2. Fall in 
drips • 
..., ,.., 
wreckage (rek-ij) 1. A ruin. 2. What is left after a wreck. 
B. Allswer the questions with Yes 4)r ~· 
1. If you built a·house of granite would it be easy to 
wreck it? (No.) 
2. Is a remnant always waste? (No.) 
3. Is gravel used iD making roads? (Yes.) 
4. Can a drip become a trickle? {Yes.) 
5. Can a flash of light be a streak of light? (Yes.) 
6. Is trash sometiJnes a heap of waste? (Yes.) 
7. Does the janitor like litter? (No.) 
8. Can snow drift into a.heap? (Yes.) 
9. Can a book have content f.a it? (Yes.) 
Lesson 19. Places. 
A. district 
cove 
abode 
shaaty 
prairie 
homestead 
harbor 
uplands 
zone 
haven 
an acre 
chapel 
compound 
inland 
ke-.el 
hovel 
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Read these words. Which would you be most likely to use if you 
were: 
1. a priest? (chapel) 
2. a dog? (kennel) 
3. a ship? (harbor) 
4. a scientist? (comeo~) 
5. a climber? (uplands) 
-
6. a tired, sick, and hunted man? (haven} 
Which of these are homes? (co:i:und, abode 1 homestead, kennel, hove 1 shanty.) 
Which of these·might·be large pieces of land? (district, zJ:! 
uplands, acre, homestead, compound, inland, erairie. 
De£ini tions: 
abode {a b0d1 ) Home. 
acre {a1 ker) 1. A piece of land. 2. A plowed field. 
'-" /v 
chapel (chap el) 1. A small church. 2. A place of worship. 
....... I 
compound (kom pound) 1. Two or more parts together. 2. Two 
words joined to make a new word. 3. A home and the 
grounds around it. 
harbor (har1 ber) 1. Place ships dock. 2. A place of 
safety. 
( _, ...., ) havea ha vea ·1. A safe place. 2. A safe stopping place 
tor ships. 
homestead (hom 1 st8d.) A family home and buildings • 
..., ,._ 
hovel (hov el)" 1. A Shed or a low, small living place. 
2. A hut • 
...., I ....., 
inlu.d (in land) Away from the sea • 
...., ,.., 
kennel (ken el) 1. A dog house. 2. A place dogs are raised. 
, ... 
prairie (prar i) 1. A large treeless tract, especially 
in the United States. 
o.J I v 
shanty (shan ti) A cabin or log hut. 
B. Write this story about Pete in a different way by using one of 
these words for each underlinecl word. 
district 
cove 
abode 
shanty 
prairie 
homestead 
harbor 
uplands 
ZOJleS 
havan 
an acre 
chapel 
compouad 
inland 
kennel 
hovel 
A sailor named Pete was tired of the ocean. He wanted to leave 
(harbor) (a haven) (inland) 
the port and find a safe place to live with his wife away from the 
!!!.• He liked the higher ground, and he thought he could find it 
(uplands) 
(prairie) (cove) 
in the Mississippi grassland. Here at last he found a cava between 
(shaBty) 
two small hills. Pete built a rough hut for himself which wazm•t 
(hovel) (an acre) 
much better than a shed. He sooll had a ;elowed field near his 
· - (zones) 
house. He built a fence around all of this and plaaaed the elaces 
· · · (kennel) 
tor hi·s harvesting, his barns, and a home for his dogs. The home 
(homestead). (district) -
!or his family was ia a part; of the land where the people had 
alrea~ started a school. They were thinking of buildillg a small 
(chapel) · 
church, too. Pete and his wite were happy in their new home. 
LessoR 20. Money and things we do with it. 
A. From the four words in each exercise pick the word which fits 
the phrase. There will always be u extra word which does 
not fit~ "~·- - --
a. credit (cou~n) A tree tickat.rer somethillg. 
charge 
cash (char~e) To say you will pay later. 
coupoa 
(cash) .B8&l money, not checks. 
b. bribe (loan) To give but not to keep. 
bargain 
(bribe) loaa To say you will ~ for a wrong 
purchase deed. 
(bargain) To agree oa what to give and take. 
c. rent ( wage) Money for work done. 
risk 
ran soD (rent) Money paid for use of something. 
wage 
(ranson) Money paid to have someone set free. 
d. credit (credit) To ~st yoh to pay later. 
deposit 
(purchase) purchase To b~. 
tax 
(deeosit) To give in part payment. 
lh6 
B. Answer these questions with !!! or No. 
1. If you charge it does that mean you pay cash? (No.) 
2. Is it a bargain if it is too high in price? (No.) 
3. If you charge it does that mean you have credit? (Yes.) 
4. Do you pay rent oa your home if J'OU OWJl it? (No.) 
5. Should good people believe ill bribes? (No.) 
6. Is a coupon hard to get? (No.) 
7. Does a deposit sometimes meu. a payment? (Yes.) 
8. If you had them, could you jiagl.e quarters ill your pocket? (Yes.) 
9. When people work, do they expect to be paid a wage? (Yes.) 
10. If you purchase something, did you buT it? (Yes.) 
11. Is a tax a bribe? (No •. ) 
12. Should a poor man risk money? (No.) 
Lessoa 21. Describing actual things. 
A. Match the words in Colmnn I with the correct meanings in Column 
II. Write the numbers that tell the word. 
Column I Column II 
1. coral (kor11) (14) On fire 
2. 
....,,...., 
glossy (glos i) (8) Cold; Near the North Pole 
3. keen (kin) (4) (ll)Not sharp 
4. """ (1) dull (dul) Orange-red color 
..... ,..., 
(6) 5. midget (mid jit) Staying green all year 
6. evergreen ( e'v 1 r gren) J&.. Shiny 
7. 
_, ..., 
ivory (i vri) (10) Made at home 
8. arctic (ar1 tik) (12) Very large 
- v (7) 9. lacy (la si) A cream color 
10. (-/ '"') homespua hom spun (9) Like lace 
n. bluat (blunt) (13) Join one into aaother 
12. -.; v I immense ( 1 mens) (5) SmaU 
13. mesh (mesh) 
14. ablaze (a bliz1 ) 
If your answers are in alphabetic order, like words iD the 
dictionar.r, you v1ll know you are right. 
B. Write the numbers from 1 to 10. Write 0 if the two words iJl 
the pair mean the opposite of each other. Write aa ~ if they 
meu the same. 
1. homespmt (0) factory made 
2. ablaze (0) not on fire 
3. keea (0) dull 
4. glossy (0) dull 
'· 
i.mmease (S) ver.r big 
6. lacy (S) mesh 
7. midget (0) :i.Jnmense 
8. arctic (S) chilly 
9. meshed (S) linked 
10. coral (S) piald.sh yellow 
c. coral midget lacy mesh 
glossy evergreen homespun ablaze 
keen ivory blunt dull 
arctic immense 
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In this story the words with lines under them are to be changed. 
Write the stor,y with one word from this list for each underlined 
word. Example: The first underlined part is glowinf; for this you 
write in the word ablaze. See how much more interes ing the 
stor.r becomes as you rewrite it with the new words. 
The flyer told Ned about his trip to the North Pole. He said 
{ablaze) (coral) (immense) 
the slcy' was glowipg with a ruby-og::;e color. The ~bowl of 
. (ilidge (evergreen) 
the sk;y made him feel like a ti.D;r man. A few pine trees spread 
(lacy) (ivor,y) 
their lace-lilaa branches over the we yellow snow. The man 1s 
(homespun . 
jacket which was made his wife from the wool of his own shee 
eea arc c 
could not protect him from the sharr: air and the freezing weather. 
(blunt) glossy) 
The rounded nose of his ship was a shigr bit of black against the 
(mesh) 
snow. He was glad to hear the gears of his motor come together 
when he was ready to fly away. 
Lessoa 22. Describing qualities. 
A. Say these words. If you do not know how they should sound, 
look at the helps given with the definitions. Use these words 
to answer the questions. 
ho~ blessed difficult usual 
ferocious mellow frigid dismal 
fiery chilly mild rigid 
gloonw frightful wondrous rare 
special uncertaiB horrible 
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1. Which word would. best describe a ..c!aagerous tiger? (ferocious) 
2. Which word means frozen? (frigid) 
3. Which word makes you feel suddenly colder? (chilly) 
4. What words make you feel it doesn't often happen? 
(rare, special.) 
5. What words give you a low and sad feeling? (gloo~, dismal) 
6. What words tell you it was wicked? (frightful~ horrible) 
7. If you aren. 1t sure, what would you feel? (uncertain) 
8. If you knew it would be hard to do, what would you call 
it? (difficult) 
9. Which words are gentle words? (mellow, mild) 
10. How would you like your step-ladder? (rigid) 
11. Which words give you a happy feeling? (holy, special, 
blessed, wondrous) 
Definitions: 
B. 
"''"' chill1 {chil i) 1. Cold. 2. To feel cQld. 
~'"" v difficult (dif i kult) 1. Hard. 2. Not easily pleased. 
>.Jj._, 
dismal (diz mal) 1. Depressing, sad and dark. 
ferocious (fe ro' shus) Wild and fieraa. 
- /v-
fiery (fir i) 1. Very hot. 2. Flashing or glowing. 
frightful (frit' fool) Terrible. 
'-'/'-" frigid (frij id) 1. Freezing. 2. Unfriendl.y. 
gloomy (gloom'!) 1. Sad. 2. Frownillg. 
vi'-" horrible (hor i bl) Terrible. 
"tv-
rigid (rij id) 1. Firm. 2. Stiff. 3 .. Not movable. 4. Strict. 
special (spesh 1al) 1. Like one thillg only. 2.- For a single 
reason. 3. Liked very much. 
uacertaill (lin sui tin) 1. Not sure. 2. Number not decided. 
3. Not firm. 
(-I .._, ..,_ ) usual u zhoo al 1. 0-.unon. 2. Regular 
..., I v 
- woadrous (WUil drus} 1., Making you wonder. 2. Blmarkable. 
Write the numbers from 1 to 12. Write 0 if the two words ill the 
pair' mea:n the opposite of each other; write ~if they mean the 
same. 
1. holy (S) blessed 7. fiery (0) mild 
2., mellow (S) mild 8. frightful (S) horrible 
3 .. gloom;y (S) dimD&l 9 .. difficult (S) hard 
4. rare (S) special 10. chilly (S) frigid 
5 .. ferocious (0) tame 11. uncertain (0) rigid 
6. special (S) rare 12. uncertain (0) certai.B 
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Lesson 23. Containers 
A. jail crate tank dip 
bracket chamber embrace kil.Jl 
fencing fla.-k sandal frame 
ditch trench groove rut 
k:im.ono taxicab cab chambers 
Read these words. Think of all these words as containers. There 
is one kind of "fenciag" which means "the art of usiDg a sword." 
This is a different kind of fencing. If you don't know what it 
means, look at the definitions. 
Use the words above to complete the following sentences. 
1. You can't carry such a fat bottle. What you need is a 
(nask} • 
2. Out on ~~e rifle raage Jack opened the gun and put some 
bullets 1nto the (chamber} • 
3. Our cows have gotten into Farmer Brown's corn. We will 
have to b1J7 some (fencing) • 
4. If you do things the same way ud live in a groove, people 
say you are in a (rut} • 
5. Cowboy Jim took some posts and wire with him out on the 
range so he could repair the (fencing} • 
6. The lawyer told the prisoner he would meet him ill the Judge's 
(chambers) • 
7. The house was locked up as tightll' as a (jail} 
8. The feather bed cradled him as gently as an (embrace} 
• 
Compl~te the following sentences: 
1. A dike and a ditch both hold (water) 
2. A cab and a taxicab are both (cars} • 
3. Both a kimono and a sandal are worn by (wom.ea or people} 
4. A kiln and an oven both (bake} 
5. A trench and a ditch are both(dug, or deep) . 
• 
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Detilliti~s:: 
bracket (b~k1~t) 1. Two marks used to enclose a word or phrase. 
2. 1-shaped support for a shelf. 
chamber (chin{ bar) 1. A rooa1often a bedroom. 2. A hall for 
meetings. 3. A group of people who work for a certain purpose. 
4. A hollow place for bullets in a gun. 
chambers (chim1 bers) 1. A place where a judge listens to matters 
not needing the court. 2. Government rooms. 
( v - I) embrace em bras A hug. 
fencing (ferf s~) 1. The art of using a sword. 2. Materials for 
a fence. 3. The chain of fences ~ a land. 
flask (fl.sk) A small bottle with a narrow neck. 
groove (graov) 1. A channel out by a tool or water. 2. Unchanging 
way of living. 
kiln ( IdJ.n) An oven used to make things hard and dry. 
kimono (kr mo1no) 1. A loose Japanese dress. 2. A loose dressing 
gow:tl. 
( vi-i oJ) • taxicab tak s1 kib A car for rent wh1ch charges by how far it 
goes. 
trench (trlnch) 1. A long narrow ditch. 2. A ditch used as a 
drain. 3. Place soldiers hold from which to attack the ene~. 
B. Using the words ia Par\ A, answer these questions. 
1. Which five words mean a furrow?(dike, ditch, trench, groove, rut) 
2. What two containers are often used for shipping?(crate, taa!l___ __ 
3. In what three containers can people travel?(tank2 cab, taxicab) 
4. What two containers aze sometimes rooms? {jail, chambers) 
5. Three-containers are sometimes used in war. What are they? 
( tank2 trench, gun chamber) 
6. What three words mean to put sides or arms around? 
(bracket, embrace, frame) 
7. What three·containers sometimes hold something up? 
(bracket, dike, and frame) 
Lessoa 24o Tools. 
A. hatchet machine 
typewriter dagger 
wrench carver 
forge brace 
drill blade 
level clutch 
shovel 
bellows 
screw 
crank 
bold 
razor 
stake 
file 
tack 
bore 
awl 
This is a list of' soae of' our toolso From the tools listed here, 
answer the following questions. 
1. If' you were a gardener which tools would you use? (hatchet, 
shovel, stake, blade, carver, level) 
2. If' you were a plumber which tools would you use? (wrench, 
f'orge1 drill, blade, bellows, crank, bolt, f'Ue, machine) 
3o If' you were a· carpenter which tools would you use?· (hatchet 
wrench, drill, level,-machine1 carver, brace, blade, screw, bolt, 
file, tack, bore, awl) 
4. If' you·were a soldier which tools would you use? (machine, 
dagger, carver, blade, screw, bolt) 
5. If' you worked in a garage which tools would you use? (wrench, 
brace, blade, clutch, screw, crank, bolt, file) 
6. If' you were·a dressmaker-which tools would you use? (machine, 
blade, bolt, razor, f'ile 1 tack) 
7. A carpenter, a soldier, a garage man, and a dressmaker all use 
bolts. How are the bolts different? Look at the definitions 
and decide on the number of' the definition that fits. 
Definition Number 
The bolt used by a carpenter is (4) 
The bolt used by a soldier is ~ ----r(~l-a~na+~2~)------
The bolt used by a garage man is (3) 
The bolt used by the dressmaker -rrs~----7-(?5-T-)------
B. Which of' the definitions of' level fits these sentences? 
Definition Number 
a. He is level headed. (4) 
be Jack and Mary are at the same 
level in arithmetic. (2) 
c. He built his house oa a level. ()) 
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Definitions: 
awl ('Sl) Poi.Jlted tool to make small holes. 
bellows (b¥11oz) ·A tool used to blow air such as for fires or 
a pipe orgu. 
bolt (bOlt) 1. A short heavy-headed arrow. 2. Anything that 
shoots suddenly. 3. A metal p:i.D. to hold things. 4. A 
sliding catch. 5. a roll of cloth. 
I 
carver (karv er) A knife. 
clutch (kl~ch) 1. Something for holding. 2. A thing which joins 
and unjoins the motor action from other things in the car. 
dagger (d~g1er) A short knife used for fighting. 
level (l~v1~l) 1. A tool used to find a line of equal height. 
2. Equal height. 3. A nat ground surface. 4. Steady. 
razor (ri1zer) Tool for shaving. 
typewriter (tip1rit er) A machine for printing worked by the 
fingers. 
wrench (r~nch) A tool for grasping and holding. 
B. Complete these sentences. 
L A tack and a bolt and a stake all (hold something). 
2. A hatchet and a dagger both (cut) .. 
3. A drill and a bore both make (holes) 
4. A razor and a carver both (cut) 
5. A clutch and a brace both (hold things firm). 
6. A crank and a wrench both (tnra things) • 
--~~~--~~---
7. A level and a ruler both (make things even) (measure) • 
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That was fairly eaey. Here is something that is much harder. The 
last word in these sentences will always be one of the list of tools 
you worked with before. It might help to look at them while you 
think. 
1. A point is to a pen as a blade is to a (dagger) 
• 
2. A tack is to a screw as an awl is to a (drill) 
• 
3. The l'1111.gs are to a hom as a bellows is to a (forge), • 
4. Food is to a spoon as earth is to a (shovel) 
• 
5. Cloth is to a pin as wood is to a (tack) • 
-=------='---
6. Material is to a machine as paper is to a (typewriter). 
If your answers are all alphabetical, they may be correct. Test 
them before you look at the answers. 
Lesson 25. Things used ill science. 
A. sphe~ 
liquid 
distance 
cast 
arctic 
globe 
juice 
film 
form 
dye 
weight 
magnet 
veil 
height 
doee 
vapor 
metal 
bluff 
gallon 
drug 
Read these words. ·They often are used in science. You know 
:mazv of· them. However 1 some mean different things in geography and 
science. Find the detiaitioa which fits each sentence. 
' ' 
1. bluff (bll'!:r) 1. A high' steep bank. 2. To mislead. 3. Hearty 
and frank. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
(3) 
(1) 
(1) 
(2) 
The man was bluff and friendly in his manner. 
A high bluff blocked our climb toward the peak of 
of the moUDtai:n. 
The valley was surrounded by bluffs. 
He bluffs his way through school. 
2. cast (k~st) 1. A mold. 2. A way of throwing. 3. Something 
molded. 4.- Form or style. 5. A tinge or hue as of 
color. 
a. (4) There was a gloomy ~ to his glance. 
b. (2) His cast was good1 and he caught many fish. 
15S 
c. (3) The toy was ~ iron. 
d. (1) The cast for the mask is on the desk. 
3. distuce (dfs' t~s) 1. The space between two things. 2. A far 
off place. 3. Not friendl1'. 4. To outstrip rivals. 
a. (1) Can you measure the distance? 
b. (2) I saw you in the distance. 
c. (3) Jim kept his distance, and we didn't get to know him. 
d. (1) The distance is twenty feet. 
4. sphere (sfer) 1. A rowtd solid body. 2. A ball or a planet. 
3. Extent of what one knows. 
a. (1) The toy was shaped like a sphere. 
b. (3) Your sphere of knowledge is getting bigger ever,y day. 
c. (3) There are many spheres in the heavens. 
Fill in the blanks in these sentences from the other words above. 
5. We have an electric light (globe) , and also the (globe) 
which is the sphere of the wo:r.ld. 
6. Did you see the {ma~tf pick up the pins in the science class? 
Some people are so muo · iked and admired by others that we say 
they are (magnets) • 
7. To keep. rust from iron we put a thing (film.) of oil on it. 
We all like to see (film) stars act in the movies. We also 
like to use (film) to ir8hoot" our friends. 
B. Write the words at the beginniag of this lesson where they belong. 
1. Words used· ia geography: · 4sphere: distuce, Arctie2 globe1 form, blut:t, weight, heipt_ metal) 
3. 
Put the new words you have learned today iD your own v~cabular,y books. 
The Germans call a special vocabular.r list a Wortschatz (pronoUD.ced: 
Vert schatz), which means flword treasure." Do you 1ik8 that? A boy I 
know calls his book his ~ord Shop.n I like that, too. 
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Lesson 26. Terms used ill science. 
A. These words have more than oae meaning. Read each seJiltence 
u.d "Write the number of the definition that fits the underlined 
word. 
cast (~st) l. To form. 2. To throw. 3. To look. 
- . 
examine.{Wg z~1 tn) 1. To look at closely. 2. To question. 
3. To find out what someone knows. 
1. (3) The teacher cast her W,yes over James' paper and told 
him he was doag well. 
2. (2) The miner examined-Death Valley Scotty on his story 
about findi.mg gold. 
3. (3) We will be examined oa our spelliBg om. Fridq. 
4. (2) Fzad will cast to test how deep the water is in the 
before he takes the ship in there. 
cove 
5. (1) 
(3) 
Ruth examined the cloth to see if the hole was mended. 
6. 
impure 
liquid 
Jerr.y cast his -.yes over his shoulder to see if any one 
was foilowing hill. 
(~ pur1 ) 1. Not clean. ·2. Mixed with foreign things. 
3. Bad in word, thought, or deed. 
(l'!k1 nd) 1. Not solid. 2. Clear in sound. 3. Smooth and 
flowing like ·1, r, m, and n. 4. Able to be easily and 
quickly sold. 
view (vii) 1~ The act of seeing. 2. What is seen. 3. Purpose or 
aim. 4. What is thought. 5. A picture of a scene or 
object. 
1. (l) The impure water was the cause of much illness iD the 
city. 
2. - (2) 
3. (3) 
4. {2) 
5. (3) 
When copper is mined it is iJl an im~ state. The rock 
must be ground and heated to remove~ e impurities. 
We are working with words with a view to improw•nt of 
our vocabularies and our power in reading. 
In the early morning air the deep liquid Roteof the 
hont was heard across the valley. 
Poets know that some letters hav. a more liquid sound 
than others. They often use words with 1 aid r in them 
because of their smoothness. - -
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6. (2) The view from the window shows the mountains in the 
distance. 
7. (5) The artist has painted a view of the mountains to hang 
over the fireplace. ----
B. (l) The class will view the stars through the telescope. 
B. Read the words in Column I aDd match taea to the phrases iR Columa 
II. Some of the words will be used more than on.ce. 
ColUMil I 
cast (~st) 
dose (dos) 
elastic (e l~s 1ttc) 
exact ( ;g z~kt') 
examine ( ~g ztm1~) 
forge (firj) 
gaseous (gMs1~s) 
impure (!m piix1 ) 
liquid ( 1l:t/ ~) 
mari.Jle (ma ri~) 
view (Vii) 
forge 
elastic 
cast 
examine 
view 
view 
impure 
exact 
dose 
------
elastic 
gaseous 
liquid 
Column n 
Shape while hot. 
Easily changed. 
To threw. 
To look at closely. 
To look over; the act of 
seeing. 
Purpose or aim. 
Not clean. 
Correct and thorough. 
To give medicine to. 
Having to do with the ocean. 
Stretching and able to 
spring back. 
Like gas. 
Not solid; free and nowing. 
C. We make new words out of old oBe s by adding endings to them. We 
call these endings suffixes, which means that the7 are fffixed" ( suf-) 
"'imder or after" words. The e11diBgs we add all haw meaniags. For 
example if you add er to the following words, the Dew words all say 1 
ffone who does what itie old word says.tt The ending er means o:ae who. 
~er to these words and see. - --
lSB 
llew Word Meaning of Dew word 
1. waste /- er waster One who wastes thinga. 
2. forge /- er (f'orger2 One who forges peoEle's Dames. 
.3. cast /- er (caster) One who casts or molds 
thiigs. 
4. rna rille~ (mariller) ODe who sails the oceans. 
5. examiae {examiaer) One who exa:mhes. 
6. view (viewer) ODe who views. 
Another suf'f'ix you can add to wordJI is -ness. This means a state 
of' being lib· whatever the old word _,... _ Try addiDg -ness to these 
woras ana see. 
1. good - ness {goodness) A state of' being good. 
2. damp 
.3. separate 
4. exact 
(dampness) A state of' bein~ damp. 
(separateness)A state of being apart or separate • 
(exactness) A state of' being correct or exact. 
Can you think of' other words which end iJJ. -ness? Look at the list 
of words iR Lesson 22. Most of these can have ~ness added to them to 
meaa a state of beiDg a certain way. 
Lesson 27. Ways we ChaJlie things. 
. . 
A. We sometimes change things by moving them. We move ourselves and 
that changes things, too. All the words below tell about this kind 
of change. Pick the word that has most nearly the same meanillg. 
balk depart 
cancel dispatch 
commence elevate 
'continue embark 
enter 
erect 
laUDch 
level 
shelve 
-stall 
waive 
wreck 
1. Mr. Green wants to have the tallest building in town. He 
plans to elevate his office building five stories higher than it is 
now. 
1. launch 2. erect 3. waive (2) 
2~ There is an old store standing where the new school w:Ul be 
bo.Ut. The builders must level the old store before they can start 
work oa the school. 
1. balk 2. embark 3. wreck (3) 
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3. Everytime we wanted to play ball, John would balk UD.til we 
said he could be pitcher. 
1. stall 2. depart 3. continue (1) 
4. The club members will waive their right to vote so that the 
meeting can be shorter. 
1. continue 2. commence 3. cancel (3) 
5. The boys plan to embark on a new business. They will wash 
cars ia a gang during their vacatioa. 
B. 
1. launch 2. continue 3. erect (1) 
6. Susan will enter fifth grade at Slllmyside School next fall. 
1. dispatch 2. commence 3. cont1nue·'(2) 
7. The boys plan to stall the plan to go to the ice cream 
factory. 
1. shelve 2. cancel 3. launch (1) 
B. The Readwell family plan to embark on a long trip to Mexico. 
1. co~:tinue 2. depart 3. dispatch (2) 
on your paper number from 1 to 10. Put down 0 if the two words 
in the pair mean the opposite of each other; put an s if . they mean the 
same thing. 
1. enter (0) depart 
2. commence (S) embark 
3. launch (S) dispatch 
4. continue (0) stall 
5. wreck (S) lewl 
6. erect (S) elevate 
7. balk (S) stall 
a. erect (0) lewl 
9. cancel (S) waive 
10. enter (0) coJIID18nce 
Definitions: 
balk (bok) 1. To stop short. 2. Refuse to go. 
cancel (~1 s~l) 1. To cross out. 2. To take back. 3. To 
balance off or offset. 4. In arithmetic, to strike out. 
commeace (ko m~-a/) To begin. 
contiBue (~n t~1u) 1. To keep on doing. 2. To begin again. 
3~ To keep in office. 4. To postpone as in a law case. 
5. To last. · 
depart (de p~r/) 1~ To go away, leave. 2. To change. 3. To 
leave oa a trip. 
dispatch (d!!s pM.cl) 1. To send of£ quickly. 2. To finish 
quickly. 3. To put to death. 
elewte· ('tJ.I'd vat) 1,. To raise higher, lift. 2. To ~ise iB 
~ :;. To improve. 4. To raise the voice higher. 
embark (Vm bar..f) 1. To put or take on board. 2. To go on a 
ship. 3. To begin a business. 
1co 
erect (e rtkt1) 1. To build. 2. To raise upright. 3. To set up. 
launch (lonch) 1. To move or slide into the water. 2. To 
start off ill business. 3. To begiB swif"tly. 4. A large open 
boat. 
level (l~ir 1l) ·1. To make smooth or flat. 2. To bring to the sama 
height. 3. To point a gua. 
shelV. (shVl.v) 1. To put on a shelf. 2. To dismiss from service. 
3. To put aside for a time. 
waive (Wiv) 1. To give up a right to. 2. Not to insist upon. 
c. Here are more sentences. Co you match them with the def:iidtiolls? 
Look at the definitio:as for dispatca. W-nich definition fits each 
se:ate:ace? 
Definition 
1. dispatch a. 
Sentence 
(2) The pupils did their work with 
dispatch and were soon ready for 
the ballgame. 
b. (3) ~ pirate ordered the prisoners 
dis;itched before they could be 
ques ioned. 
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2. level 
a. The thief leveled a gun at the shop keeper's head. (3) 
(1) The boxes of peaches were leveled before they were 
weighed. 
3. elevate 
4. 
a. 
b. 
c. 
launch 
(1) The water behi.Dd the dam will be elevated to the 
level of the lab. (4) When Joha said he could not hear her, the teacher 
elevated her voice. 
(2) He was elevated to the rank of captai.D.. 
a. (3)The marirles launched an attack on the Wand. -~ 
b. (4) The laUDch was used to take the class down the 
river o:a a picnic. 
5. continue 
a. (3) The lawyer asked the judge to continue the case to the 
next day. 
b. (2) The teacher opeaed the book to contil'lue the story. 
c. (5) We eXpect good work to continue. 
LessoD 28. More ways to change things. 
A. I:a. LessoD 27 we talked about ways we change things by movi:ag things 
and by moving ourselves so that things are changed. We can also make 
things different by changing the things themselves. 
Write the numbers from 1 to 8. Which word in Col\lllllll I is most like 
the phrase iR Column II? The starred words fit into more than oae 
place. 
ColUlllll I Column II 
* magnify (~g' n'f. fi) (thickenl To make less thia. 
I 
alter (ol ter) (thicbal To become more complicated. 
rui:a. (roo' Yn) (ruill2 To pull dow.a and destroy. 
improve (~ prOc>v') (alter2 To change. 
nittu (st~1¥n) (magnif,-) To make larger. 
* thicken ( tb'!k1 ¥n) (stitfem) To make firm. 
Columa I Column II 
(magnti'y) To make more i:mportant. 
(3,mprove) To make better. 
Ntua.ber frOm 1 to 8 again. Remember the starred word fits into more than 
one place. 
* t.mper ( tfm 1per) 
bleach (blich) 
deface (de tis 1) 
compoUDd ( kh'm poUJJd 1) 
dilute ( d~ 1u.tf ) 
rinse (r~s) 
B. alter 
bleach 
bore 
colllpo.und 
dara 
deface 
dent 
dilute 
drill d,. 
hem 
improve 
_(_t_e_m&.pe_r .... ),___ To make harder by using fire. 
_(:...d.;.;;i;;;;;l;;;;;ute~):--- To weaken or thiJl •. 
_(.;..d_e_f_ac_e-') __ To spoll the surface of 
something. 
_(.:..te_m~pe_r ..... ) __ To make less di:f'ficult. 
(bleach) To make whiter. 
--~__;_~-
(rinse) To put through clear water. 
(compowad) To mix things together. 
(temper) To make the right softness as -.:..-*--~-to temper clay. 
fade 
mach:ia 
magnify 
repa:tr 
riJase 
rum 
scrape 
sti:f'fell 
temper 
stuff 
thicken 
These words show many ways we change things. Write them where 
they belong. 
1. Ways we make things better: (darn, hem, improve, repair, 
temper.,) 
2. Ways we make things worse: (deface, dent, fade, ruin, 
scrape.) 
3. ways we change the color of things: (bleach, dilute, fade, 
dye, rinse.) · 
4. Ways we change the size of thi.nJ?s: (t>Ore1 compound1 drm, 
magni.fY,.stut::r. 
c, Make new words out of old ones by addiag suffixes., In Lesson 
26 we added: - ness to words. This said "a state of being bad or . 
bad or good1 etc." There are other suffixes which also say "a state 
of being" l~ke whatever the old word says. The suffix -ment means 
this. Add -ment to the following words and see. 
New word 
1. improve 1- meat (improvement~ 
2. deface (de.facement2 
3. temper (tempermemt~ 
4. repair (re;Eirmeat) 
lew word meaai!g 
State of being made better or 
improved. 
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State of being damaged or defaced. 
State of disposition or temper. 
State of being repaired or .fixed. 
In Lesson· 26 we added er to words to make the new word say none 
Who does this:n If we add er to other words, the new word often nmaes 
ffirags who do. Theil er says ttthat which does something. n Add er to 
these words and see. - -
1. dal"Jil I- er (damer) That which dams. 
2. bore (borer) That which boreas. 
3. hem (hemmer) That which hems. 
4. thickeR (thickener~ That w~ich thickens. 
s. sti.f.fea (sti.f.fe:Rer) That which stiffens. 
6. upuy (maS!!ifier~ That which magnifies. 
Look at your words before you check to see if you have them right. 
Did you remember what to do wij.u you add a suffix beginning with a 
vowel to ~ and to magni.fz? Did you spell the new words correctly? 
Lessoa 29. Words which mean to take or to take apart 
arrest grab purchaat separate 
blast harvest quarter slice 
bomb kidnap recover spatter 
conSUll8 litter remove unfold 
drain loosen rescue unknit 
exact mince scatter unloosen 
Read these words. They all mean "to take'' or 1'to take apart." 
Write tho where they belong. 
1. Words tllat mean to take with force: 
2. Words that meaa to take peacefully: 
3. Words that mean to cut in pieces: 
4. Words that mean to throw apart: 
5. Words that mean to undo: 
arrest, exact, grab, 
kidriap,·rescue. 
consume, harvest, purchase, 
recover. 
mince, quarter, sliqe. 
blas:: bomb, litter, scatter, 
spat r. 
loosen; z:1arate, unfold, 
unkiiit, oosen. 
B. 
1~ 
Write from 1 to 1. Which word in Column I is most like the phrase 
in Column II? 
unloosea (~ 155s1n) 1. (bomb~ To drop bombs on. 
bomb (~m) 2. (consume) To use up. 
kidnap (~d1 n'ip) 3. (draiD2 To draw off a little at a 
(k~n sw/) time~ consume 4. (exact) To insist upoa. 
harvest (har'vtist) 5. {harvestl To gather a crop. 
draia (driB) 6. (kidnaE) To carr,y off a person 
l by force. 
exact (ltg z~kt) 7. (unloosen)To set free. 
Number from 1 to 7. Match these words and phrases. 
rescue (~s'kii) 1. (unknit) To undo the loops of things 
unknit (~ n'!t ) 2. (unfold2 
locked together. 
To open out. 
spatter (s~t1er) 3. (sEatter2 To splash something on. 
loosea (lm>s' It) 4. (rescue2 To set free. 
exact (rg zt.kt1 ) 5. (remove} To take from its place. 
remove (- - '> re moov 6. {loosea} To make less tight. 
" I unfold ( un fold ) 7. (exact} To force to ~ money. 
(ID the· first group if your answers are alphabetical, they are 
correct. Ia the second group your answers are right if they are 
ia alphabetic order :when you start at the end and read them 
backward. Number 7 shoUld be first in the dictionary, and 
number 1 should be last.) 
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Lessoa 30. Jo:i.rdJlg words. 
A. These words have more than one meaning. Read each sentence and 
write the number of the definitioa that .fits the meaniDg. 
. . 
1. bolt (bo~t) 1. To dash away suddenly. 2. To eat fast. 
--;. To join with a metal pin. (Notice that these are more 
meanings of the word. bolt which you have not had before.) 
a. (2) Jack belted his food ud ran to catch the bu.s. 
b. (3) Mary bolted the door and drew the blinds. 
e. (3) John bolted the .fender on to the car. 
d. (l) They bolt from the classroom like biscuits from a can. 
2. mesh (m~sh) ·1. An opening between threads in a screen~ 2. Any 
-network. · 3. The uniti.Jlg or engagi.Jlg of teeth. 4. To catch 
or tangle. 
a. (3) The gears on the wheel mesh with the teeth of the 
chain on the bic,ycle. ----
b. (1) The fire screea has ail opea mesh so the heat will come 
through into the room. -
c. (2) Jill has a mesh bag. 
d. (3) The classwork and club-work mesh. 
3. bracket (b:t4k'"t) 1. To enclose 1R brackets. 2. To group 
two things or names together. 
a. (2) In talking, we often bracket salt and pepper. 
b. (2) In our thinking, Hansel and Grettle, Abbott and Costello, 
and Amos and Andy are bracketed together. 
c. (1) Bracket the words that belong together. 
4. brace· (brts) 1. To steady something. 2. To get ready to t17 harder. 
j. A pair like a brace of ducks. 4. A support for the body. 
a. 
b. 
(3) 
(4) 
Long John Silver had a brace of pistols ill his belt. 
Susie wears a brace oa her teeth, and Jack wears a 
brace on his leg. 
c. (2) You need to brace yourself for a difficult job. 
·d. (1) Father braced the shelf with a piece of wood. 
B. Write S on your paper if the pair of words mean the 
write 0 if-they mean the opposite • 
same thing; 
. -
1. group (0) scatter 
2. bracket (0) separate 
3. frame (S) bracket 
4. unite (S) combine 
s. seal (S) glue 
6. hitch (S) hook 
7. herd (0) scatter 
8. baste (S) tack 
c. Can you make people see pictures whe11 you talk? T17 linking 
what you sajr to things people see every day. You can leara to do 
it this ~· Use the words below to put im the sentences. 
baste 
bolt 
brace 
bracket 
combine 
crate 
frama 
glue 
group 
herd 
hitch 
hook 
liDk 
mesh 
screw 
seal 
tack 
Ullite 
1. Mary stuck to her friends lib (glue) • 
2. We were packed in the car like oranges in a (crate) 
3. The boys stay together like sheep in a (herd) • 
4. Join hands together like a (link) in a chain. 
S. Her hair went around her face like a (frame) • 
• 
6. Jack works with his team-mates like a (link) in a mesh. 
7. His nose stuck out of his face likll a (hook) . from a waJ.l. 
8. Their arms were linked together like a (bracket) around 
two words. 
9. She Wlwound her skirts like cloth from a (bolt) • 
can you make more sentences like these? Here is another one: "She 
walked like a scissors snipping cloth." Try it. You'll be surprised 
at how much more interesting you will be to others. 
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Lesson 31. 
Here are some sentences with o:ae word underlined in each. Can 
you find the correct meaning for that word and write the letter ill 
froat of the sentence. 
A. 
(a) 1. 
(b) 2. 
(b) 3. 
(a) 4. 
(b) 
'· 
(a) 6. 
(o) 7. 
(b) 8. 
(b) 9. 
_j&lO. 
_hlll. 
~12. 
(b) 13. 
_1&14. 
Sentences 
A soldier in the olden days 
always carried a(shield.) 
Bud tried to(shield)his 
brother from the raiD. 
Boats were moVing out 
of the(harbor.) 
We should not(harbor)a 
criminal iB our house. 
The class was a (social) 
group. 
Many people went to the 
church (social.) 
Afurilliant)man knows 
many things• 
The car lights were 
very (brilliant~ 
The me~ we had was very 
ltender. 
My ~nil has a \tender)spot 
on 1.t. 
When you do bad things, your 
mother(lectures)you. 
We went to hear a (lecture) 
on ttPlant Life •. tt 
I would· like to lchallenge) 
the man. 
It was a(challeng~tryiag 
to keep up with hiB. 
Meanings 
(shield) a. Something used 
for protection. b. To 
protect someone. 
(harbor) a. To give shel-
ter to. b. A place of 
safety where ships dock. 
(social) a. A friendly 
gathering. b. Friendly. 
(brilliant) a. A diamond 
or other stone. b. Flashing 
with light. c. Very clever. 
(tender) a. Kind. b. Not 
hard. 
(lecture) a. To scold or tell 
b. A talk or speech 
(challenge) a. Something 
you try to do. b. Questioa. 
J!ll5. We should breat.Ja)plenty 
of fresh air eac day. 
.J..!ll6. She (breathed) her answer 
in Jl13' ear. 
J!2. 17. The {chorus) sang a beauti-
ful song. 
J.& 18. fiMorel., the people l chorused.) 
(b) 19. We got the 11vor.v}from 
a large ele~ 
J!2. 20. The color of nG" new 
dress is (tvory~ 
Lessoa 32. 
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(breathe) a. To draw i.B 
and send out air. b. To say 
softly • 
(chorus> a. A group of singers. 
b. Saying altogether. 
(ivory) a. A light cream 
color. b. What elephant• s 
tusks are made of. 
Here are some sentences with one word underliD.ed in each. Can 
you find the correct lilea.niJlg for ·tt;U.t word and write the letter iJl 
froat of the seatence. 
(b) l. The table was made of 
of ~bonz.) 
(a) 2. Her hair·was the color 
of ebony.) 
(a) 3. . Soldiers always stand 
fare ct.) 
(lt) 4. Where will they (erectj 
the new sehoul? 
(a) 5. 
(b) 6. 
(c) 7. 
(b) 8. 
The top of the table 
was (crude.) 
The boy had very (crude) 
table manners. 
We were weighed on new 
{scales.) 
Do you know how to 
ecale\a fish? 
(ebony) a. A black color. 
b. A hard wood. 
(erect) a. Straight. 
b. To build. 
{crude) a. Rough. 
b. Lacking in good manners. 
(scale) a. Part of the skia 
oi""'i'fish. b.. To take skill 
off a fish. c. Used for' 
weighing things. 
(b) 9. The woman was modeli!g 
an evening dress. 
J.!llO. Do you have a model 
airplane? 
J.&ll. 
J&l2. 
__illl3. 
At last the boat was iD 
motion. 
Jane said1 11I make a 
motion we close the meeting.~ 
The cowboys mounted their 
horses. 
Please mount your pictures 
·on. black paper. 
J.!ll5. Do you o}litct to the way 
wedidt f 
_hll6. What is the object made 
ott 
_{!2_17. The changes that were made 
are to be permaneat. 
(b) 18. Mother went to the beaut,-
parlor to have a permaneat. 
~ 19. The trapper had 5o pelts 
ill his bag. 
J&20. It is not nice to ~ 
people with snowba~ 
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(model) a. A small object 
that is like a larger one. 
b. A woman who tries on 
clothes so others can see 
how thq look. 
(motion) a. A suggestion made. 
b_. Moving from oae piace to 
another. 
(mount) a. Be equipped with. 
b. To climb or get on. 
c. Paste in a book or on 
something. 
(object) .. 
ob/ject a~ Not agree with. 
object/b. Aim or purpose. 
c. A thing. 
{permanent) a. ~sting. 
b. Curling of the hair. 
{p~lt) a. To hit with some-
thing. b. To beat down, as 
rain pelts. c. A raw hid of an 
animal. 
Lesso:n. 33. Words who are twins and relatives. 
A. Twins who are not related. 
-In our· Wortschatz (word treasure) there are some words which sound 
just alike.· These word twins are not related in meaning. Because they 
soUad alike, many people mix them up. Here are some of these words. 
Put the right word in the sentence so that it makes sense. 
1. waste, waist 
a. Trash is sometimes a heap of (waste) • 
b. Don•t (waste) your time. 
c. Mary put her arm around Joan's (waist) 
2. ~ak, ~ 
a. Jack climbed the mountaiD (peak) 
• 
b. The plump baqy played (peek) -a-boo with Ruth. 
c • Don •t (peek) at the parcels before Christmas. 
3. P!dal, peddle 
a. The fishermea (peddle) their oysters at the market. 
b. He broke the (pedal) on his bicycle. 
c. If you (peddlef perfume oR the street, you will be 
called a ( pedd er) • 
4. v~in, !!!!, 
a. Martha has pretty pearls, bllt U. is (vain) 
th.em.. 
b. The blood in the (veiJls) feeds the muscles. 
about 
c. Some of the girls thiD.k M&r;r is (vain) because she 
wears poliSh on her nails. 
d. All our work was in (vaia} • 
5. P?ace, piece 
a. A large (piece) of plaster fell om the floor. 
b. A period of (peace) will help the modern world. 
c. His mother gave him a (piece) of her mind. 
d. When you do a noble deed you have (peace) of mind. 
6. E!!b ~ 
a. The fresh orange (peel) was plump al'ld moist. 
b. (Peel) the lemon you picked in the orchard. 
c. He heard the (peal) 
had come. 
of the bells telling that peace 
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1. ~take, steak 
; 
a. The restaurant had (steak) on the menu. 
b. The owner of the launch had a (stake) 
and perch caught in the cove. 
in the oysters 
c. The young tree in the· orchard is tied to a (stake) to 
help it grow straight. 
a. ~cks, ~ 
a. The (tax) on perfume adds to the cost. 
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b. The ha1111er bas a magnet in its nose for picking up (tacks) • 
c. The high pitch will (tax) the range of her voice. 
De.fini tioas: 
motion (mo1shtfa) .Action; the act of moviJlg. 
natiw (na 1ti'v) Bora, made in, or belonging to a countr,y. 
natural (n'i.t' u r"l) Like it beloaged or was inbom. 
nature (na1tur) 1. All outdoors. 2. Things which belong to 
a ldnd. 
vi 
nestle (nes 1) To hold close or cuddle. 
oyster (ois1 ter) A small roUJid fish having a rough hinged shell. 
parcel {par' stl.) A bUJidle or package. 
peak (pek) 1. Apointed top of a hill. 2. Highest poim.t. 
pedal (p~11) A part worked by feet. 
vi · 
peddle (ped 1) To travel about selling small things • 
.J I peddler (p"ed ler) One who travels and sells things. 
peek (pik) To look quickly. 
permane•t (pur1ma n'tnt) Continuing in the same way. 
permit (pur m'f.t1) To allow to be done. 
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B. Words are like people. They have parents, grandparents, cousins, 
brothers and sisters. Words also have jobs to do. When a part of 
two words look just alike we caa tell they belong to the same family, 
or to the same kind of job. Tell which definition belongs to each 
word. Write the family to which the word belongs. 
1. mot - means ttmovett 
-
a. motion <•2 A state of moving. 
b. motor (o) oae who goes iD. a motor • 
I . :·:'!. 
c. motorist (d2 A state of being moved aaead. 
d. promotion (b2 That which makes things move. 
Family name (mot-) mean:lllg ~move2 • 
2. !:!!_ - means ttbelonging by birthtt 
a. nation (e) The outdoor world. 
b. aational (d2 Like its kind. 
c. native (a) A state of maqy people liviag 
together. 
d. natural (c) Oae who was bom iJl a place. 
e. nature (b) Belongag to a country. 
Family name (nat-) ~--=--- meani.Jlg ( bz' birth) • 
3. J!!- means "foot" 
a. pedal (d) Standing on a base or foot. 
b. peddle (c2 One who sells things he carries. 
c. peddler (bl To carry about things to sell. 
d. pedestal (a) Part worked by the foot. 
Family name (ped-) 
....:..<=-~--
meani.Jag (foot) 
• 
4. 
'· 
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nest - me~s "bird or animal cradle" 
a. nest (b) To lie close and happy as i.D 
a nest. 
b. nestle (c) Young things the size for a nest. 
c. Destlings (al A bird cradle. 
Family Dame (nestt aeanag (bird cradle) • 
(Be sure to spellhese words wi'Eh a \ se we cu. see what they 
meaD even when we don 1 t say the t sound. 
-
E!!:. - means ttthrough or completel:yf' 
a. perfect (c) A dot to show you are through. 
b. perfume (a) Completely and thoroughly made. 
c. peried (e) To let go through or be done. 
d. permanent (d) Lasting through. 
e. permit (b) Something to make a sweet smell 
through it. 
Prefix Ce:r) meaning (tbrou~h or complete~2 • 
Lesson 34. People. 
A. miastrel 
model 
mo:aitor 
motorist 
natioul 
native 
naturalist 
noble 
ower 
parent 
partDer 
pedaler 
peddler 
pUot 
Write the answers to the questions. 
poet 
_ _poke 
prijcipal 
puppet 
1. Who work mach:l.Des? (motorist, pedaler, pilot) 
2. 'Who work to sell thilll.gs? .:.;(mod;;.;;..;.;....el;;;..,L...&P...;.ed~dl;;.;.;;;;....e....;.r.:..) _______ _ 
3. Who are part of a pair? ~(pa._r_e_n_t., ..... pa~r_t_n_er_)~--------
4. Which words show they were born as this? (national, 
native, noble) 
'· 
6. Which ones could not have lived long ago? {motorist, pllot) 
B. Complete the sentences using the words above. 
1. I am a doli. When you pull my strings I move. I am a 
{puppet) • 
2. I am a person who must do what others say, so you call 
me a {puppet) • 
3. If you wait for me you'll be late; I am a (poke) 
4. If you go by car you are a (motorist). 
5. You see me at a fashio• show. I am a (model) 
6. Long ago I sa~songs and recited s~ories as a (minstrel). 
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7. The boy loves his mother and father who are his {parents). 
8. I study and know all about trees, nowers, and birds. I 
am a (naturalist). 
9. ~en the teacher needs help in working with the class she 
needs a (monitor) • 
10. When I ride a bicycle I make it go with my feet. I am a 
(pedaler) • 
11. Oa the street we saw people going from house to house 
selling things as (peddlers). 
12. Lords, ladies, earls, and counts are all (nobles) • 
13. I will read you a rhyme I wrote about a fairy. Tell me 
if you like me as a (poet) • 
14. I will rent to you~ or sell to you, or loan to you. I 
am an (owner) • 
15. When I sit at the controls in an airplane, I am a (pilot) • 
16. How have you liked working with your (partner) ? 
Definitio:a.s: 
minstrel (~1strMl) A singer or poet of long ago. 
model (m~d1 1) One who wears clothes to show them to others. 
motorist (mo1ter 'fst) One who goes by motor. 
naturalist (n'l.t1 u rh ~st) One who studies nature or the 
outdoors. 
pareat (paltnt) A mother or father • 
..,, 
pedaler (pad ler) Oae who makes things go with his foot. 
peddler (p¥d1ler) One who carries about things to sell. 
pilot ( pt'1l~t) A flier. 
poet (po1lt) One who wri tea poetry. 
puppet (p~p1\ft) 1. A doll moved by strings. 2. A person 
controlled by someone else. 
Lesson 3.5. Things that grow and things found in the groUDd. 
A. Growing things. 
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1~ almond 
2~ cactus 
3. evergreen 
4. fiber 
.5. foliage 
6. ivy 
7. laurel 
B. petal 
9. thistle 
Fill in the blanks using these words. Write the numbers that stand 
for the words. 
Three trees have been loved and used for thousands of 7ea:rs. They 
are the (1. almoDd),(:3.evergreea,l_,ud ~ laurel) • Oll.e of these has 
a nut oa it which is also called aa (1. almond) • Eyes shaped like 
the nut are called (1. almond) -eyes. From the leaves of one of the 
other trees a wreath was made to crown a hero or show him honor. The 
(7. laurel) branch was used because it was an (3. e.vergreea).Since it 
was always green, it meant that the hero would stay iA memory forever. 
Some other kinds of(3. evergreen)are used as Christmas trees. 
Two of our desert plants have thorns. They are the(2. cactus) 
and the (9. thistle). Both of these plants grow in dr,y spots on our 
western plateau. One of the plants, the(2. cactus) , contains water 
in .its thi?k, plump, prickly leaves. The cattle eat these leaves 
for the water in them. Both the (2. cactus)and the (9. thistle)have 
daiat,y ~8. petals). on their flowers. 
A vine-like_plant is the (6. i!l) • Its(5. foliage) is dark 
greell and shiny. Its rope-like limbs climb up the walls of buUdings 
and have a very tough (4. fiber). As the (7. laurell stands for honor 
ad victorr, so the (6. i!l) stands for wisdom and learning. 
B. Things foUAd in the ground. 
1~ brilliant 2: gem 
3. granite 
4. gravel 
5. jet 
6. jewel 
· Write the numbers of the words that are: 
· 7. keroseae 
8. Jlliaeral 
9. pebble 
1. Things used for jewelry: (1, 2, 5, 6, 11) 
2. Thiags used in building: (3, 4, 8, 9, 10) 
10. pitch 
11. rubr 
• 
Write D if the two words are different in meaning, A if they are alike. 
. - -
3. many small pebbles ~Al gravel 
4. coal (A) jet 
5. pi tell (D~ kerosene 
6. a jewel (A) a gem 
7. mineral (D) kerosene 
8. ruby (D) thistle 
Answer !!:! or ~ 
9. Are pitch and jet both black? (Yes.) 
10. Are kerosene and pitch both used in houses? (Yes.) 
11. Are a ruby and a diamond both jewels? (Yes.) 
12. Would you put kerosene on your pancakes? (No.) 
13. Can minerals be found in gravel? (Yes. ) 
14. Are a brilliant and a jet both used in making beads? (Yes.) 
15. Is pitch used to calk the seams of a boat? (Yes.) 
Defini tiona: 
brUliaat (br!J.1 ~at) A diamond or other stone cut so it will 
shille. 
calk (kok) To seal cracks. 
granite (grtn1rt) A hard rock used for buildings. 
gravel ( gr~v11) Material that is small pieces of rock. 
jet (j~t) A hard shiny black coal used in making buttons and 
other things. 
kerosene (k~r1o sea) Colorless oil used in stoves ~nd lamps. 
mineral (rn't:a 1tr tl.) 1. Anything that doesn't grow. 2. Ore; 
material found in milling. 
pitch (p~tch) Tar. 
ruby' (roo I b'¥.) A precious red stone. 
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